Second Session
Sunday, March 17, 2013 at 11:00 A.M.
Lots 1001-1461
The "Keystone" Collection of U.S. Booklets
and Booklet Panes
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

Booklets and Panes from the 1898 Bureau Issue

1003 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal and diagonal “Specimen” overprints (279BjSE), 2 booklet panes of 6,
one with diagonal overprint (normal watermark), other with horizontal overprint (inverted watermark), o.g., small hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1001 SHH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK1S), complete and unexploded, with red manuscript “One of
the first one hundred books issued, Complements of” and black
manuscript “Edwin C Madden”, vertically place black handstamp
“Specimen” at left, o.g., never hinged; cover with creases, Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1002 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on buff cover
(BK2S), exploded, 2 panes with diagonal “Specimen” overprint,
top cover with vertical crease and manuscript “2 stitches”, “one
of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden, Third Asst.
P.M. Gen.”, o.g., panes never hinged, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1004

1005

1004 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, mis-cut so that it shows
the bottom framelines of the bottom two stamps from the pane
above, o.g., hinged (small hinge remnant at top right), Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1005 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position 21J (tiny trace
of split arrow at bottom left, normally trimmed off by BEP), o.g.,
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1006

1007

1008

1009

1006 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position M (guide line at
top), disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1008 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position N, inverted watermark, unused without gum, Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1007 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position 40M (shows
slight trace of split arrow at right, normally trimmed off by BEP),
inverted watermark, o.g., hinged, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1009 SHH
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
988 (lightly struck), o.g., never hinged (pencil mark on gum of left
center stamp), Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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1010

1011

1012

1013

1014

1015

1010 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
989, o.g., hinged; tiny nick in margin of bottom right stamp,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

1012 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
991, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1014 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position O (guide line at
top and left), disturbed o.g. from interleaving; light horizontal
crease in bottom stamps, otherwise Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1011 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
990, o.g., very lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1013 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
991, o.g., small hinge remnants (light gum disturbance along
right side); tiny corner crease at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1015 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, “Specimen” overprint,
double impression of overprint at bottom (279BjSEb), booklet pane of 6, light second overprint across bottom pair, unpriced
in Scott, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1016 H
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on buff cover (BK2),
complete and unexploded, with two panes of Scott 279Bj, cover
with “CROWNPOINT IND. 1900” postmark and manuscript
“First stamp book Sold in Crown Point Indiana, F. E. Farley P.M.”
on front, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, panes Very Fine, booklet probably unique. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1017 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 49¢, green on cream cover
(BK3), exploded, o.g., 4 never hinged panes, unpriced in Scott,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

4

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1018 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, one pane from position
E, back cover reads “Henry G. Payne”, o.g., both panes never
hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 17, 2013

Booklets and Panes from the 1898 Bureau Issue

1019 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, both panes from position
E, front cover with Special Delivery rates and back cover reads
The Registry System/Provider for Safe Transit and Correct Delivery, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1020 HH/H
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, back cover reads “Charles Emory Smith”, o.g.,
2 hinged panes; booklet covers with creases, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1021 SHH
Booklet, 1900-03, 49¢, black on buff cover (BK8),
exploded, 4 panes with diagonal “Specimen” overprint, top cover
with manuscript “2 stitches”, “one of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden, Third Asst. P.M. Gen.”, o.g., never
hinged; top cover with small tape stain, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1022 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), complete unexploded
booklet, booklet pane of six without tab, position E, tied to reverse of Cosmopolitan Hotel shipping tag by black cancels and
1904 Youngstown Ohio registry handstamp, additional torn single 2¢ (probably a booklet pane single) above pane, three line
Purple New Orleans registry handstamp on front, addressed to
Youngstown; some small faults, otherwise Fine, Scarce.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1023 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), complete unexploded
booklet, bottom left booklet pane single with small traces of plate
no. 1326 at bottom, tied by 1902 Fulton Ill duplex postmark on
Mystic Workers insurance company corner card, addressed to
Ottawa ILL; cover slight reduced at right at an angle, Fine, extremely scarce usage.
Estimate $500 - 750

1024 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet covers (279Bj), 15
front covers and 14 back covers, includes one front cover without numeral, three front covers with 25¢, four front covers with
49¢, three front covers with 97¢, two front covers with manuscript "Complements.", four front covers with manuscript "One of
the first.", eight back covers with "Charles Emory Smith" and six
back covers with "Henry C. Payne", some faults, but still a wonderful lot, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

6

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1025

1026

1025 H
1898, 2¢ carmine, type IV (279Bj var.), booklet
pane of 6, position B, o.g., hinge remnants (small gum wrinkle);
thin spots, otherwise Very Fine, scarce shade, not listed in Scott.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1026 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 988, o.g., small hinge remnant at top, Fine.
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Sale 635 - Mar. 17, 2013
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1027

1028

1029

1030

1027 HH
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 989, o.g., never hinged; few small perf separations, Fine. Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1029 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 991, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1028 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 990, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1030 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position H (guide line at right and small part of arrow at bottom
right), inverted watermark, slightly disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Very Fine, extremely scarce showing arrow.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1031

1031 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position O, o.g., small hinge remnants for perf reinforcement,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1033

1034

1035

1036

1033 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1035 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted and reversed (279Bj var.), booklet pane of 6, position N, disturbed o.g.
from interleaving; normal light discoloration around staple holes,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1034 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position M, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1036 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark reversed (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position H, shows very tiny trace of arrow at bottom, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1032 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), 4 booklet panes of 6
plus interleaving, part o.g. or disturbed o.g. or both, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

1042

1037 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1324, disturbed o.g., Very
Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

1039 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1326, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1041 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1368, o.g., small hinge
remnant at top, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1038 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1325, part o.g., Fine.
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1040 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1327, disturbed o.g. from
interleaving, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1042 (H)
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1369, unused without
gum, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1047 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk
var.), horizontal pair from pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1490 in
tab, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1043

1044

1045

1046

1043 m
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1369, double oval New
York Reg cancels, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1045 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1371, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1044 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1370, disturbed o.g. from
interleaving; left center stamp with small thin spot, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1046 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1489, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1048 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1491, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

10
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1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1049 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1492, o.g., hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1051 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1053 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1325, o.g.,
hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1050 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position E showing small part of arrow at left,
slightly disturbed o.g. from interleaving; usual rust marks in staple hole area, Fine, scarce position. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1052 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position C, disturbed o.g.,
F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1054 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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Booklets and Panes from the 1902-03 Bureau
Issue

1055

1056

1055 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
and reversed (279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g.,
small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1056 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark reversed
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

12

1057 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on green cover
(BK10), exploded, all panes position A, back cover with “M” of
“Meyer” under “p” of “up”, one pane is a replacement for the original pane, three panes with two dots below “2” of “1902” and one
without dots, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1058 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on green cover
(BK10), complete and unexploded, all panes position E, back
cover with “M” of “Meyer” below space between “to” and “$25”,
o.g., two panes lightly hinged and two with hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 17, 2013

Booklets and Panes from the 1902-03 Bureau Issue

1061 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 49¢, black on buff cover
(BK12), complete and unexploded, four panes and interleaving,
each position E, o.g., never hinged; covers are lightly toned and
lightly creased, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1059 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK11), exploded, panes with reversed watermarks, o.g., never
hinged; one pane with separated horizontal perfs between top
and center rows, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1060 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK11), exploded, o.g., each pane with hinge reinforced horizontal perf separations; covers with light creases, Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1062 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 97¢, black on gray cover
(BK13), complete and unexploded, eight panes with full interleaving, each position A, o.g., never hinged; covers are lightly
creased from handling as usual, F.-V.F., unpriced in Scott, but 8
never hinged panes catalogue $7,600, extremely scarce.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1063

1064

1065

1066

1067

1068

1063 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b var.), booklet pane of 6,
bottom left stamp with double transfer in “mer c” of “America”,
o.g., hinge remnants; small flaw in right stamp from staple removal, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1065 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position A, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1067 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position B, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small hinge remnant,
F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1064 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b var.), booklet pane of 6,
right top with diagonal plate scratch, o.g., small hinge remnants,
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1066 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., small hinge remnant; top stamp with light wrinkle,
pane faintly toned, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1068 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position C, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

14
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1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1069 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3339, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1071 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3341, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1073 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3468, o.g., hinge remnants; top right stamp with
small thin spot, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

1070 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3340, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1072 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3342, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1074 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3469, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1075

1078

1076

1078 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3503, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1075 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3471, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnants; right stamp with wrinkle, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1076 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3471, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge
remnants, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

16

1079

1077 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D with plate no. 3472 on left tab, o.g., small hinge remnants,
Very Fine, fewer than five examples are thought to exist.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1079 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3508, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Centering appears to be better than the example in the Beutel
collection which realized $7,500 plus buyer's premium.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1080

1081

1082

1083

1084

1085

1080 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3510, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1082 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3514, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1084 HH
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, dark
shade, position F, o.g., stamps never hinged, lightly hinged in
selvage only, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1081 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3514, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge
remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1083 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., small hinge remnant; four stamps with light toning on
gum, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1085 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1088 m
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c var.), bottom left single from
booklet pane, machine cancel; top and right perforations
trimmed away, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1086

1090

1087

1091

1086 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position H, o.g., small hinge remnants; bottom left stamp with light diagonal bend, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1090 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
B, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1087 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1091 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1583, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1089 m
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
A, without tab, roller type cancel; small faults including rounded
corner at bottom right, still scarce, Fine appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1092

1096

1093

1092 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1584, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1094 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
E, o.g., hinge remnant at top, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1097

1096 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
H, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1097 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position C, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1093 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1689, small part o.g.; left center stamp with thin
along left side, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1095 )
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane without tab,
position E, tied to C. B. & O. Railway Co. (Burlington Route) legal
sized cover by Purple La Crosse, Wis Jun 28 1908 postmark, addressed to Alexander NY; cover with clipped corner at top left,
otherwise Very Fine, extremely scarce and very seldom seen
usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1098

1099

1100

1101

1102

1103

1098 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1582, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1100 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1666, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1102 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1690, neat New York double oval registry cancels, Very Fine, extremely scarce used.
Scott $5,250.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1099 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1585, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1101 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1690, o.g., small hinge
remnant (minor gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1103 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1104

1105

1106

1107

1108

1109

1104 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted and reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., two hinge
remnants over small perf separations, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1106 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1667, o.g., very
lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1108 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1665, o.g., very
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1105 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted and reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1664,
o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1107 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1584, o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1109 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, light shade, position D, plate no. 1688,
o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1110

1110 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1691, o.g., hinge
remnant on top pair, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 1,500

1111

1112

1111 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1771, o.g., hinge
remnant on top pair, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1112 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g., two small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1113

1113 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants; some
perf separation, top right stamp with small thin, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1114 HH/H
1903-63, booklet panes & covers (301c//375a,
etc.), exciting collection of booklet panes and booklet covers,
starts with 301c and covers, 319g and covers, 331a and covers,
332a and covers, 375a and covers and so forth with hundreds of
front and back covers throughout the period, many scarce covers and variations, must be inspected to be appreciated, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,700 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 17, 2013
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Booklets and Panes from the 1903 "Shield"
Issue

1115 HH
Booklet, 1903, 25¢, black on cream cover, type I
panes (BK14), exploded, covers and 2 panes, no interleaving,
both panes position A; inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-I, catalogued as panes, o.g., never
hinged, Fine. Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1116 H
Booklet, 1903, 25¢, black on cream cover, type I
panes (BK14), exploded, covers and 2 panes, no interleaving,
both panes position A; inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., both panes
hinged, Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1117 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position A, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$960.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1118 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, Covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
all panes position E; Inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-I, catalogued as panes, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1119 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position A, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$960.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1120 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position E, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $960.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1121 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
all position E; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-N, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, Fine.
Scott $1,920.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1122 HH/H
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
position E; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-K, catalogued as panes, o.g., 7 never hinged and
1 lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,805. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1123 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
position A; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-K, catalogued as panes, o.g., stamps never
hinged, each lightly hinged in selvedge tab, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1126
1124 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type II
lake panes (BK17A), complete and unexploded, eight panes,
all position E, booklet with full interleaving, in excellent condition,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1126 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position B, double oval “Benton Harbor, Mich” cancels, F.-V.F.
Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1125 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, red ball of color (screw
hole) in the top right selvedge (319g var.), booklet pane of 6,
position B, split arrow and guide line at right, o.g., small hinge
remnants, Extremely Fine, one of only 8 examples known.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1127 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1845 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1128

1129

1130

1131

1132

1133

1128 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1889 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1130 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1892, o.g., hinge remnant; right margin uneven as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1132 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1952, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1129 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1889, double oval “New York Reg” cancels;
uneven side margins as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1131 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1951, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1133 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2109, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1134

1135

1136

1137

1138

1139

1134 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2110, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1136 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2121 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged; one
stamp with small paper adherence, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1138 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2302 (scarcer number), lighter shade approaching scarlet, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1135 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2112, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1137 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2122 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1139 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2303, o.g., small hinge remnant, F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1140

1141

1142

1143

1144

1145

1140 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2304 (scarcer number), o.g., hinge remnant; slightly uneven sides as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1142 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2372, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$125.
Estimate $200 - 300

1144 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2375, o.g., small hinge remnant, deep
shade; uneven side margins as frequently found, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1141 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2371 (scarcer number), o.g., hinge remnant; very slightly uneven sides as frequently found, F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1143 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, engraver's initials in top
left selvedge (319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate
no. 2374, inverted initial “C” in top left selvedge, o.g., hinge remnant; uneven margins at the sides as frequently found, Very
Fine, illustrated in US Specialist article published Feb. 1999, one
of only four examples recorded in 1999 article.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1145 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2498, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1146

1147

1148

1149

1150

1151

1146 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2499, o.g., hinged; uneven side margins as
frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1148 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2715, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1150 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2769, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1147 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2550, o.g., lightly hinged, deep shade,
F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1149 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2716, o.g., lightly hinged (very small gum
wrinkle at top right), Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1151 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2770, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins very
slightly uneven as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1152

1153

1154

1155

1156

1157

1152 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2783, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1154 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2924, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1156 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2926, o.g., very lightly hinged (bottom right
pair with small gum wrinkle), Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1153 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2881, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins very
slightly uneven as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1155 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2925, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1157 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2934, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1158

1159

1160

1161

1162

1163

1158 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2956, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1160 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3011, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $100 - 150

1162 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3019, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1159 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2958, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1161 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3012, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1163 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3020, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1164

1165

1166

1167

1168

1169

1164 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3021, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1166 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3031, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1168 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3199, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1165 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3023, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1167 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3197, o.g., small hinge remnants; minor perf
separation, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1169 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3387, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1170

1171

1172

1173

1174

1175

1170 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3388, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1172 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3398, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1174 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3410, o.g., lightly hinged; horizontal perf
rows a bit weak, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1171 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3397, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1173 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3409, o.g., hinged; horizontal perf rows a bit
weak, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1175 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3436, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1176

1177

1178

1179

1180

1181

1176 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3443, o.g., hinged (top left stamp with pencil
notation on gum, top right stamp with small gum wrinkle), F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1178 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3449, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1180 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3521, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1177 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3444, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1179 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3459, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1181 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3661, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1182

1183

1184

1185

1186

1187

1182 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3740, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1184 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3766, o.g., hinged; single blind perf between
top right stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1186 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3819, o.g., small hinge remnants; small thin
in top left selvedge, single blind perf between top right stamps,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1183 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3763, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1185 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3817, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1187 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3822, o.g., hinge remnant; single blind perf
between top left stamps, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1188

1191

1189

1188 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3997, o.g., hinge remnant; single blind perf
between top left stamps, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1190 )
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4115, tied by 1916 Pago Pago Samoa duplex cancels on registered cover addressed to Titusville, PA,
proper backstamps; cover and pane lightly toned, pane with
small piece out of the top left selvedge (happened after mailing),
still and extremely scarce usage, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1191 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4115, o.g., hinge remnant (couple light diagonal gum bends), F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1192 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4118, boxed “Titusville PA” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1189 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4114, boxed “Titusville PA” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1194
1193 )
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), plate no. 4235 single, tied by 1908 Albion Mich. duplex cancel on green cover with
Recorder Press Co. Albion, Michigan corner card, addressed to
New York City; minor cover edge flaws do not affect stamp, Very
Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

38

1195

1196

1197

1194 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4364, o.g., very small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1196 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

1195 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4423, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1197 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3762, 3810, 4363, and
4382, each o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 1198

Ex 1199

Ex 1200

Ex 1201

Ex 1202

Ex 1203

1198 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2376, 2378, 2548, and
2602, o.g., 3 hinged and 1 never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1200 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 4418, 4430, 4435, and
4439, o.g., hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

1202 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3354, 3360, 3525, 3550,
and 3553, o.g., hinged (two with hinge remnants); few small perf
separations, Fine. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

1199 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2932, 2955, 3013, and
3014, o.g., hinged (one with gum wrinkle), Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1201 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each of plate no. 3645, 3646, 3662,
3669, and 3754, o.g., most with hinge remnants; couple with perf
separations, F.-V.F. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

1203 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2496, 2504, 2771, 2782,
4106, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; each with at least one
stamp with gum wrinkle, F.-V.F. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750
1204 H/(H)
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D and with scarcer numbers, no. 1949 (hinge
remnant and thin spot), no. 1950 (horizontal crease, part OG
and perf separations), no. 2011 (part OG), no. 2123 (no gum),
and no. 2124 (heavy gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott $1,375 (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1205

Ex 1206

Ex 1207

Ex 1208

1205 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2507, 2601, 3196, 3198,
and 3437, o.g., hinge remnants; each with at least one stamp
with thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,375. Estimate $300 400

1207 (H)
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 9 booklet panes of
6, position D, one each plate no. 1890, 1891, 2305, 2497, 2604,
2781, 2931, 3030, and 3359, without gum; some small flaws,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,475.
Estimate $500 - 750

1206 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 6 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3532 (mostly separated),
3549, 3999, 4001, 4108; and 4445, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; each with at least one stamp with thin spot, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $400 - 600

1208 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 11 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2111, 2373, 2377, 2506,
2600, 2713, 2714, 2784, 2880, 2957, and 3526, disturbed o.g. or
part o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $3,025.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1209 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 30 panes hinged to
two pages in the form of plate reconstruction for a 180 subject
plate; includes 15 position A, one each position B, C, and D; 8
position E, and one each position F, G, H and I; some small flaws
to be expected, V.G.-Fine, seldom offered reconstruction. Scott
$3,900 (photo ex - for both pages please see our web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1210 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I and 2¢ lake, type II (319g,
319q), booklet panes of 6, one miscut pane of 319g, three panes
of 319q (one with small piece out at bottom right), three blocks of
four with plate no. selvedge (3924, 3926, 4584) and 7 plate no.
singles (4358, 4367, 4368, 4443, 4451, 4457, 4464), o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants; few small flaws, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$1,025 for panes (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1211 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, 2¢ carmine rose, and 2¢ scarlet,
type I (319g, 319n, 319p), grouping of 15 panes, includes all positions (A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. and I) plus 4 shades of carmine,
one of carmine rose and one of scarlet, o.g., most all with hinge
remnants except positions D, H and carmine rose pane never
hinged; few small flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,730.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1212 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3299, o.g.,
hinge remnant (top right stamp with gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott
$9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1213 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3300, o.g.,
small hinge remnant; trivial pencil notation on top left selvedge,
Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1216

1217

1216 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), top 2/3 of a booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
3303, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Horizontal watermarks can only be found on booklet pane
stamps.
1214 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3302, o.g.,
hinged, Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

42

1215 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3307, o.g.,
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1217 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 2933, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins
very slightly uneven as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1218

1219

1220

1221

1222

1223

1218 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 3664, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1220 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 4002, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very
Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1222 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2549, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1219 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 3814, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1221 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2467, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1223 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2551, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1224

1225

1226

1227

1228

1229

1224 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position A, o.g., hinged; small toned spot along the bottom edge
of bottom left stamp on the gum side, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$900.
Estimate $500 - 750

1226 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4442, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1228 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4446, o.g., hinge remnants; top right stamp
with thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

1225 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4441, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1227 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4444, scarce number according to Durland,
last two digits of plate no. are lighter than first two digits, o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1229 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4551, o.g., never hinged; top right stamp
with tiny tear and left center stamp with vertical gum wrinkle, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1230

1231

1232

1233

1234

1235

1230 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4558, o.g., never hinged (a few minor moisture spots on gum), F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1232 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4570, scarcer plate no. according to
Durland, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1234 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1231 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4564, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1233 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4602, o.g., hinged; bottom right vertical pair
with natural paper inclusions, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1235 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1236

1237

1238

1239

1240

1241

1236 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1238 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4594, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1240 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4602, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1237 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., two stamps with hinge remnants, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1239 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4598, scarce number according to Durland,
o.g., small hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

1241 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4607, scarce number according to Durland,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1242

1243

1244

1245

1246

1247

1242 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4749, o.g., some paper adhering to gum, Very
Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

1244 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4760, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1246 HH
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $500 - 750

1243 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4751, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1245 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4760, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1247 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Booklets and Panes from the 1908-09
Washington-Franklin Issue, D.L. Watermark

1248

1249

Please Visit Our Web Site!
1248 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g., hinge remnants on two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1249 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

http://www.kelleherauctions.com
Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.
The lots are fully searchable by a variety of
criteria: text, country, Scott number and more.
And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.
Our sale will also be available on Stamp Auction
Network. Go to:
http://www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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1250 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK18),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position E and LH, cover type BC2A, o.g., never hinged; front
cover with light creasing along staple holes, F.-V.F., catalogued
as panes. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1251 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK19),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position I, o.g., never hinged; cover type BC3 with light
creasing, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1252 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK19),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position A, cover type BC3, o.g., never hinged; front cover
with normal light creasing along staples, V.G.-Fine, catalogued
as panes. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1253 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK20),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with normal light creasing
along staple holes, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $480.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1254 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on buff cover (BK21),
complete and unexploded, all panes position A, o.g., never
hinged; third pane down has a vertical flaw line from bottom left
stamp up to left center stamp, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1255 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK22),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, no interleaving,
panes are position E, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $960.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1256 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK22),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes from position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, covers without creases, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $960.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1257 HH
Booklet, 1908, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK23),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, four panes, no
interleaving, panes are position G, o.g., never hinged; covers
with normal light creasing, F.-V.F., catalogued as panes. Scott
$960.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1258 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK24),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, no interleaving,
panes are position E, o.g., never hinged; left margins of panes
are a bit uneven, minor scuffing near staple holes on front cover,
Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $480. Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1259 H
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK24),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, position A, o.g.,
lightly hinged; covers with normal light bends from viewing, Fine,
catalogued as panes. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1260 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK25),
complete and unexploded, panes are position A, o.g., never
hinged; covers with normal light creasing from viewing, Fine.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1263
1262 H
1908, 1¢ green, imperf between (331 var.), horizontal pair, resulting from booklet experiments (see footnote in
Scott catalogue), o.g., hinge remnant, Fine, this is the only bottom pair known; 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1264

1263 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4867, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

The catalogue value for this stamp is in the grade of Fine
indicating that this is the only way this variety exists.
1264 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4869, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1261 HH
Booklet, 1908, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK26),
complete and unexploded, all panes position A, o.g., never
hinged, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1265

1266

1267

1268

1269

1270

1265 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4877, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1267 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5040, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1269 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5263, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1266 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5037, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1268 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5041, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1270 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5264, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1271

1272

1273

1274

1271 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5267, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1273 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position N,
guideline at top and right (occurs only once on 360 subject
plate), o.g., hinge remnants, Fine, extremely scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1272 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5268, o.g., hinged; light toning from hinges, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1274 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position O,
guideline at top and left (occurs only once on 360 subject plate),
o.g., hinge remnants; top left stamp with thin spot, otherwise
Fine, extremely scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1275 H/(H)
1908, 1¢ green (331a), 11 booklet panes of 6, positions A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-J and M, position D is plate no. 4867,
o.g., hinged or hinge remnants except position J which is without
gum, F.-V.F. Scott $1,725.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1276 Hm
1908, 1¢ green (331a), grouping of two panes with
plate no. (4870 & 5038) each with thin spot, five plate no. singles
(5029, 5030, 5034, 5035, & 5041), used and unused booklet
pairs, and four used and one unused booklet singles, most all
unused with hinge remnants, unused pair without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1277

1278

1279

1280

1277 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4803 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1279 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4806 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1278 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4804 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1280 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4808 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1281

1282

1283

1285

1286

1288

1281 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4826 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1283 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4836 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged; bottom left stamp with small wrinkle, F.-V.F. Scott
$175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1286 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5042, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1282 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4832 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1284 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4847, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1287 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5043, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1285 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4963, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1288

1289

1290

1291

1292

1293

1288 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5088, o.g., lightly hinged (few minor gum skips),
Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1290 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5446, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1292 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

1289 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5261, o.g., lightly hinged; normal rust marks around
staple holes, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1291 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

1293 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1295 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5456, 5458, & 5459, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine.
Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1297 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 4964 & 4965, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $150 - 200

1296 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 4950, 4953, & 4955, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1298 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5047 & 5048, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1294 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
O, guide line at left and at top, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1299 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5090 & 5095, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1301 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5106, 5112, & 5113, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1303 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5154, 5445, & 5450, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1300 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5096 & 5104, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1302 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5130 (bit light), 5139, 5262, o.g., lightly hinged,
Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1304 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5448 & 5451, o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1305 HH/H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 6 booklet panes of 6, includes five position D, plate nos. 4805, 4970 &
5108 each with at least one stamp with a thin spot and hinge remnants, 5099 LH and gum wrinkle affecting
three stamps, and 5266 with tropicalized OG, plus one position G, never hinged but glazed spot on
selvedge tab, F.-V.F. Scott $1,010.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1306 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 12 booklet panes of 6, each showing a different position, includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 4970)-E-F-G-H-I-J-K-M, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; position D one
stamp with small thin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,725.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1910-11
Washington-Franklin Issue, S.L. Watermark

1307 HH
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on green cover (BK27),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, no interleaving,
o.g., never hinged; one pane with perf separations and one pane
with plate scratch on bottom left stamp, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1308 HH/H
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on green cover (BK27),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, four panes, no
interleaving, position A, o.g., three panes never hinged, one
hinged, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1309 HH
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK28),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1310 H
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK28),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, two panes
each position A, tropicalized o.g., V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1311 HH
Booklet, 1910, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK29),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes each position A,
o.g., never hinged (one pane with gum wrinkle), Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1312 HH
Booklet, 1910, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK30),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, eight panes
each position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged (slight gum
disturbance from interleaving), V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1317 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5263, 5264, & 5267, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

1313

1314

Ex 1315

1316

1313 HH
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position A,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

1315 Hm
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5452, o.g., hinged, plus two plate no. singles, one 5454
no gum and thin and one 5454 used and thin, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1314 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5447, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1316 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position O,
guide line at top and left, o.g., two hinge remnants, Fine, scarce,
this position only occurs once on a plate. Estimate $400 - 600

1318 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5268 & 5449, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$600.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1321
1319 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5452 & 5454, o.g., hinged (latter with hinge remnant), Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1322

1321 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
A with large pre-printing paper fold affecting the middle pair and
opened up for viewing, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine, scarce.
Estimate $200 - 300

1322 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5462, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300

1320 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 10 booklet panes of 6, each
from a different position, includes A-B-C-D-H-I-J-K-L and M,
o.g., most all with hinge remnants; few small flaws, V.G.-Fine.
Scott $2,325.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1323

1324

1323 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
N, guide line at top and right, occurs only once on plate, o.g.,
never hinged, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1324 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
O, guide line at top and left, occurs only once on plate, o.g., hinge
remnant, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1325 HH/H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 10 booklet panes of 6, positions A-B-C-D-H-I-J-K-L and M, o.g., position H and I never
hinged, others with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1326 Hm
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, one
position A and one position D, plate no. 5472 plus used and unused plate no. 5450 singles and a top pair with selvedge tab,
hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1328 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5445 & 5446, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

1329 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5448 & 5450, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$340.
Estimate $300 - 400

1327 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 5 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5130, 5261, 5451, 5456 and & 5459, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1331 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5464 & 5466, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

1332 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, each
position I, plus front and back covers, no interleaving, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1330 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5461, 5462, & 5467, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $510.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Booklets and Panes from the 1912 Washington
Issue, Perf. 12

1334 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, green on green cover (BK32),
complete and unexploded, with four panes and interleaving,
o.g., never hinged, centering of panes is well above normal for
and intact booklet; back cover creased, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1333 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on green cover (BK31),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, each position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1335 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, green on lavender cover
(BK33), exploded, front and back covers, sixteen panes, position A, o.g., never hinged, V.G. Scott $1,760.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1336 HH
Booklet, 1912, 73¢, red cover (BK34), complete
and unexploded, intact combination booklet with four panes
each Scott 405b and 406a, all position A, 1¢ panes F-VF and 2¢
panes VG-F, o.g., never hinged; covers with light creasing along
staples from viewing and some pencil notations, overall Fine.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1338 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, each from position
A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1339 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, one pane is from
position J and the other pane (from the same booklet) is cut so
that the guideline at bottom does not show, o.g., never hinged;
position J pane with some perf separation, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1337 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
complete and unexploded, grilled interleaving, both panes position I, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., extremely rare booklet. Scott
$825.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1342 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK37),
complete and unexploded, but top cover separated at the staple
holes, all panes appear to be position D with at least two different
plate nos. visible, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1340 HH
Booklet, 1912, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK36),
complete and unexploded, four panes, position A, o.g., never
hinged; top cover is loose and partially separated at the staple
holes, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1341 HH
Booklet, 1912, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK36),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, position A, o.g.,
never hinged; front cover with vertical crease at center, F.-V.F.
Scott $440.
Estimate $300 - 400
1343 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK38), complete and unexploded, both panes position A, o.g., never hinged;
minor pencil notations on front cover, Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1344 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK40),
complete and unexploded, eight panes, all position A, o.g.,
never hinged; minor pencil notations on front cover, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1345 HH/H
1912, 1¢ green, complete set of plate number
panes (405b), grouping of 16 booklet panes each one of the 16
plate numbers recorded in Durland, for Scott 405b, o.g., two
panes appear never hinged; few small flaws, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,280 (photo ex - for all 16 panes see our web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1346 H
1912, 1¢ green (405b), 12 booklet panes of 6, each
from
a
different
position
includes
positions
A-B-C-D-H-I-J-L-M-N and O, position D is plate no. 6369, o.g.,
mostly with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $795.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1347 Hm
1912, 1¢ green (405b), booklet panes of 6, small
grouping of position A (1 pane) never hinged, position D (1 pane)
plate no. 5750 with hinged remnants, unused and used plate no.
5757 singles and two used single stamps, one with plate no.
5741 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1349 m
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 2 booklet panes of 6, one
position B showing almost full arrow and guide line at right and
one position D with plate no. 5783 (top left selvedge tab separated and rejoined), used, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1350 H
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 32 booklet panes of 6,
each position D with a different plate no., comprising all of the
numbers listed in Durland for this booklet pane, does include
5783 and 6564 which are categorized as scarce, o.g., hinged or
hinge remnants; few small flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,560
(photo ex - for all 32 panes see our web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1348 H
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 11 booklet panes of 6,
each from a different position includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 5844)
- H-I-J-K-L-M & N, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants; few small
flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $730.
Estimate $500 - 750

1351 H/HHm 1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), small grouping of 5 booklet
panes of 6, includes two position A, one each position D (plate
no. 5761), position I and position L, plus unused and used plate
no. single, a plate no. pair, a used pair and four booklet pane singles, o.g., position D & L never hinged with gum skips, balance
hinged or hinge remnants, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Booklets and Panes from the 1913 Washington
Issue, Perf. 10

1354 HH
Booklets, 1914, 25¢ and 49¢ (BK44, BK45), exploded, each with proper covers and panes, no interleaving,
o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $180 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1352 HH/H
Booklet, 1914, 25¢, 73¢ and 97¢ (BK41, BK42,
BK43), exploded, BK41 four never hinged 1¢ panes, BK42 sixteen never hinged 1¢ panes, and BK43 four never hinged 1¢ and
four never hinged 2¢ panes (one pane showing malformed "P" in
"POSTAGE"), all booklets with proper front and back covers, no
interleaving, BK41 panes are from position M, panes from other
booklets are from position A, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $330 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1357 HH/H
1914, 1¢ green (424d), 440+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, approximately 150 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value exceeds $3,900, with no premium for
never hinged, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $2,250.
Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1358 HH/H
1914, 1¢ green (424d), 30 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising 30 of the possible 31 known plate nos. for this booklet pane, of the 32 numbers
assigned for this pane one is unknown, this grouping is missing
plate no. 7275, o.g.,7 panes appear never hinged, the balance
are lightly hinged, but a few with hinged remnants, Fine. Scott
$420 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1355 HH
Booklet, 1914, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK46),
complete and unexploded, 8 panes, all appear to be position A,
o.g., never hinged; front cover with two minor oil spots around
staple holes, minor pencil notations on front cover, Fine. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1353 m
Booklet, 1914, 73¢, red cover (BK43), complete
and unexploded, with all interleaving, each pane cancelled with
1916 Fortuna Lodge Alaska duplex cancel, back cover with an
additional L shaped block of three of the 2¢ tied by same cancel,
booklet with the original string used to attach it to a package; covers with light usage creases, V.G.-Fine, exceptionally rare and
highly unusual usage.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1356 Hm
1914, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (424d, 425e), booklet panes of 6, 1¢ nineteen panes includes positions A-B-C-D
(plate no. 7268) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, six panes with slightly
different shades, two used panes (one without tab) plus used
plate no. single and used bottom block from pane; 2¢ fourteen
panes includes positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 7256) H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, a miscut pane with part of the pane above
at top of the tap and a second position labeled "Broken :one",
plus two used singles and a used block of four, two of the 1¢
shade panes are without gum, balance of panes never hinged,
hinged or with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $336 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1359 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position A, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and
sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the
bottom, Very Fine for this, only 60 reported, rare. Datz $2,000.
Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Unique Plate Number Imperf Booklet Pane
Rarity

1360 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position B, arrow and guideline at right, unused, no gum, as are
all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top
margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
This is the only position B believed to exist.
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1361 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position C, arrow and guideline at left, unused, no gum, as are all
examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top
margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1362 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 6707, plate number top right, unused, no
gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; centered to the bottom, staple holes in top margin, Very Fine for this.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
This is the only position "D" believed to exist.

This is the only position C believed to exist.
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1363 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position H, line at guideline right, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1364 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position I, guideline at left, unused, no gum, as are all examples,
rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000 normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
This is one of a few position I believed to exist.

1365 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position J, guideline at bottom, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin,
centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000 normal
position. Scott $1,650 normal position.Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
This is one of a few position J believed to exist.

This is likely the only position H believed to exist.
1366 HH/H
1914, 2¢ rose red (425e), grouping of 48 booklet
panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no. comprising
all of the known plate nos. for this booklet pane, o.g., six panes
are never hinged, balance hinged or with hinge remnants, Fine.
Scott $2,205 (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1367 HH/H
1914, 2¢ rose red (425e), 125+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, approximately 65 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value exceeds $4,000, with no premium for
never hinged, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $3,060.
Scott $1,085 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1916 Washington
Issue, Unwatermarked
1368 HH
Booklet, 1916, 97¢, green on lavender cover
(BK48), exploded, front and back covers, sixteen panes, each
from position B, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with
light creasing, F.-V.F. Scott $256 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1370 HH
Booklet, 1916, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK51), exploded, front and back covers, four panes each from position I,
no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott $720.
Estimate $400 - 600

1372 H
1916, 1¢ green (462a), 12 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising all of the known
numbers used for this booklet pane, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $300 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1369 HH
Booklet, 1916, 73¢, red cover (BK49), exploded,
front and back covers, four each 1¢ and 2¢ pane, position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with normal creasing
from viewing, V.G.-Fine. Scott $784.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1371 HH/H
Booklet, 1916, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK52), exploded, front and back covers, eight panes, no interleaving, o.g.,
7 panes never hinged and one with hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine,
catalogued as panes. Scott $1,370.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1373 HH/H
1916, 1¢ green (462a), 90+ booklet panes of 6, 90+
booklet panes, a positional study, with no premium for never
hinged, excellent lot for the specialist, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $900 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1374 Hm
1916, 1¢ green (462a), grouping of 23 unused and 4
used booklet panes of 6, plus a few extras, includes exploded
BK47 (each pane position D, plate no. 7275, 7277, 7278x2), positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 7179) -H-I-J-K-L and M, one each
pane with plate scratch and pre-printing paper crease and a position D (plate no. 7176) with mis-entered stamp below plate no.,
finally four used position A, o.g., mostly hinged or with hinge
remnant, Fine. Scott $336 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1376

1377

1376 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at right (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinged, Fine, scarce. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1378 )
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), complete booklet pane,
position D, plate no.7968, tied by straightline Normal Ill postmarks on 1920 registered cover addressed to New York City,
proper backstamps; minor cover edge wear, Fine, scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1377 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at left (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., small hinge remnant; left center stamp
with natural paper inclusion, V.G.-Fine, scarcer than crack at
right. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300

1375 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at right (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine, scarce. Scott
$225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1381 HH/H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 7 booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 2 with plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog
value $800, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot for
the specialist. Durland $250. Scott $550 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1382 Hm
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), grouping of six unused
and five used booklet panes of 6, plus extras; unused includes
position D (plate 7247) plus five panes with slightly different
shades; used panes includes one position A and four position D
(plate nos. 7968, 7969, 7970 and 7971); extras include two sets
of front and back covers for BK 50 but no panes or interleaving
(no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1379 HH/H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 12 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising all of the
known plate nos. used for this booklet pane, o.g., plate no. 7556
never hinged otherwise hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,890.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1380 H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 11 booklet panes of 6,
each from a different position, includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 7970)
- H-I-J-K-L-M and N, o.g., hinge remnants; few small flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,210.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1917 Washington
Issue, Perf. 11
1383 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢ and 97¢ (BK53, BK54, BK55),
grouping of six exploded and two unexploded booklets, includes
BK53 with all panes never hinged and from position H, BK54 with
15 panes from position D and one from position A - all panes
never hinged; four BK55 one booklet with panes from position B
and back cover “Postal Savings System”, one booklet with
panes from position A and back cover "Treasury Savings Certificate", one booklet with panes from position A and back cover
with small address form, and one booklet with four panes from
position I and back cover with large address form; two unexploded books are BK53 with damaged cover and BK54, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1385 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, green on green cover (BK53),
complete and unexploded, an intriguing booklet with eight panes
instead of four panes, each from position J and with similar centering, booklet may have been restapled, note on front in crayon
says “This Book has the distinct horiz. …”, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1384 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, green on green cover (BK53),
complete and unexploded, four panes from position J (two
panes do not show line at bottom), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1386 HH
Booklets, 1917, 73¢, red cover (BK56, BK57), five
exploded booklets, two different, four BK56 : 1) panes from position A and back cover with small address form; 2) panes from position H and back cover with small address form; 3) 1¢ panes
appear to be from position H and 2¢ panes from position B, back
cover with large address form, both covers pale green; 4) all
panes from position A, back cover with large address form, both
covers Buff colored; BK57 all panes position A, back cover with
large address form, o.g., never hinged, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1387 HH
Booklet, 1917, 73¢, red covers (BK56, BK57),
three combination booklets, complete and unexploded, one BK
56 all panes from position A, two BK 57, one with 1¢ panes from
position I and one with 1¢ panes from position A, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1388 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK58), four
exploded booklets:
1) panes from position C and back cover with small address
form;
2) panes from position D (plate no. F11781 and F 11782) and
back cover with large address form;
3) panes from position D (plate nos. F8894) and back cover with
small address form;
4) panes from position K and back cover with “Treasury Savings
Certificate”,
o.g., panes never hinged but two plate no. panes with large gum
skips, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1390 HH
Booklet, 1917, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK59),
complete and unexploded, four panes each from position A,
o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, F.-V.F.
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1392 HH
Booklet, 1917, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK60),
complete and unexploded, eight panes, each from position A,
o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, Fine.
Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1391 HH
Booklet, 1917, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK59), two
exploded booklets:

1393 HH
Booklet, 1917, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK61), two
exploded booklets:

1) panes from position A and back with small address form;

1) panes from position A, one pane with tiny nick at bottom;

2) panes are from position I and back cover with large address
form;

2) panes from position J; both back covers with large address
form;

no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1389 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK58), complete and unexploded, two panes, each position H, o.g., never
hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, Very Fine. Scott
$250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1395 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
complete and unexploded, one pane from position I and one
pane appears to be from position A, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1394 H
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK62),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each from position D
(plate no.s 8095 and 8096), back cover with small address form,
o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1397 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each from position D
(plate nos. 8460 and 8448), no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1396 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
complete and unexploded, panes from position A, front cover in
light shade of purple, o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notations
on front cover, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1398 H
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, reconstructed
sheets (498e, 499e), 60 booklet panes of 6 of each, each value
showing the top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right panes;
a wonderful opportunity and a very scarce reconstruction, o.g.,
hinged to backing sheet, V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1399 Hm
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (498e, 499e),
grouping of 12 1¢ booklet panes of 6, showing positions A-B-C-D
(plate no. 8185) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O; 2¢ twenty unused and
thirteen used panes (many with plate numbers), unused includes positions A-B-C-D (plate No. 13212) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and
O plus 8 with slightly different shades, used panes include positions A-B-C-D (six different plate numbers) - H-I and J; Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1400 HH/H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 900+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, 270+ with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $3,200, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot
for the specialist. Durland $1,600. Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1401 HH/H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 100 booklet panes of 6, position D, 99 different plate numbers, missing just plate no. 10775
for a complete set of all numbers used on this booklet pane according to Durland, it does include a second plate no. 10675
which Durland notes is scarce, o.g., some never hinged, most all
hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $700 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1404 m
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b(1),
502b(2)), a selection of one booklet pane of 6 of type I and two of
type II, various positions, each pre-canceled: 501b inverted
Hagerstown, MD; 502b Red Bank, NJ; Brockton, MA, F.-V.F. for
the issue, very seldom encountered.
Estimate $200 - 300

1402 H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 71 booklet panes of 6, each
with a different plate number, missing only 7449 and 7785 for a
complete set of plate numbers used on the booklet pane, it does
include plate no. 10252 which Durland notes is scarcer, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $426 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1405 H
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b, 502b),
grouping of booklet panes of 6 from both types, includes Type I
from position A, two from position D; plus five different shades
from position A; Type II includes one pane from position A, five
different shades from position A, two panes with guide line varieties, an excellent selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1406 m
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b(1),
502b(5)), a selection of one booklet pane of 6 of type I and five of
type II, selected for freshness and centering or color variant, difficult to find these so nice, generally Very Fine. Scott $335.
Estimate $200 - 300

1403 HH/H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499e), 900+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, 400+ with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $5,100, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot
for the specialist. Durland $3,200. Scott $1,900 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1408 HH/H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 19 booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, 4 with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $1,600, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the
specialist. Durland $480. Scott $1,125 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

1409 HH/H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 4 booklet panes
of 6, position D, each with different plate number, showing the
four different numbers used on this booklet pane, o.g., each two
with hinge remnants, one with album black on bottom pair and
one (8097) never hinged, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
1410 HH/H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 75+ booklet
panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 21 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value $5,000, with no premium for NH, excellent
lot for the specialist. Durland $1,680. Scott $3,360 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1407 H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 12 booklet panes
of 6, showing positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 8095) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N
and O, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $930.
Estimate $500 - 750

1411 H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 12 booklet
panes of 6, each from a different position, includes A-B-C-D
(plate no. 8332) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, shades vary, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $737 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1412 H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 12 booklet
panes of 6, position D, each with a different number, comprising
all of the plate numbers listed in Durland and used on this booklet
pane, shades vary, o.g., Fine. Scott $930. Estimate $500 - 750
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The 1917 American Expeditionary Force ("A.E.F.") Issue

1413 HH
Booklet, 1917, $3 "A.E.F.", black on green cover (BK64), exploded, ten panes, each with right side selvedge tab; front and back covers with right side staple holes plus 13 sheets of interleaving, o.g., never
hinged; one pane with pencil notation on the gum of one stamp and one pane with small dark spot on the gum of one stamp, F.-V.F., even though this booklet has been exploded it is still extremely scarce as only 7 intact
booklets are thought to exist. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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1414 HH
Booklet, 1917, $3 "A.E.F.", black on green cover,
covers only (BK64 var.), front and back covers, staples along
the left side, 9 sheets of interleaving, extremely scarce, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1415 H
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ rose (498f, 499f vars.), singles from AEF booklet panes, tied by 1918 duplex postmark on
European sized envelope with red "AMERICAN YMCA" corner
card and typed "L.M. King, A.P.O. 717, France" (Tours France),
addressed to Mohonk Lake NY; purple 3 line "CENSORED, C.
W. FREBLAND, CHAPLAIN, 6th U.S. CAVALRY" at bottom left;
2¢ stamp and cover with creases, Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1416 )
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ rose (498f, 499f vars.), singles from A.E.F. booklet panes, tied to October 1918 censored
cover by U.S. Army Post Office M.P.E.S. duplex postmarks, addressed to Albany NY, proper censor's mark, 2 page typed enclosure from William J. Walker, YMCA Secretary, Nevers,
France; cover with small edge flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1417 )
1917, 1¢ green (498f var.), block of nine from A.E.F.
booklet pane of 30, on registered legal size cover from USAPO
#738 (Chateauroux) France addressed to Mississippi, block tied
by double circle magenta registered handstamp, proper censor's mark; right vertical row of stamps over the edge of cover
and have a few small flaws, top center stamp with small paper
adhesion, otherwise Fine, rare usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1418 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W9 selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g.,
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1420 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W4 or W10, selvedge tab at right, o.g., small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1422 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W5, selvedge tab at left, partial arrow and guideline along
bottom, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1419 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W7, selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g.,
lightly hinged, nicely centered vertically, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1421 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W4 or W10, selvedge tab at right, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1423 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W6, selvedge tab at right, guideline at left and bottom,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1424 HH
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W11, selvedge tab at left with initials "W.Mc.A." at bottom
left, guideline at right, o.g., never hinged (pencil notations on the
gum of one stamp), F.-V.F. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1426 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.A.C.” at bottom right,
guide line at left, o.g., hinge remnant (several stamps with gum
wrinkles), Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1428 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “R.D.” at bottom right,
o.g., hinged, V.G. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1425 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W11, selvedge tab at left with initials “R.B.” at bottom left,
guideline at right, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1427 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.H.K.” at bottom right,
guide line at left, o.g., hinge remnant; top right horizontal pair
with small thin, bottom right horizontal pair with light crease, position 12 with small wrinkle, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1429 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.M.B.” at bottom right,
two small hinge remnants, o.g., two small hinge remnants (light
gum bends and small gum wrinkles); position 11 with a small thin
spot, V.G. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1431 H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, a left hand pane, position W3 or W9, o.g., lightly hinged, reasonably well
centered, for this notoriously difficult pane, with bright color, exceptionally fresh, a handsome example of this rare pane; natural paper inclusion in top margin position 6, Very Fine for this, ex-Poriss; 1966 & 2013 P.F. certificates. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

1430 HH
Booklet, 1917, $6 "A.E.F.", black on pink cover,
covers only (BK65), front and back covers, staples along right
side, 11 sheets of interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, extremely scarce covers, no intact booklets with the 2¢
AEF pane are known.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1432 H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W9, selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g., small hinge
remnants (one stamp with pencil notation on gum), Fine, scarce. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Issues from 1923 through 1995

Issues from 1923 through 1995
1433 HH/H
1923, 1¢ deep green (552a), 230+ booklet panes of
6, booklet panes, a positional and plate number study, with 74
plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott
& Durland catalog value $2,300, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $1,100. Scott $1,200 (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1434 HH/H
1923, 1¢ deep green (552a), complete set of 20
booklet panes of 6 with plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $300. (no photo). Estimate $75 - 100
1435 HH/H
1923, 2¢ carmine (554c), 400+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, with 200 plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog
value $4,500, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $3,100. Scott $1,400 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1436 HH/H
1923, 2¢ carmine (554c), 179 booklet panes of 6
with plate numbers (out of 194 different plate numbers), o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $2,685. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1437 HH/H
1927, 1¢ green (632a), 41 booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH,
excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,400 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1438 HH/H
1927, 1¢ green (632a), 12 booklet panes of 6 with
plate numbers (out of 14 different plate numbers), o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $480. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1440 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 450+ booklet
panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 17 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value $1,150, with no premium for NH, excellent
lot for the specialist. Durland $500. Scott $650 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1446 Hm)
1954, 3¢ Statue of Liberty, wet printing (1035a),
specialized collection of booklet panes includes mint, used and
pre cancelled, miscuts, FDC's, booklet covers, electric eye positions, plate number matched sets, and complete booklets, everything one could want on the booklet panes, an attention
grabbing lot, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1441 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 61 booklet panes of
6 with different plate numbers (out of 78), many with large percentage of plate number, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.,
total Scott & Durland catalog value $570. Durland $480. Scott
$90 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1447 HH/H
1958-71, five different with examiner's
handstamps (1036a, 1213a, 1395a, C64c), booklet panes,
these markings in the margin are the result of handstamping and
denote the main printed roll number and i.d. number of the examiner, includes 1213a Slogan 1 and 2, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F., very scarce (no photo). Estimate $500 - 750

1442 HH/H
1932, 3¢ Washington (720b), 15 booklet panes of 6
with plate numbers (out of 16), o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F., total Durland and Scott catalog value $865. Durland
$480. Scott $385 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1443 HH/H
1938, 1¢ Presidential (804b), 750+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate numbers, 550 2½ mm gutter, 200 with 3 mm gutter, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH, excellent lot for
the specialist. Scott $1,900 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1444 HH/H
1938, 2¢ Presidential (806b), 3000+ booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate
numbers, approximately 2,750 2½ mm gutter, 270 with 3 mm
gutter, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for
NH, excellent lot for the specialist and no premium affixed to the
plate numbers. Scott $30,000 (no photo).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1445 HH/H
1938, 2¢ Presidential (806b), 130+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate numbers, 90 2½ mm gutter, 40 with 3 mm gutter, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH, excellent lot for
the specialist. Scott $1,500 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1439 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 50+ booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium
for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,800 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1448 HH/H
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), 1200+ booklet panes of 6,
a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for
NH, excellent lot for the specialist and no premium affixed to the
plate numbers. Scott $3,300 (no photo). Estimate $750 - 1,000
1449 Hm)
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), specialized collection of
matched plate number booklet panes, 80+ panes, a scarce and
valuable collection worthy of your attention, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $7,500. (No photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1450 Hm)
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), specialized collection of
booklet panes includes mint, used and pre cancelled, miscuts,
foldovers, FDC's, booklet covers and varieties, electric eye positions and complete booklets, could be the basis of an extraordinary exhibition, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1451 HH/H
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a), 1,100+ booklet
panes of 5 + label, a positional and plate number study, most
with partial plate numbers, includes 200+ Slogan #1, 100+ Slogan #2 and 750+ Slogan #3, excellent lot for the specialist and
no premium affixed to the plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1459 HH
Booklet, 1995, $6.40 Holiday Greetings (BK233),
complete and unexploded, top pane Scott # 3007b, bottom pane
is an imperforate blank sheet of paper, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1452 Hm)
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a-c), specialized collection of matched plate number booklet panes, 28 Slogan #1
panes, 31 Slogan #2, and 150+ Slogan #3, total Durland value
over $13,000.00, probably impossible to duplicate in today's
market, please inspect and bid early, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1460 HH/H
Airmail & Saving Stamps, booklet panes collection, collection includes four C10a with one unexploded booklet
and different covers, C51a type IIa and IIb, C60a type IIIa and
IIIb, with the different front and back covers, C72c with the different covers and marginal markings, and a exploded booklet of
S63, scarce group, inspection strongly recommended, F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1453 Hm)
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a-c), specialized collection of booklet panes includes mint, used and pre cancelled, slogan changes, miscuts, foldovers, FDC's including cacheted first
day of Luminescent Tagged booklet, electric eye positions, well
researched and written up, a unique opportunity to acquire so
large a study, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1461 HH
Booklet, Postal Insurance, 1965, 10¢ and 20¢,
type I and type II (QI1-QI2), all exploded, unusual and scarce,
please examine, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1454 HH/H
1962, 5¢ Washington, tagged (1213c), 340+ booklet panes of 5 + label, a positional and plate number study, most
with partial plate numbers, excellent lot for the specialist and no
premium affixed to the plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $750 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

End of the Second Session

1456 HH
1973, 10¢ Jefferson Memorial, imperf between
(1510b), two booklet panes of 5 + label, stamps with two horizontal pairs imperf between, plus stamps and label imperf between,
result of a foldover, which has a neat vertical crease through left
stamps of pairs, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine, very rare.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1457 HH
Booklet, 1987, $4.40 Fireworks Over Flag
(BK156), 14 complete unexploded booklets, Scott 2276a panes,
each with different marginal markings, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1455 HH
1971, 8¢ Eisenhower, foldover and miscut showing extra stamps at top (1395a var.), booklet pane of 8, diagonal fold along bottom block, quite odd and one of the most
striking that we have seen, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and
unusual.
Estimate $200 - 300

90

1458 HH
Booklet, 1995, $6.40 Holiday Greetings (BK233),
complete and unexploded, top pane Scott # 3007b, bottom pane
#3007c INVERTED, this looks similar to the listed #3007e, but
the inverted pane is a "c" not a "b", o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Second Session
Thursday, March 16, 2013 at approximately
5:00 P.M. (after the First Session ends)
Lots 1001-1461
The "Keystone" Collection of U.S. Booklets
and Booklet Panes
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

Booklets and Panes from the 1898 Bureau Issue

1003 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal and diagonal “Specimen” overprints (279BjSE), 2 booklet panes of 6,
one with diagonal overprint (normal watermark), other with horizontal overprint (inverted watermark), o.g., small hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1001 SHH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK1S), complete and unexploded, with red manuscript “One of
the first one hundred books issued, Complements of” and black
manuscript “Edwin C Madden”, vertically place black handstamp
“Specimen” at left, o.g., never hinged; cover with creases, Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1002 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on buff cover
(BK2S), exploded, 2 panes with diagonal “Specimen” overprint,
top cover with vertical crease and manuscript “2 stitches”, “one
of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden, Third Asst.
P.M. Gen.”, o.g., panes never hinged, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1004

1005

1004 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, mis-cut so that it shows
the bottom framelines of the bottom two stamps from the pane
above, o.g., hinged (small hinge remnant at top right), Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1005 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position 21J (tiny trace
of split arrow at bottom left, normally trimmed off by BEP), o.g.,
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

2

1006

1007

1008

1009

1006 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position M (guide line at
top), disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1008 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position N, inverted watermark, unused without gum, Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1007 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position 40M (shows
slight trace of split arrow at right, normally trimmed off by BEP),
inverted watermark, o.g., hinged, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1009 SHH
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
988 (lightly struck), o.g., never hinged (pencil mark on gum of left
center stamp), Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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1010

1011

1012

1013

1014

1015

1010 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
989, o.g., hinged; tiny nick in margin of bottom right stamp,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

1012 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
991, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1014 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position O (guide line at
top and left), disturbed o.g. from interleaving; light horizontal
crease in bottom stamps, otherwise Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1011 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
990, o.g., very lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1013 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
991, o.g., small hinge remnants (light gum disturbance along
right side); tiny corner crease at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1015 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, “Specimen” overprint,
double impression of overprint at bottom (279BjSEb), booklet pane of 6, light second overprint across bottom pair, unpriced
in Scott, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1016 H
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on buff cover (BK2),
complete and unexploded, with two panes of Scott 279Bj, cover
with “CROWNPOINT IND. 1900” postmark and manuscript
“First stamp book Sold in Crown Point Indiana, F. E. Farley P.M.”
on front, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, panes Very Fine, booklet probably unique. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1017 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 49¢, green on cream cover
(BK3), exploded, o.g., 4 never hinged panes, unpriced in Scott,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

4

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1018 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, one pane from position
E, back cover reads “Henry G. Payne”, o.g., both panes never
hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1019 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, both panes from position
E, front cover with Special Delivery rates and back cover reads
The Registry System/Provider for Safe Transit and Correct Delivery, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1020 HH/H
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, back cover reads “Charles Emory Smith”, o.g.,
2 hinged panes; booklet covers with creases, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1021 SHH
Booklet, 1900-03, 49¢, black on buff cover (BK8),
exploded, 4 panes with diagonal “Specimen” overprint, top cover
with manuscript “2 stitches”, “one of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden, Third Asst. P.M. Gen.”, o.g., never
hinged; top cover with small tape stain, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1022 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), complete unexploded
booklet, booklet pane of six without tab, position E, tied to reverse of Cosmopolitan Hotel shipping tag by black cancels and
1904 Youngstown Ohio registry handstamp, additional torn single 2¢ (probably a booklet pane single) above pane, three line
Purple New Orleans registry handstamp on front, addressed to
Youngstown; some small faults, otherwise Fine, Scarce.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1023 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), complete unexploded
booklet, bottom left booklet pane single with small traces of plate
no. 1326 at bottom, tied by 1902 Fulton Ill duplex postmark on
Mystic Workers insurance company corner card, addressed to
Ottawa ILL; cover slight reduced at right at an angle, Fine, extremely scarce usage.
Estimate $500 - 750

1024 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet covers (279Bj), 15
front covers and 14 back covers, includes one front cover without numeral, three front covers with 25¢, four front covers with
49¢, three front covers with 97¢, two front covers with manuscript "Complements.", four front covers with manuscript "One of
the first.", eight back covers with "Charles Emory Smith" and six
back covers with "Henry C. Payne", some faults, but still a wonderful lot, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

6
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1025

1026

1025 H
1898, 2¢ carmine, type IV (279Bj var.), booklet
pane of 6, position B, o.g., hinge remnants (small gum wrinkle);
thin spots, otherwise Very Fine, scarce shade, not listed in Scott.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1026 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 988, o.g., small hinge remnant at top, Fine.
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1027

1028

1029

1030

1027 HH
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 989, o.g., never hinged; few small perf separations, Fine. Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1029 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 991, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1028 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 990, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1030 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position H (guide line at right and small part of arrow at bottom
right), inverted watermark, slightly disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Very Fine, extremely scarce showing arrow.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1031

1031 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position O, o.g., small hinge remnants for perf reinforcement,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1033

1034

1035

1036

1033 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1035 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted and reversed (279Bj var.), booklet pane of 6, position N, disturbed o.g.
from interleaving; normal light discoloration around staple holes,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1034 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position M, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1036 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark reversed (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position H, shows very tiny trace of arrow at bottom, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1032 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), 4 booklet panes of 6
plus interleaving, part o.g. or disturbed o.g. or both, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

1042

1037 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1324, disturbed o.g., Very
Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

1039 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1326, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1041 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1368, o.g., small hinge
remnant at top, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1038 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1325, part o.g., Fine.
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1040 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1327, disturbed o.g. from
interleaving, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1042 (H)
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1369, unused without
gum, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1047 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk
var.), horizontal pair from pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1490 in
tab, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1043

1044

1045

1046

1043 m
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1369, double oval New
York Reg cancels, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1045 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1371, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1044 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1370, disturbed o.g. from
interleaving; left center stamp with small thin spot, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1046 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1489, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1048 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1491, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

10
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1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1049 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1492, o.g., hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1051 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1053 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1325, o.g.,
hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1050 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position E showing small part of arrow at left,
slightly disturbed o.g. from interleaving; usual rust marks in staple hole area, Fine, scarce position. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1052 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position C, disturbed o.g.,
F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1054 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Booklets and Panes from the 1902-03 Bureau
Issue

1055

1056

1055 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
and reversed (279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g.,
small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1056 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark reversed
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

12

1057 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on green cover
(BK10), exploded, all panes position A, back cover with “M” of
“Meyer” under “p” of “up”, one pane is a replacement for the original pane, three panes with two dots below “2” of “1902” and one
without dots, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1058 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on green cover
(BK10), complete and unexploded, all panes position E, back
cover with “M” of “Meyer” below space between “to” and “$25”,
o.g., two panes lightly hinged and two with hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013

Booklets and Panes from the 1902-03 Bureau Issue

1061 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 49¢, black on buff cover
(BK12), complete and unexploded, four panes and interleaving,
each position E, o.g., never hinged; covers are lightly toned and
lightly creased, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1059 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK11), exploded, panes with reversed watermarks, o.g., never
hinged; one pane with separated horizontal perfs between top
and center rows, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1060 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK11), exploded, o.g., each pane with hinge reinforced horizontal perf separations; covers with light creases, Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1062 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 97¢, black on gray cover
(BK13), complete and unexploded, eight panes with full interleaving, each position A, o.g., never hinged; covers are lightly
creased from handling as usual, F.-V.F., unpriced in Scott, but 8
never hinged panes catalogue $7,600, extremely scarce.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1063

1064

1065

1066

1067

1068

1063 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b var.), booklet pane of 6,
bottom left stamp with double transfer in “mer c” of “America”,
o.g., hinge remnants; small flaw in right stamp from staple removal, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1065 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position A, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1067 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position B, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small hinge remnant,
F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1064 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b var.), booklet pane of 6,
right top with diagonal plate scratch, o.g., small hinge remnants,
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1066 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., small hinge remnant; top stamp with light wrinkle,
pane faintly toned, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1068 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position C, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1069 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3339, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1071 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3341, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1073 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3468, o.g., hinge remnants; top right stamp with
small thin spot, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

1070 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3340, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1072 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3342, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1074 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3469, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1075

1078

1076

1078 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3503, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1075 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3471, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnants; right stamp with wrinkle, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1076 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3471, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge
remnants, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

16

1079

1077 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D with plate no. 3472 on left tab, o.g., small hinge remnants,
Very Fine, fewer than five examples are thought to exist.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1079 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3508, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Centering appears to be better than the example in the Beutel
collection which realized $7,500 plus buyer's premium.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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1080

1081

1082

1083

1084

1085

1080 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3510, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1082 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3514, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1084 HH
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, dark
shade, position F, o.g., stamps never hinged, lightly hinged in
selvage only, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1081 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3514, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge
remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1083 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., small hinge remnant; four stamps with light toning on
gum, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1085 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1088 m
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c var.), bottom left single from
booklet pane, machine cancel; top and right perforations
trimmed away, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1086

1090

1087

1091

1086 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position H, o.g., small hinge remnants; bottom left stamp with light diagonal bend, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1090 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
B, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1087 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1091 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1583, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1089 m
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
A, without tab, roller type cancel; small faults including rounded
corner at bottom right, still scarce, Fine appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1092

1096

1093

1092 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1584, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1094 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
E, o.g., hinge remnant at top, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1097

1096 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
H, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1097 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position C, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1093 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1689, small part o.g.; left center stamp with thin
along left side, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1095 )
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), complete unexploded
booklet, booklet pane without tab, position E, tied to C. B. & O.
Railway Co. (Burlington Route) legal sized cover by Purple La
Crosse, Wis Jun 28 1908 postmark, addressed to Alexander
NY; cover with clipped corner at top left, otherwise Very Fine, extremely scarce and very seldom seen usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1098

1099

1100

1101

1102

1103

1098 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1582, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1100 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1666, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1102 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1690, neat New York double oval registry cancels, Very Fine, extremely scarce used.
Scott $5,250.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1099 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1585, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1101 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1690, o.g., small hinge
remnant (minor gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1103 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1104

1105

1106

1107

1108

1109

1104 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted and reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., two hinge
remnants over small perf separations, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1106 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1667, o.g., very
lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1108 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1665, o.g., very
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1105 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted and reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1664,
o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1107 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1584, o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1109 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, light shade, position D, plate no. 1688,
o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1110

1110 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1691, o.g., hinge
remnant on top pair, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 1,500

1111

1112

1111 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1771, o.g., hinge
remnant on top pair, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1112 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g., two small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1113

1113 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants; some
perf separation, top right stamp with small thin, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1114 HH/H
1903-63, booklet panes & covers (301c//375a,
etc.), exciting collection of booklet panes and booklet covers,
starts with 301c and covers, 319g and covers, 331a and covers,
332a and covers, 375a and covers and so forth with hundreds of
front and back covers throughout the period, many scarce covers and variations, must be inspected to be appreciated, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,700 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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Booklets and Panes from the 1903 "Shield"
Issue

1115 HH
Booklet, 1903, 25¢, black on cream cover, type I
panes (BK14), exploded, covers and 2 panes, no interleaving,
both panes position A; inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-I, catalogued as panes, o.g., never
hinged, Fine. Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1116 H
Booklet, 1903, 25¢, black on cream cover, type I
panes (BK14), exploded, covers and 2 panes, no interleaving,
both panes position A; inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., both panes
hinged, Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1117 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position A, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$960.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1118 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, Covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
all panes position E; Inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-I, catalogued as panes, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1119 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position A, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$960.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1120 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position E, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $960.
Estimate $500 - 750

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1121 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
all position E; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-N, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, Fine.
Scott $1,920.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1122 HH/H
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
position E; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-K, catalogued as panes, o.g., 7 never hinged and
1 lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,805. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1123 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
position A; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-K, catalogued as panes, o.g., stamps never
hinged, each lightly hinged in selvedge tab, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1126
1124 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type II
lake panes (BK17A), complete and unexploded, eight panes,
all position E, booklet with full interleaving, in excellent condition,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1126 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position B, double oval “Benton Harbor, Mich” cancels, F.-V.F.
Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1125 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, red ball of color (screw
hole) in the top right selvedge (319g var.), booklet pane of 6,
position B, split arrow and guide line at right, o.g., small hinge
remnants, Extremely Fine, one of only 8 examples known.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1127

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1127 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1845 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1128

1129

1130

1131

1132

1133

1128 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1889 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1130 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1892, o.g., hinge remnant; right margin uneven as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1132 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1952, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1129 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1889, double oval “New York Reg” cancels;
uneven side margins as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1131 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1951, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1133 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2109, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1134

1135

1136

1137

1138

1139

1134 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2110, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1136 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2121 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged; one
stamp with small paper adherence, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1138 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2302 (scarcer number), lighter shade approaching scarlet, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1135 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2112, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1137 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2122 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1139 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2303, o.g., small hinge remnant, F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1140

1141

1142

1143

1144

1145

1140 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2304 (scarcer number), o.g., hinge remnant; slightly uneven sides as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1142 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2372, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$125.
Estimate $200 - 300

1144 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2375, o.g., small hinge remnant, deep
shade; uneven side margins as frequently found, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1141 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2371 (scarcer number), o.g., hinge remnant; very slightly uneven sides as frequently found, F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1143 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, engraver's initials in top
left selvedge (319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate
no. 2374, inverted initial “C” in top left selvedge, o.g., hinge remnant; uneven margins at the sides as frequently found, Very
Fine, illustrated in US Specialist article published Feb. 1999, one
of only four examples recorded in 1999 article.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1145 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2498, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1146

1147

1148

1149

1150

1151

1146 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2499, o.g., hinged; uneven side margins as
frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1148 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2715, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1150 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2769, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1147 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2550, o.g., lightly hinged, deep shade,
F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1149 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2716, o.g., lightly hinged (very small gum
wrinkle at top right), Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1151 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2770, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins very
slightly uneven as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1152

1153

1154

1155

1156

1157

1152 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2783, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1154 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2924, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1156 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2926, o.g., very lightly hinged (bottom right
pair with small gum wrinkle), Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1153 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2881, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins very
slightly uneven as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1155 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2925, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1157 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2934, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1158

1159

1160

1161

1162

1163

1158 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2956, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1160 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3011, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $100 - 150

1162 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3019, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1159 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2958, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1161 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3012, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1163 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3020, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1164

1165

1166

1167

1168

1169

1164 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3021, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1166 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3031, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1168 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3199, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1165 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3023, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1167 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3197, o.g., small hinge remnants; minor perf
separation, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1169 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3387, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1170

1171

1172

1173

1174

1175

1170 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3388, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1172 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3398, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1174 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3410, o.g., lightly hinged; horizontal perf
rows a bit weak, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1171 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3397, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1173 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3409, o.g., hinged; horizontal perf rows a bit
weak, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1175 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3436, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1176

1177

1178

1179

1180

1181

1176 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3443, o.g., hinged (top left stamp with pencil
notation on gum, top right stamp with small gum wrinkle), F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1178 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3449, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1180 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3521, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1177 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3444, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1179 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3459, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1181 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3661, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1182

1183

1184

1185

1186

1187

1182 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3740, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1184 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3766, o.g., hinged; single blind perf between
top right stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1186 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3819, o.g., small hinge remnants; small thin
in top left selvedge, single blind perf between top right stamps,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1183 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3763, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1185 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3817, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1187 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3822, o.g., hinge remnant; single blind perf
between top left stamps, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1188

1191

1189

1188 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3997, o.g., hinge remnant; single blind perf
between top left stamps, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1190 )
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), complete unexploded booklet, booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4115, tied
by 1916 Pago Pago Samoa duplex cancels on registered cover
addressed to Titusville, PA, proper backstamps; cover and pane
lightly toned, pane with small piece out of the top left selvedge
(happened after mailing), still and extremely scarce usage,
F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1191 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4115, o.g., hinge remnant (couple light diagonal gum bends), F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1192 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4118, boxed “Titusville PA” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1189 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4114, boxed “Titusville PA” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1194
1193 )
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), complete unexploded booklet, plate no. 4235 single, tied by 1908 Albion Mich.
duplex cancel on green cover with Recorder Press Co. Albion,
Michigan corner card, addressed to New York City; minor cover
edge flaws do not affect stamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

38

1195

1196

1197

1194 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4364, o.g., very small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1196 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

1195 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4423, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1197 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3762, 3810, 4363, and
4382, each o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1198

1199

1200

1201

1202

1203

1198 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2376, 2378, 2548, and
2602, o.g., 3 hinged and 1 never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1200 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 4418, 4430, 4435, and
4439, o.g., hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

1202 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3354, 3360, 3525, 3550,
and 3553, o.g., hinged (two with hinge remnants); few small perf
separations, Fine. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

1199 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2932, 2955, 3013, and
3014, o.g., hinged (one with gum wrinkle), Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1201 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each of plate no. 3645, 3646, 3662,
3669, and 3754, o.g., most with hinge remnants; couple with perf
separations, F.-V.F. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

1203 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2496, 2504, 2771, 2782,
4106, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; each with at least one
stamp with gum wrinkle, F.-V.F. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750
1204 H/(H)
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D and with scarcer numbers, no. 1949 (hinge
remnant and thin spot), no. 1950 (horizontal crease, part OG
and perf separations), no. 2011 (part OG), no. 2123 (no gum),
and no. 2124 (heavy gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott $1,375 (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1205

Ex 1206

Ex 1207

Ex 1208

1205 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2507, 2601, 3196, 3198,
and 3437, o.g., hinge remnants; each with at least one stamp
with thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,375. Estimate $300 400

1207 (H)
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 9 booklet panes of
6, position D, one each plate no. 1890, 1891, 2305, 2497, 2604,
2781, 2931, 3030, and 3359, without gum; some small flaws,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,475.
Estimate $500 - 750

1206 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 6 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3532 (mostly separated),
3549, 3999, 4001, 4108; and 4445, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; each with at least one stamp with thin spot, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $400 - 600

1208 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 11 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2111, 2373, 2377, 2506,
2600, 2713, 2714, 2784, 2880, 2957, and 3526, disturbed o.g. or
part o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $3,025.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1209 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 30 panes hinged to
two pages in the form of plate reconstruction for a 180 subject
plate; includes 15 position A, one each position B, C, and D; 8
position E, and one each position F, G, H and I; some small flaws
to be expected, V.G.-Fine, seldom offered reconstruction. Scott
$3,900 (photo of both pages on our web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1210 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I and 2¢ lake, type II (319g,
319q), booklet panes of 6, one miscut pane of 319g, three panes
of 319q (one with small piece out at bottom right), three blocks of
four with plate no. selvedge (3924, 3926, 4584) and 7 plate no.
singles (4358, 4367, 4368, 4443, 4451, 4457, 4464), o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants; few small flaws, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$1,025 for panes (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1211 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, 2¢ carmine rose, and 2¢ scarlet,
type I (319g, 319n, 319p), grouping of 15 panes, includes all positions (A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. and I) plus 4 shades of carmine,
one of carmine rose and one of scarlet, o.g., most all with hinge
remnants except positions D, H and carmine rose pane never
hinged; few small flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,730.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1212 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3299, o.g.,
hinge remnant (top right stamp with gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott
$9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1213 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3300, o.g.,
small hinge remnant; trivial pencil notation on top left selvedge,
Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1216

1217

1216 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), top 2/3 of a booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
3303, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Horizontal watermarks can only be found on booklet pane
stamps.
1214 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3302, o.g.,
hinged, Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1215 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3307, o.g.,
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1217 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 2933, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins
very slightly uneven as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1218

1219

1220

1221

1222

1223

1218 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 3664, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1220 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 4002, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very
Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1222 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2549, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1219 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 3814, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1221 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2467, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1223 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2551, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1224

1225

1226

1227

1228

1229

1224 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position A, o.g., hinged; small toned spot along the bottom edge
of bottom left stamp on the gum side, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$900.
Estimate $500 - 750

1226 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4442, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1228 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4446, o.g., hinge remnants; top right stamp
with thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

1225 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4441, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1227 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4444, scarce number according to Durland,
last two digits of plate no. are lighter than first two digits, o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1229 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4551, o.g., never hinged; top right stamp
with tiny tear and left center stamp with vertical gum wrinkle, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1230

1231

1232

1233

1234

1235

1230 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4558, o.g., never hinged (a few minor moisture spots on gum), F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1232 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4570, scarcer plate no. according to
Durland, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1234 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1231 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4564, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1233 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4602, o.g., hinged; bottom right vertical pair
with natural paper inclusions, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1235 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1236

1237

1238

1239

1240

1241

1236 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1238 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4594, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1240 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4602, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1237 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., two stamps with hinge remnants, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1239 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4598, scarce number according to Durland,
o.g., small hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

1241 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4607, scarce number according to Durland,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1242

1243

1244

1245

1246

1247

1242 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4749, o.g., some paper adhering to gum, Very
Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

1244 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4760, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1246 HH
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $500 - 750

1243 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4751, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1245 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4760, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1247 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Booklets and Panes from the 1908-09
Washington-Franklin Issue, D.L. Watermark

1248

1249

1248 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g., hinge remnants on two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1249 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1250 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK18),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position E and LH, cover type BC2A, o.g., never hinged; front
cover with light creasing along staple holes, F.-V.F., catalogued
as panes. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1251 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK19),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position I, o.g., never hinged; cover type BC3 with light
creasing, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1252 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK19),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position A, cover type BC3, o.g., never hinged; front cover
with normal light creasing along staples, V.G.-Fine, catalogued
as panes. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1253 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK20),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with normal light creasing
along staple holes, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $480.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1254 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on buff cover (BK21),
complete and unexploded, all panes position A, o.g., never
hinged; third pane down has a vertical flaw line from bottom left
stamp up to left center stamp, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1255 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK22),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, no interleaving,
panes are position E, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $960.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1256 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK22),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes from position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, covers without creases, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $960.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1257 HH
Booklet, 1908, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK23),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, four panes, no
interleaving, panes are position G, o.g., never hinged; covers
with normal light creasing, F.-V.F., catalogued as panes. Scott
$960.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1258 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK24),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, no interleaving,
panes are position E, o.g., never hinged; left margins of panes
are a bit uneven, minor scuffing near staple holes on front cover,
Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $480. Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1259 H
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK24),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, position A, o.g.,
lightly hinged; covers with normal light bends from viewing, Fine,
catalogued as panes. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1260 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK25),
complete and unexploded, panes are position A, o.g., never
hinged; covers with normal light creasing from viewing, Fine.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1263
1262 H
1908, 1¢ green, imperf between (331 var.), horizontal pair, resulting from booklet experiments (see footnote in
Scott catalogue), o.g., hinge remnant, Fine, this is the only bottom pair known; 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1264

1263 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4867, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

The catalogue value for this stamp is in the grade of Fine
indicating that this is the only way this variety exists.
1264 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4869, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1261 HH
Booklet, 1908, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK26),
complete and unexploded, all panes position A, o.g., never
hinged, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1265

1266

1267

1268

1269

1270

1265 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4877, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1267 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5040, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1269 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5263, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1266 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5037, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1268 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5041, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1270 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5264, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1271

1272

1273

1274

1271 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5267, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1273 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position N,
guideline at top and right (occurs only once on 360 subject
plate), o.g., hinge remnants, Fine, extremely scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1272 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5268, o.g., hinged; light toning from hinges, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1274 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position O,
guideline at top and left (occurs only once on 360 subject plate),
o.g., hinge remnants; top left stamp with thin spot, otherwise
Fine, extremely scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1275 H/(H)
1908, 1¢ green (331a), 11 booklet panes of 6, positions A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-J and M, position D is plate no. 4867,
o.g., hinged or hinge remnants except position J which is without
gum, F.-V.F. Scott $1,725.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1276 Hm
1908, 1¢ green (331a), grouping of two panes with
plate no. (4870 & 5038) each with thin spot, five plate no. singles
(5029, 5030, 5034, 5035, & 5041), used and unused booklet
pairs, and four used and one unused booklet singles, most all
unused with hinge remnants, unused pair without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1277

1278

1279

1280

1277 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4803 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1279 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4806 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1278 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4804 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1280 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4808 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1281

1282

1283

1285

1286

1288

1281 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4826 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1283 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4836 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged; bottom left stamp with small wrinkle, F.-V.F. Scott
$175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1286 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5042, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1282 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4832 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1284 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4847, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1287 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5043, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1285 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4963, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1288

1289

1290

1291

1292

1293

1288 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5088, o.g., lightly hinged (few minor gum skips),
Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1290 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5446, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1292 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

1289 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5261, o.g., lightly hinged; normal rust marks around
staple holes, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1291 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

1293 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1295 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5456, 5458, & 5459, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine.
Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1297 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 4964 & 4965, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $150 - 200

1296 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 4950, 4953, & 4955, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1298 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5047 & 5048, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1294 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
O, guide line at left and at top, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1299 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5090 & 5095, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1301 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5106, 5112, & 5113, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1303 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5154, 5445, & 5450, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1300 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5096 & 5104, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1302 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5130 (bit light), 5139, 5262, o.g., lightly hinged,
Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1304 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5448 & 5451, o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1305 HH/H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 6 booklet panes of 6, includes five position D, plate nos. 4805, 4970 &
5108 each with at least one stamp with a thin spot and hinge remnants, 5099 LH and gum wrinkle affecting
three stamps, and 5266 with tropicalized OG, plus one position G, never hinged but glazed spot on
selvedge tab, F.-V.F. Scott $1,010.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1306 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 12 booklet panes of 6, each showing a different position, includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 4970)-E-F-G-H-I-J-K-M, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; position D one
stamp with small thin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,725.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1910-11
Washington-Franklin Issue, S.L. Watermark

1307 HH
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on green cover (BK27),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, no interleaving,
o.g., never hinged; one pane with perf separations and one pane
with plate scratch on bottom left stamp, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1308 HH/H
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on green cover (BK27),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, four panes, no
interleaving, position A, o.g., three panes never hinged, one
hinged, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1309 HH
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK28),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1310 H
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK28),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, two panes
each position A, tropicalized o.g., V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1311 HH
Booklet, 1910, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK29),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes each position A,
o.g., never hinged (one pane with gum wrinkle), Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1312 HH
Booklet, 1910, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK30),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, eight panes
each position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged (slight gum
disturbance from interleaving), V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1317 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5263, 5264, & 5267, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

1313

1314

Ex 1315

1316

1313 HH
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position A,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

1315 Hm
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5452, o.g., hinged, plus two plate no. singles, one 5454
no gum and thin and one 5454 used and thin, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1314 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5447, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1316 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position O,
guide line at top and left, o.g., two hinge remnants, Fine, scarce,
this position only occurs once on a plate. Estimate $400 - 600

1318 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5268 & 5449, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1321
1319 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5452 & 5454, o.g., hinged (latter with hinge remnant), Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1322

1321 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
A with large pre-printing paper fold affecting the middle pair and
opened up for viewing, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine, scarce.
Estimate $200 - 300

1322 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5462, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300

1320 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 10 booklet panes of 6, each
from a different position, includes A-B-C-D-H-I-J-K-L and M,
o.g., most all with hinge remnants; few small flaws, V.G.-Fine.
Scott $2,325.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1323

1324

1323 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
N, guide line at top and right, occurs only once on plate, o.g.,
never hinged, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1324 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
O, guide line at top and left, occurs only once on plate, o.g., hinge
remnant, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1325 HH/H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 10 booklet panes of 6, positions A-B-C-D-H-I-J-K-L and M, o.g., position H and I never
hinged, others with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1326 Hm
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, one
position A and one position D, plate no. 5472 plus used and unused plate no. 5450 singles and a top pair with selvedge tab,
hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1328 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5445 & 5446, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

1329 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5448 & 5450, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$340.
Estimate $300 - 400

1327 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 5 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5130, 5261, 5451, 5456 and & 5459, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1331 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5464 & 5466, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

1332 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, each
position I, plus front and back covers, no interleaving, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1330 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5461, 5462, & 5467, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $510.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Booklets and Panes from the 1912 Washington
Issue, Perf. 12

1334 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, green on green cover (BK32),
complete and unexploded, with four panes and interleaving,
o.g., never hinged, centering of panes is well above normal for
and intact booklet; back cover creased, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1333 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on green cover (BK31),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, each position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1335 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, green on lavender cover
(BK33), exploded, front and back covers, sixteen panes, position A, o.g., never hinged, V.G. Scott $1,760.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1336 HH
Booklet, 1912, 73¢, red cover (BK34), complete
and unexploded, intact combination booklet with four panes
each Scott 405b and 406a, all position A, 1¢ panes F-VF and 2¢
panes VG-F, o.g., never hinged; covers with light creasing along
staples from viewing and some pencil notations, overall Fine.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1338 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, each from position
A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1339 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, one pane is from
position J and the other pane (from the same booklet) is cut so
that the guideline at bottom does not show, o.g., never hinged;
position J pane with some perf separation, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1337 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
complete and unexploded, grilled interleaving, both panes position I, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., extremely rare booklet. Scott
$825.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1342 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK37),
complete and unexploded, but top cover separated at the staple
holes, all panes appear to be position D with at least two different
plate nos. visible, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1340 HH
Booklet, 1912, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK36),
complete and unexploded, four panes, position A, o.g., never
hinged; top cover is loose and partially separated at the staple
holes, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1341 HH
Booklet, 1912, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK36),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, position A, o.g.,
never hinged; front cover with vertical crease at center, F.-V.F.
Scott $440.
Estimate $300 - 400
1343 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK38), complete and unexploded, both panes position A, o.g., never hinged;
minor pencil notations on front cover, Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1344 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK40),
complete and unexploded, eight panes, all position A, o.g.,
never hinged; minor pencil notations on front cover, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1345 HH/H
1912, 1¢ green, complete set of plate number
panes (405b), grouping of 16 booklet panes each one of the 16
plate numbers recorded in Durland, for Scott 405b, o.g., two
panes appear never hinged; few small flaws, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,280 (photo of all 16 panes on our web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1346 H
1912, 1¢ green (405b), 12 booklet panes of 6, each
from
a
different
position
includes
positions
A-B-C-D-H-I-J-L-M-N and O, position D is plate no. 6369, o.g.,
mostly with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $795.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1347 Hm
1912, 1¢ green (405b), booklet panes of 6, small
grouping of position A (1 pane) never hinged, position D (1 pane)
plate no. 5750 with hinged remnants, unused and used plate no.
5757 singles and two used single stamps, one with plate no.
5741 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1349 m
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 2 booklet panes of 6, one
position B showing almost full arrow and guide line at right and
one position D with plate no. 5783 (top left selvedge tab separated and rejoined), used, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1348 H
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 11 booklet panes of 6,
each from a different position includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 5844)
- H-I-J-K-L-M & N, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants; few small
flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $730.
Estimate $500 - 750

1350 H
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 32 booklet panes of 6,
each position D with a different plate no., comprising all of the
numbers listed in Durland for this booklet pane, does include
5783 and 6564 which are categorized as scarce, o.g., hinged or
hinge remnants; few small flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,560.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1351 H/HHm 1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), small grouping of 5 booklet
panes of 6, includes two position A, one each position D (plate
no. 5761), position I and position L, plus unused and used plate
no. single, a plate no. pair, a used pair and four booklet pane singles, o.g., position D & L never hinged with gum skips, balance
hinged or hinge remnants, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Booklets and Panes from the 1913 Washington
Issue, Perf. 10

1354 HH
Booklets, 1914, 25¢ and 49¢ (BK44, BK45), exploded, each with proper covers and panes, no interleaving,
o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $180 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1352 HH/H
Booklet, 1914, 25¢, 73¢ and 97¢ (BK41, BK42,
BK43), exploded, BK41 four never hinged 1¢ panes, BK42 sixteen never hinged 1¢ panes, and BK43 four never hinged 1¢ and
four never hinged 2¢ panes (one pane showing malformed "P" in
"POSTAGE"), all booklets with proper front and back covers, no
interleaving, BK41 panes are from position M, panes from other
booklets are from position A, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $330 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1357 HH/H
1914, 1¢ green (424d), 440+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, approximately 150 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value exceeds $3,900, with no premium for
never hinged, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $2,250.
Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1358 HH/H
1914, 1¢ green (424d), 30 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising 30 of the possible 31 known plate nos. for this booklet pane, of the 32 numbers
assigned for this pane one is unknown, this grouping is missing
plate no. 7275, o.g.,7 panes appear never hinged, the balance
are lightly hinged, but a few with hinged remnants, Fine. Scott
$420 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1355 HH
Booklet, 1914, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK46),
complete and unexploded, 8 panes, all appear to be position A,
o.g., never hinged; front cover with two minor oil spots around
staple holes, minor pencil notations on front cover, Fine. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1353 m
Booklet, 1914, 73¢, red cover (BK43), complete
and unexploded, with all interleaving, each pane cancelled with
1916 Fortuna Lodge Alaska duplex cancel, back cover with an
additional L shaped block of three of the 2¢ tied by same cancel,
booklet with the original string used to attach it to a package; covers with light usage creases, V.G.-Fine, exceptionally rare and
highly unusual usage.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1356 Hm
1914, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (424d, 425e), booklet panes of 6, 1¢ nineteen panes includes positions A-B-C-D
(plate no. 7268) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, six panes with slightly
different shades, two used panes (one without tab) plus used
plate no. single and used bottom block from pane; 2¢ fourteen
panes includes positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 7256) H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, a miscut pane with part of the pane above
at top of the tap and a second position labeled "Broken :one",
plus two used singles and a used block of four, two of the 1¢
shade panes are without gum, balance of panes never hinged,
hinged or with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $336 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1359 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position A, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and
sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the
bottom, Very Fine for this, only 60 reported, rare. Datz $2,000.
Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Unique Plate Number Imperf Booklet Pane
Rarity

1360 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position B, arrow and guideline at right, unused, no gum, as are
all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top
margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
This is the only position B believed to exist.

74

1361 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position C, arrow and guideline at left, unused, no gum, as are all
examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top
margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1362 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 6707, plate number top right, unused, no
gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; centered to the bottom, staple holes in top margin, Very Fine for this.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
This is the only position "D" believed to exist.

This is the only position C believed to exist.
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1363 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position H, line at guideline right, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position. Estimate $2,000
- 3,000

1364 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position I, guideline at left, unused, no gum, as are all examples,
rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000 normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
This is one of a few position I believed to exist.

1365 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position J, guideline at bottom, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin,
centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000 normal
position. Scott $1,650 normal position.Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
This is one of a few position J believed to exist.

This is likely the only position H believed to exist.
1366 HH/H
1914, 2¢ rose red (425e), grouping of 48 booklet
panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no. comprising
all of the known plate nos. for this booklet pane, o.g., six panes
are never hinged, balance hinged or with hinge remnants, Fine.
Scott $2,205 (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1367 HH/H
1914, 2¢ rose red (425e), 125+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, approximately 65 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value exceeds $4,000, with no premium for
never hinged, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $3,060.
Scott $1,085 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1916 Washington
Issue, Unwatermarked
1368 HH
Booklet, 1916, 97¢, green on lavender cover
(BK48), exploded, front and back covers, sixteen panes, each
from position B, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with
light creasing, F.-V.F. Scott $256 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1370 HH
Booklet, 1916, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK51), exploded, front and back covers, four panes each from position I,
no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott $720.
Estimate $400 - 600

1372 H
1916, 1¢ green (462a), 12 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising all of the known
numbers used for this booklet pane, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $300 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1369 HH
Booklet, 1916, 73¢, red cover (BK49), exploded,
front and back covers, four each 1¢ and 2¢ pane, position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with normal creasing
from viewing, V.G.-Fine. Scott $784.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1371 HH/H
Booklet, 1916, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK52), exploded, front and back covers, eight panes, no interleaving, o.g.,
7 panes never hinged and one with hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine,
catalogued as panes. Scott $1,370.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1373 HH/H
1916, 1¢ green (462a), 90+ booklet panes of 6, 90+
booklet panes, a positional study, with no premium for never
hinged, excellent lot for the specialist, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $900 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1374 Hm
1916, 1¢ green (462a), grouping of 23 unused and 4
used booklet panes of 6, plus a few extras, includes exploded
BK47 (each pane position D, plate no. 7275, 7277, 7278x2), positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 7179) -H-I-J-K-L and M, one each
pane with plate scratch and pre-printing paper crease and a position D (plate no. 7176) with mis-entered stamp below plate no.,
finally four used position A, o.g., mostly hinged or with hinge
remnant, Fine. Scott $336 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1376

1377

1376 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at right (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinged, Fine, scarce. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1378 )
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), complete unexploded
booklet, complete booklet pane, position D, plate no.7968, tied
by straightline Normal Ill postmarks on 1920 registered cover addressed to New York City, proper backstamps; minor cover edge
wear, Fine, scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1377 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at left (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., small hinge remnant; left center stamp
with natural paper inclusion, V.G.-Fine, scarcer than crack at
right. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300

1375 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at right (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine, scarce. Scott
$225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1381 HH/H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 7 booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 2 with plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog
value $800, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot for
the specialist. Durland $250. Scott $550 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1382 Hm
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), grouping of six unused
and five used booklet panes of 6, plus extras; unused includes
position D (plate 7247) plus five panes with slightly different
shades; used panes includes one position A and four position D
(plate nos. 7968, 7969, 7970 and 7971); extras include two sets
of front and back covers for BK 50 but no panes or interleaving
(no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1379 HH/H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 12 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising all of the
known plate nos. used for this booklet pane, o.g., plate no. 7556
never hinged otherwise hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,890.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1380 H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 11 booklet panes of 6,
each from a different position, includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 7970)
- H-I-J-K-L-M and N, o.g., hinge remnants; few small flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,210.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1917 Washington
Issue, Perf. 11
1383 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢ and 97¢ (BK53, BK54, BK55),
grouping of six exploded and two unexploded booklets, includes
BK53 with all panes never hinged and from position H, BK54 with
15 panes from position D and one from position A - all panes
never hinged; four BK55 one booklet with panes from position B
and back cover “Postal Savings System”, one booklet with
panes from position A and back cover "Treasury Savings Certificate", one booklet with panes from position A and back cover
with small address form, and one booklet with four panes from
position I and back cover with large address form; two unexploded books are BK53 with damaged cover and BK54, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1385 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, green on green cover (BK53),
complete and unexploded, an intriguing booklet with eight panes
instead of four panes, each from position J and with similar centering, booklet may have been restapled, note on front in crayon
says “This Book has the distinct horiz. …”, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1384 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, green on green cover (BK53),
complete and unexploded, four panes from position J (two
panes do not show line at bottom), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1386 HH
Booklets, 1917, 73¢, red cover (BK56, BK57), five
exploded booklets, two different, four BK56 : 1) panes from position A and back cover with small address form; 2) panes from position H and back cover with small address form; 3) 1¢ panes
appear to be from position H and 2¢ panes from position B, back
cover with large address form, both covers pale green; 4) all
panes from position A, back cover with large address form, both
covers Buff colored; BK57 all panes position A, back cover with
large address form, o.g., never hinged, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1387 HH
Booklet, 1917, 73¢, red covers (BK56, BK57),
three combination booklets, complete and unexploded, one BK
56 all panes from position A, two BK 57, one with 1¢ panes from
position I and one with 1¢ panes from position A, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1388 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK58), four
exploded booklets, 1) panes from position C and back cover with
small address form; 2) panes from position D (plate no. F11781
and F 11782) and back cover with large address form; 3) panes
from position D (plate nos. F8894) and back cover with small address form; 4) panes from position K and back cover with “Treasury Savings Certificate”, o.g., panes never hinged but two plate
no. panes with large gum skips, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1390 HH
Booklet, 1917, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK59),
complete and unexploded, four panes each from position A,
o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, F.-V.F.
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1392 HH
Booklet, 1917, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK60),
complete and unexploded, eight panes, each from position A,
o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, Fine.
Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1391 HH
Booklet, 1917, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK59), two
exploded booklets, 1) panes from position A and back with small
address form; 2) panes are from position I and back cover with
large address form; no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1393 HH
Booklet, 1917, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK61), two
exploded booklets, 1) panes from position A, one pane with tiny
nick at bottom; 2) panes from position J; both back covers with
large address form; no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1389 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK58), complete and unexploded, two panes, each position H, o.g., never
hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, Very Fine. Scott
$250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1395 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
complete and unexploded, one pane from position I and one
pane appears to be from position A, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1394 H
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK62),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each from position D
(plate no.s 8095 and 8096), back cover with small address form,
o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1397 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each from position D
(plate nos. 8460 and 8448), no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1396 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
complete and unexploded, panes from position A, front cover in
light shade of purple, o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notations
on front cover, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1398 H
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, reconstructed
sheets (498e, 499e), 60 booklet panes of 6 of each, each value
showing the top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right panes;
a wonderful opportunity and a very scarce reconstruction, o.g.,
hinged to backing sheet, V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1399 Hm
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (498e, 499e),
grouping of 12 1¢ booklet panes of 6, showing positions A-B-C-D
(plate no. 8185) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O; 2¢ twenty unused and
thirteen used panes (many with plate numbers), unused includes positions A-B-C-D (plate No. 13212) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and
O plus 8 with slightly different shades, used panes include positions A-B-C-D (six different plate numbers) - H-I and J; Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1400 HH/H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 900+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, 270+ with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $3,200, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot
for the specialist. Durland $1,600. Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1401 HH/H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 100 booklet panes of 6, position D, 99 different plate numbers, missing just plate no. 10775
for a complete set of all numbers used on this booklet pane according to Durland, it does include a second plate no. 10675
which Durland notes is scarce, o.g., some never hinged, most all
hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $700 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1404 m
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b(1),
502b(2)), a selection of one booklet pane of 6 of type I and two of
type II, various positions, each pre-canceled: 501b inverted
Hagerstown, MD; 502b Red Bank, NJ; Brockton, MA, F.-V.F. for
the issue, very seldom encountered.
Estimate $200 - 300

1402 H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 71 booklet panes of 6, each
with a different plate number, missing only 7449 and 7785 for a
complete set of plate numbers used on the booklet pane, it does
include plate no. 10252 which Durland notes is scarcer, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $426 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1405 H
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b, 502b),
grouping of booklet panes of 6 from both types, includes Type I
from position A, two from position D; plus five different shades
from position A; Type II includes one pane from position A, five
different shades from position A, two panes with guide line varieties, an excellent selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1406 m
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b(1),
502b(5)), a selection of one booklet pane of 6 of type I and five of
type II, selected for freshness and centering or color variant, difficult to find these so nice, generally Very Fine. Scott $335.
Estimate $200 - 300

1403 HH/H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499e), 900+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, 400+ with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $5,100, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot
for the specialist. Durland $3,200. Scott $1,900 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1408 HH/H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 19 booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, 4 with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $1,600, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the
specialist. Durland $480. Scott $1,125 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

1409 HH/H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 4 booklet panes
of 6, position D, each with different plate number, showing the
four different numbers used on this booklet pane, o.g., each two
with hinge remnants, one with album black on bottom pair and
one (8097) never hinged, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
1410 HH/H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 75+ booklet
panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 21 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value $5,000, with no premium for NH, excellent
lot for the specialist. Durland $1,680. Scott $3,360 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1407 H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 12 booklet panes
of 6, showing positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 8095) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N
and O, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $930.
Estimate $500 - 750

1411 H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 12 booklet
panes of 6, each from a different position, includes A-B-C-D
(plate no. 8332) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, shades vary, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $737 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1412 H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 12 booklet
panes of 6, position D, each with a different number, comprising
all of the plate numbers listed in Durland and used on this booklet
pane, shades vary, o.g., Fine. Scott $930. Estimate $500 - 750
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The 1917 American Expeditionary Force ("A.E.F.") Issue

1413 HH
Booklet, 1917, $3 "A.E.F.", black on green cover (BK64), exploded, ten panes, each with right side selvedge tab; front and back covers with right side staple holes plus 13 sheets of interleaving, o.g., never
hinged; one pane with pencil notation on the gum of one stamp and one pane with small dark spot on the gum of one stamp, F.-V.F., even though this booklet has been exploded it is still extremely scarce as only 7 intact
booklets are thought to exist. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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The 1917 American Expeditionary Force ("A.E.F.") Issue

1414 HH
Booklet, 1917, $3 "A.E.F.", black on green cover,
covers only (BK64 var.), front and back covers, staples along
the left side, 9 sheets of interleaving, extremely scarce, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1415 H
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ rose (498f, 499f vars.), singles from AEF booklet panes, tied by 1918 duplex postmark on
European sized envelope with red "AMERICAN YMCA" corner
card and typed "L.M. King, A.P.O. 717, France" (Tours France),
addressed to Mohonk Lake NY; purple 3 line "CENSORED, C.
W. FREBLAND, CHAPLAIN, 6th U.S. CAVALRY" at bottom left;
2¢ stamp and cover with creases, Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1416 )
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ rose (498f, 499f vars.), complete unexploded booklet, singles from A.E.F. booklet panes,
tied to October 1918 censored cover by U.S. Army Post Office
M.P.E.S. duplex postmarks, addressed to Albany NY, proper
censor's mark, 2 page typed enclosure from William J. Walker,
YMCA Secretary, Nevers, France; cover with small edge flaws,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1417 )
1917, 1¢ green (498f var.), complete unexploded
booklet, block of nine from A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, on registered legal size cover from USAPO #738 (Chateauroux) France
addressed to Mississippi, block tied by double circle magenta
registered handstamp, proper censor's mark; right vertical row
of stamps over the edge of cover and have a few small flaws, top
center stamp with small paper adhesion, otherwise Fine, rare
usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1418 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W9 selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g.,
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1420 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W4 or W10, selvedge tab at right, o.g., small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1422 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W5, selvedge tab at left, partial arrow and guideline along
bottom, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1419 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W7, selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g.,
lightly hinged, nicely centered vertically, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1421 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W4 or W10, selvedge tab at right, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1423 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W6, selvedge tab at right, guideline at left and bottom,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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The 1917 American Expeditionary Force ("A.E.F.") Issue

1424 HH
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W11, selvedge tab at left with initials "W.Mc.A." at bottom
left, guideline at right, o.g., never hinged (pencil notations on the
gum of one stamp), F.-V.F. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1426 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.A.C.” at bottom right,
guide line at left, o.g., hinge remnant (several stamps with gum
wrinkles), Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1428 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “R.D.” at bottom right,
o.g., hinged, V.G. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1425 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W11, selvedge tab at left with initials “R.B.” at bottom left,
guideline at right, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1427 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.H.K.” at bottom right,
guide line at left, o.g., hinge remnant; top right horizontal pair
with small thin, bottom right horizontal pair with light crease, position 12 with small wrinkle, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1429 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.M.B.” at bottom right,
two small hinge remnants, o.g., two small hinge remnants (light
gum bends and small gum wrinkles); position 11 with a small thin
spot, V.G. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1431 H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, a left hand pane, position W3 or W9, o.g., lightly hinged, reasonably well
centered, for this notoriously difficult pane, with bright color, exceptionally fresh, a handsome example of this rare pane; natural paper inclusion in top margin position 6, Very Fine for this, ex-Poriss; 1966 & 2013 P.F. certificates. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

1430 HH
Booklet, 1917, $6 "A.E.F.", black on pink cover,
covers only (BK65), front and back covers, staples along right
side, 11 sheets of interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, extremely scarce covers, no intact booklets with the 2¢
AEF pane are known.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1432 H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W9, selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g., small hinge
remnants (one stamp with pencil notation on gum), Fine, scarce. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Issues from 1923 through 1995

Issues from 1923 through 1995
1433 HH/H
1923, 1¢ deep green (552a), 230+ booklet panes of
6, booklet panes, a positional and plate number study, with 74
plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott
& Durland catalog value $2,300, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $1,100. Scott $1,200 (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1434 HH/H
1923, 1¢ deep green (552a), complete set of 20
booklet panes of 6 with plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $300. (No photo). Estimate $75 - 100
1435 HH/H
1923, 2¢ carmine (554c), 400+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, with 200 plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog
value $4,500, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $3,100. Scott $1,400 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1436 HH/H
1923, 2¢ carmine (554c), 179 booklet panes of 6
with plate numbers (out of 194 different plate numbers), o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $2,685. (No photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1437 HH/H
1927, 1¢ green (632a), 41 booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH,
excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,400 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1438 HH/H
1927, 1¢ green (632a), 12 booklet panes of 6 with
plate numbers (out of 14 different plate numbers), o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $480. (No photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1440 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 450+ booklet
panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 17 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value $1,150, with no premium for NH, excellent
lot for the specialist. Durland $500. Scott $650 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1446 Hm)
1954, 3¢ Statue of Liberty, wet printing (1035a),
specialized collection of booklet panes includes mint, used and
pre cancelled, miscuts, FDC's, booklet covers, electric eye positions, plate number matched sets, and complete booklets, everything one could want on the booklet panes, an attention
grabbing lot, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1441 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 61 booklet panes of
6 with different plate numbers (out of 78), many with large percentage of plate number, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.,
total Scott & Durland catalog value $570. Durland $480. Scott
$90 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1447 HH/H
1958-71, five different with examiner's
handstamps (1036a, 1213a, 1395a, C64c), booklet panes,
these markings in the margin are the result of handstamping and
denote the main printed roll number and i.d. number of the examiner, includes 1213a Slogan 1 and 2, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F., very scarce (no photo). Estimate $500 - 750

1442 HH/H
1932, 3¢ Washington (720b), 15 booklet panes of 6
with plate numbers (out of 16), o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F., total Durland and Scott catalog value $865. Durland
$480. Scott $385 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1443 HH/H
1938, 1¢ Presidential (804b), 750+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate numbers, 550 2½ mm gutter, 200 with 3 mm gutter, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH, excellent lot for
the specialist. Scott $1,900 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1444 HH/H
1938, 2¢ Presidential (806b), 3000+ booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate
numbers, approximately 2,750 2½ mm gutter, 270 with 3 mm
gutter, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for
NH, excellent lot for the specialist and no premium affixed to the
plate numbers. Scott $30,000 (no photo).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1445 HH/H
1938, 2¢ Presidential (806b), 130+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate numbers, 90 2½ mm gutter, 40 with 3 mm gutter, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH, excellent lot for
the specialist. Scott $1,500 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1439 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 50+ booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium
for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,800 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1448 HH/H
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), 1200+ booklet panes of 6,
a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for
NH, excellent lot for the specialist and no premium affixed to the
plate numbers. Scott $3,300 (no photo). Estimate $750 - 1,000
1449 Hm)
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), specialized collection of
matched plate number booklet panes, 80+ panes, a scarce and
valuable collection worthy of your attention, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $7,500. (No photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1450 Hm)
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), specialized collection of
booklet panes includes mint, used and pre cancelled, miscuts,
foldovers, FDC's, booklet covers and varieties, electric eye positions and complete booklets, could be the basis of an extraordinary exhibition, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1451 HH/H
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a), 1,100+ booklet
panes of 5 + label, a positional and plate number study, most
with partial plate numbers, includes 200+ Slogan #1, 100+ Slogan #2 and 750+ Slogan #3, excellent lot for the specialist and
no premium affixed to the plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1452 Hm)
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a-c), specialized collection of matched plate number booklet panes, 28 Slogan #1
panes, 31 Slogan #2, and 150+ Slogan #3, total Durland value
over $13,000.00, probably impossible to duplicate in today's
market, please inspect and bid early, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1459 HH
Booklet, 1995, $6.40 Holiday Greetings (BK233),
complete and unexploded, top pane Scott # 3007b, bottom pane
is an imperforate blank sheet of paper, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1460 HH/H
Airmail & Saving Stamps, booklet panes collection, collection includes four C10a with one unexploded booklet
and different covers, C51a type IIa and IIb, C60a type IIIa and
IIIb, with the different front and back covers, C72c with the different covers and marginal markings, and a exploded booklet of
S63, scarce group, inspection strongly recommended, F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1453 Hm)
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a-c), specialized collection of booklet panes includes mint, used and pre cancelled, slogan changes, miscuts, foldovers, FDC's including cacheted first
day of Luminescent Tagged booklet, electric eye positions, well
researched and written up, a unique opportunity to acquire so
large a study, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1461 HH
Booklet, Postal Insurance, 1965, 10¢ and 20¢,
type I and type II (QI1-QI2), all exploded, unusual and scarce,
please examine, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1454 HH/H
1962, 5¢ Washington, tagged (1213c), 340+ booklet panes of 5 + label, a positional and plate number study, most
with partial plate numbers, excellent lot for the specialist and no
premium affixed to the plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $750 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

End of the Second Session

1456 HH
1973, 10¢ Jefferson Memorial, imperf between
(1510b), two booklet panes of 5 + label, stamps with two horizontal pairs imperf between, plus stamps and label imperf between,
result of a foldover, which has a neat vertical crease through left
stamps of pairs, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine, very rare.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1457 HH
Booklet, 1987, $4.40 Fireworks Over Flag
(BK156), 14 complete unexploded booklets, Scott 2276a panes,
each with different marginal markings, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1455 HH
1971, 8¢ Eisenhower, foldover and miscut showing extra stamps at top (1395a var.), booklet pane of 8, diagonal fold along bottom block, quite odd and one of the most
striking that we have seen, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and
unusual.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1458 HH
Booklet, 1995, $6.40 Holiday Greetings (BK233),
complete and unexploded, top pane Scott # 3007b, bottom pane
#3007c INVERTED, this looks similar to the listed #3007e, but
the inverted pane is a "c" not a "b", o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Second Session
Thursday, March 16, 2013 at approximately
5:00 P.M. (after the First Session ends)
Lots 1001-1461
The "Keystone" Collection of U.S. Booklets
and Booklet Panes
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

Booklets and Panes from the 1898 Bureau Issue

1003 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal and diagonal “Specimen” overprints (279BjSE), 2 booklet panes of 6,
one with diagonal overprint (normal watermark), other with horizontal overprint (inverted watermark), o.g., small hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1001 SHH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK1S), complete and unexploded, with red manuscript “One of
the first one hundred books issued, Complements of” and black
manuscript “Edwin C Madden”, vertically place black handstamp
“Specimen” at left, o.g., never hinged; cover with creases, Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1002 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on buff cover
(BK2S), exploded, 2 panes with diagonal “Specimen” overprint,
top cover with vertical crease and manuscript “2 stitches”, “one
of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden, Third Asst.
P.M. Gen.”, o.g., panes never hinged, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1004

1005

1004 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, mis-cut so that it shows
the bottom framelines of the bottom two stamps from the pane
above, o.g., hinged (small hinge remnant at top right), Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1005 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position 21J (tiny trace
of split arrow at bottom left, normally trimmed off by BEP), o.g.,
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

2

1006

1007

1008

1009

1006 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position M (guide line at
top), disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1008 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position N, inverted watermark, unused without gum, Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1007 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position 40M (shows
slight trace of split arrow at right, normally trimmed off by BEP),
inverted watermark, o.g., hinged, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1009 SHH
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
988 (lightly struck), o.g., never hinged (pencil mark on gum of left
center stamp), Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Booklets and Panes from the 1898 Bureau Issue

1010

1011

1012

1013

1014

1015

1010 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
989, o.g., hinged; tiny nick in margin of bottom right stamp,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

1012 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
991, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1014 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position O (guide line at
top and left), disturbed o.g. from interleaving; light horizontal
crease in bottom stamps, otherwise Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1011 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
990, o.g., very lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1013 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
991, o.g., small hinge remnants (light gum disturbance along
right side); tiny corner crease at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1015 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, “Specimen” overprint,
double impression of overprint at bottom (279BjSEb), booklet pane of 6, light second overprint across bottom pair, unpriced
in Scott, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1016 H
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on buff cover (BK2),
complete and unexploded, with two panes of Scott 279Bj, cover
with “CROWNPOINT IND. 1900” postmark and manuscript
“First stamp book Sold in Crown Point Indiana, F. E. Farley P.M.”
on front, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, panes Very Fine, booklet probably unique. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1017 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 49¢, green on cream cover
(BK3), exploded, o.g., 4 never hinged panes, unpriced in Scott,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

4

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1018 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, one pane from position
E, back cover reads “Henry G. Payne”, o.g., both panes never
hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1898 Bureau Issue

1019 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, both panes from position
E, front cover with Special Delivery rates and back cover reads
The Registry System/Provider for Safe Transit and Correct Delivery, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1020 HH/H
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, back cover reads “Charles Emory Smith”, o.g.,
2 hinged panes; booklet covers with creases, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1021 SHH
Booklet, 1900-03, 49¢, black on buff cover (BK8),
exploded, 4 panes with diagonal “Specimen” overprint, top cover
with manuscript “2 stitches”, “one of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden, Third Asst. P.M. Gen.”, o.g., never
hinged; top cover with small tape stain, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1022 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), complete unexploded
booklet, booklet pane of six without tab, position E, tied to reverse of Cosmopolitan Hotel shipping tag by black cancels and
1904 Youngstown Ohio registry handstamp, additional torn single 2¢ (probably a booklet pane single) above pane, three line
Purple New Orleans registry handstamp on front, addressed to
Youngstown; some small faults, otherwise Fine, Scarce.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1023 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), complete unexploded
booklet, bottom left booklet pane single with small traces of plate
no. 1326 at bottom, tied by 1902 Fulton Ill duplex postmark on
Mystic Workers insurance company corner card, addressed to
Ottawa ILL; cover slight reduced at right at an angle, Fine, extremely scarce usage.
Estimate $500 - 750

1024 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet covers (279Bj), 15
front covers and 14 back covers, includes one front cover without numeral, three front covers with 25¢, four front covers with
49¢, three front covers with 97¢, two front covers with manuscript "Complements.", four front covers with manuscript "One of
the first.", eight back covers with "Charles Emory Smith" and six
back covers with "Henry C. Payne", some faults, but still a wonderful lot, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

6
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1025

1026

1025 H
1898, 2¢ carmine, type IV (279Bj var.), booklet
pane of 6, position B, o.g., hinge remnants (small gum wrinkle);
thin spots, otherwise Very Fine, scarce shade, not listed in Scott.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1026 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 988, o.g., small hinge remnant at top, Fine.
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013

Booklets and Panes from the 1898 Bureau Issue

1027

1028

1029

1030

1027 HH
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 989, o.g., never hinged; few small perf separations, Fine. Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1029 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 991, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1028 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 990, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1030 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position H (guide line at right and small part of arrow at bottom
right), inverted watermark, slightly disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Very Fine, extremely scarce showing arrow.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1031

1031 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position O, o.g., small hinge remnants for perf reinforcement,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1033

1034

1035

1036

1033 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1035 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted and reversed (279Bj var.), booklet pane of 6, position N, disturbed o.g.
from interleaving; normal light discoloration around staple holes,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1034 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position M, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1036 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark reversed (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position H, shows very tiny trace of arrow at bottom, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1032 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), 4 booklet panes of 6
plus interleaving, part o.g. or disturbed o.g. or both, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

8
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1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

1042

1037 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1324, disturbed o.g., Very
Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

1039 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1326, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1041 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1368, o.g., small hinge
remnant at top, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1038 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1325, part o.g., Fine.
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1040 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1327, disturbed o.g. from
interleaving, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1042 (H)
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1369, unused without
gum, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1047 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk
var.), horizontal pair from pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1490 in
tab, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1043

1044

1045

1046

1043 m
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1369, double oval New
York Reg cancels, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1045 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1371, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1044 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1370, disturbed o.g. from
interleaving; left center stamp with small thin spot, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1046 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1489, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1048 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1491, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

10
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1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1049 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1492, o.g., hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1051 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1053 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1325, o.g.,
hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1050 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position E showing small part of arrow at left,
slightly disturbed o.g. from interleaving; usual rust marks in staple hole area, Fine, scarce position. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1052 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position C, disturbed o.g.,
F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1054 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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Booklets and Panes from the 1902-03 Bureau
Issue

1055

1056

1055 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
and reversed (279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g.,
small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1056 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark reversed
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

12

1057 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on green cover
(BK10), exploded, all panes position A, back cover with “M” of
“Meyer” under “p” of “up”, one pane is a replacement for the original pane, three panes with two dots below “2” of “1902” and one
without dots, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1058 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on green cover
(BK10), complete and unexploded, all panes position E, back
cover with “M” of “Meyer” below space between “to” and “$25”,
o.g., two panes lightly hinged and two with hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1061 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 49¢, black on buff cover
(BK12), complete and unexploded, four panes and interleaving,
each position E, o.g., never hinged; covers are lightly toned and
lightly creased, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1059 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK11), exploded, panes with reversed watermarks, o.g., never
hinged; one pane with separated horizontal perfs between top
and center rows, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1060 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK11), exploded, o.g., each pane with hinge reinforced horizontal perf separations; covers with light creases, Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1062 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 97¢, black on gray cover
(BK13), complete and unexploded, eight panes with full interleaving, each position A, o.g., never hinged; covers are lightly
creased from handling as usual, F.-V.F., unpriced in Scott, but 8
never hinged panes catalogue $7,600, extremely scarce.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1063

1064

1065

1066

1067

1068

1063 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b var.), booklet pane of 6,
bottom left stamp with double transfer in “mer c” of “America”,
o.g., hinge remnants; small flaw in right stamp from staple removal, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1065 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position A, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1067 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position B, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small hinge remnant,
F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1064 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b var.), booklet pane of 6,
right top with diagonal plate scratch, o.g., small hinge remnants,
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1066 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., small hinge remnant; top stamp with light wrinkle,
pane faintly toned, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1068 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position C, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1069 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3339, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1071 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3341, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1073 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3468, o.g., hinge remnants; top right stamp with
small thin spot, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

1070 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3340, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1072 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3342, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1074 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3469, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1075

1078

1076

1078 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3503, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1075 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3471, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnants; right stamp with wrinkle, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1076 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3471, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge
remnants, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

16

1079

1077 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D with plate no. 3472 on left tab, o.g., small hinge remnants,
Very Fine, fewer than five examples are thought to exist.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1079 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3508, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Centering appears to be better than the example in the Beutel
collection which realized $7,500 plus buyer's premium.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1080

1081

1082

1083

1084

1085

1080 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3510, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1082 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3514, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1084 HH
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, dark
shade, position F, o.g., stamps never hinged, lightly hinged in
selvage only, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1081 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3514, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge
remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1083 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., small hinge remnant; four stamps with light toning on
gum, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1085 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1088 m
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c var.), bottom left single from
booklet pane, machine cancel; top and right perforations
trimmed away, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1086

1090

1087

1091

1086 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position H, o.g., small hinge remnants; bottom left stamp with light diagonal bend, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1090 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
B, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1087 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1091 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1583, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1089 m
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
A, without tab, roller type cancel; small faults including rounded
corner at bottom right, still scarce, Fine appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1092

1096

1093

1092 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1584, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1094 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
E, o.g., hinge remnant at top, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1097

1096 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
H, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1097 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position C, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1093 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1689, small part o.g.; left center stamp with thin
along left side, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1095 )
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), complete unexploded
booklet, booklet pane without tab, position E, tied to C. B. & O.
Railway Co. (Burlington Route) legal sized cover by Purple La
Crosse, Wis Jun 28 1908 postmark, addressed to Alexander
NY; cover with clipped corner at top left, otherwise Very Fine, extremely scarce and very seldom seen usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1098

1099

1100

1101

1102

1103

1098 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1582, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1100 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1666, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1102 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1690, neat New York double oval registry cancels, Very Fine, extremely scarce used.
Scott $5,250.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1099 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1585, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1101 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1690, o.g., small hinge
remnant (minor gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1103 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1104

1105

1106

1107

1108

1109

1104 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted and reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., two hinge
remnants over small perf separations, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1106 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1667, o.g., very
lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1108 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1665, o.g., very
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1105 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted and reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1664,
o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1107 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1584, o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1109 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, light shade, position D, plate no. 1688,
o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1110

1110 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1691, o.g., hinge
remnant on top pair, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 1,500

1111

1112

1111 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1771, o.g., hinge
remnant on top pair, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1112 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g., two small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1113

1113 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants; some
perf separation, top right stamp with small thin, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1114 HH/H
1903-63, booklet panes & covers (301c//375a,
etc.), exciting collection of booklet panes and booklet covers,
starts with 301c and covers, 319g and covers, 331a and covers,
332a and covers, 375a and covers and so forth with hundreds of
front and back covers throughout the period, many scarce covers and variations, must be inspected to be appreciated, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,700 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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Booklets and Panes from the 1903 "Shield"
Issue

1115 HH
Booklet, 1903, 25¢, black on cream cover, type I
panes (BK14), exploded, covers and 2 panes, no interleaving,
both panes position A; inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-I, catalogued as panes, o.g., never
hinged, Fine. Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1116 H
Booklet, 1903, 25¢, black on cream cover, type I
panes (BK14), exploded, covers and 2 panes, no interleaving,
both panes position A; inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., both panes
hinged, Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1117 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position A, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$960.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1118 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, Covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
all panes position E; Inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-I, catalogued as panes, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1119 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position A, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$960.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1120 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position E, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $960.
Estimate $500 - 750

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1121 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
all position E; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-N, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, Fine.
Scott $1,920.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1122 HH/H
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
position E; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-K, catalogued as panes, o.g., 7 never hinged and
1 lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,805. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1123 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
position A; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-K, catalogued as panes, o.g., stamps never
hinged, each lightly hinged in selvedge tab, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1126
1124 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type II
lake panes (BK17A), complete and unexploded, eight panes,
all position E, booklet with full interleaving, in excellent condition,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1126 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position B, double oval “Benton Harbor, Mich” cancels, F.-V.F.
Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1125 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, red ball of color (screw
hole) in the top right selvedge (319g var.), booklet pane of 6,
position B, split arrow and guide line at right, o.g., small hinge
remnants, Extremely Fine, one of only 8 examples known.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1127 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1845 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1128

1129

1130

1131

1132

1133

1128 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1889 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1130 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1892, o.g., hinge remnant; right margin uneven as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1132 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1952, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1129 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1889, double oval “New York Reg” cancels;
uneven side margins as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1131 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1951, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1133 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2109, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1134

1135

1136

1137

1138

1139

1134 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2110, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1136 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2121 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged; one
stamp with small paper adherence, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1138 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2302 (scarcer number), lighter shade approaching scarlet, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1135 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2112, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1137 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2122 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1139 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2303, o.g., small hinge remnant, F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1140

1141

1142

1143

1144

1145

1140 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2304 (scarcer number), o.g., hinge remnant; slightly uneven sides as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1142 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2372, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$125.
Estimate $200 - 300

1144 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2375, o.g., small hinge remnant, deep
shade; uneven side margins as frequently found, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1141 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2371 (scarcer number), o.g., hinge remnant; very slightly uneven sides as frequently found, F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1143 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, engraver's initials in top
left selvedge (319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate
no. 2374, inverted initial “C” in top left selvedge, o.g., hinge remnant; uneven margins at the sides as frequently found, Very
Fine, illustrated in US Specialist article published Feb. 1999, one
of only four examples recorded in 1999 article.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1145 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2498, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1146

1147

1148

1149

1150

1151

1146 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2499, o.g., hinged; uneven side margins as
frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1148 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2715, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1150 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2769, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1147 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2550, o.g., lightly hinged, deep shade,
F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1149 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2716, o.g., lightly hinged (very small gum
wrinkle at top right), Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1151 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2770, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins very
slightly uneven as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1152

1153

1154

1155

1156

1157

1152 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2783, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1154 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2924, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1156 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2926, o.g., very lightly hinged (bottom right
pair with small gum wrinkle), Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1153 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2881, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins very
slightly uneven as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1155 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2925, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1157 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2934, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1158

1159

1160

1161

1162

1163

1158 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2956, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1160 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3011, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $100 - 150

1162 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3019, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1159 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2958, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1161 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3012, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1163 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3020, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1164

1165

1166

1167

1168

1169

1164 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3021, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1166 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3031, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1168 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3199, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1165 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3023, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1167 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3197, o.g., small hinge remnants; minor perf
separation, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1169 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3387, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1170

1171

1172

1173

1174

1175

1170 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3388, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1172 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3398, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1174 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3410, o.g., lightly hinged; horizontal perf
rows a bit weak, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1171 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3397, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1173 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3409, o.g., hinged; horizontal perf rows a bit
weak, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1175 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3436, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1176

1177

1178

1179

1180

1181

1176 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3443, o.g., hinged (top left stamp with pencil
notation on gum, top right stamp with small gum wrinkle), F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1178 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3449, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1180 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3521, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1177 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3444, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1179 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3459, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1181 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3661, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1182

1183

1184

1185

1186

1187

1182 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3740, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1184 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3766, o.g., hinged; single blind perf between
top right stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1186 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3819, o.g., small hinge remnants; small thin
in top left selvedge, single blind perf between top right stamps,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1183 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3763, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1185 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3817, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1187 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3822, o.g., hinge remnant; single blind perf
between top left stamps, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1188

1191

1189

1188 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3997, o.g., hinge remnant; single blind perf
between top left stamps, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1190 )
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), complete unexploded booklet, booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4115, tied
by 1916 Pago Pago Samoa duplex cancels on registered cover
addressed to Titusville, PA, proper backstamps; cover and pane
lightly toned, pane with small piece out of the top left selvedge
(happened after mailing), still and extremely scarce usage,
F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1191 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4115, o.g., hinge remnant (couple light diagonal gum bends), F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1192 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4118, boxed “Titusville PA” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1189 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4114, boxed “Titusville PA” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1194
1193 )
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), complete unexploded booklet, plate no. 4235 single, tied by 1908 Albion Mich.
duplex cancel on green cover with Recorder Press Co. Albion,
Michigan corner card, addressed to New York City; minor cover
edge flaws do not affect stamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1195

1196

1197

1194 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4364, o.g., very small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1196 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

1195 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4423, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1197 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3762, 3810, 4363, and
4382, each o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1198

1199

1200

1201

1202

1203

1198 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2376, 2378, 2548, and
2602, o.g., 3 hinged and 1 never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1200 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 4418, 4430, 4435, and
4439, o.g., hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

1202 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3354, 3360, 3525, 3550,
and 3553, o.g., hinged (two with hinge remnants); few small perf
separations, Fine. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

1199 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2932, 2955, 3013, and
3014, o.g., hinged (one with gum wrinkle), Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1201 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each of plate no. 3645, 3646, 3662,
3669, and 3754, o.g., most with hinge remnants; couple with perf
separations, F.-V.F. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

1203 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2496, 2504, 2771, 2782,
4106, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; each with at least one
stamp with gum wrinkle, F.-V.F. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750
1204 H/(H)
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D and with scarcer numbers, no. 1949 (hinge
remnant and thin spot), no. 1950 (horizontal crease, part OG
and perf separations), no. 2011 (part OG), no. 2123 (no gum),
and no. 2124 (heavy gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott $1,375 (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1205

Ex 1206

Ex 1207

Ex 1208

1205 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2507, 2601, 3196, 3198,
and 3437, o.g., hinge remnants; each with at least one stamp
with thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,375. Estimate $300 400

1207 (H)
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 9 booklet panes of
6, position D, one each plate no. 1890, 1891, 2305, 2497, 2604,
2781, 2931, 3030, and 3359, without gum; some small flaws,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,475.
Estimate $500 - 750

1206 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 6 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3532 (mostly separated),
3549, 3999, 4001, 4108; and 4445, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; each with at least one stamp with thin spot, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $400 - 600

1208 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 11 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2111, 2373, 2377, 2506,
2600, 2713, 2714, 2784, 2880, 2957, and 3526, disturbed o.g. or
part o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $3,025.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1209 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 30 panes hinged to
two pages in the form of plate reconstruction for a 180 subject
plate; includes 15 position A, one each position B, C, and D; 8
position E, and one each position F, G, H and I; some small flaws
to be expected, V.G.-Fine, seldom offered reconstruction. Scott
$3,900 (photo of both pages on our web site)..
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1210 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I and 2¢ lake, type II (319g,
319q), booklet panes of 6, one miscut pane of 319g, three panes
of 319q (one with small piece out at bottom right), three blocks of
four with plate no. selvedge (3924, 3926, 4584) and 7 plate no.
singles (4358, 4367, 4368, 4443, 4451, 4457, 4464), o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants; few small flaws, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$1,025 for panes (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1211 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, 2¢ carmine rose, and 2¢ scarlet,
type I (319g, 319n, 319p), grouping of 15 panes, includes all positions (A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. and I) plus 4 shades of carmine,
one of carmine rose and one of scarlet, o.g., most all with hinge
remnants except positions D, H and carmine rose pane never
hinged; few small flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,730.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1212 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3299, o.g.,
hinge remnant (top right stamp with gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott
$9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1213 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3300, o.g.,
small hinge remnant; trivial pencil notation on top left selvedge,
Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1216

1217

1216 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), top 2/3 of a booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
3303, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Horizontal watermarks can only be found on booklet pane
stamps.
1214 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3302, o.g.,
hinged, Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1215 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3307, o.g.,
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1217 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 2933, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins
very slightly uneven as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013

Booklets and Panes from the 1903 "Shield" Issue

1218

1219

1220

1221

1222

1223

1218 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 3664, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1220 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 4002, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very
Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1222 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2549, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1219 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 3814, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1221 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2467, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1223 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2551, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1224

1225

1226

1227

1228

1229

1224 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position A, o.g., hinged; small toned spot along the bottom edge
of bottom left stamp on the gum side, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$900.
Estimate $500 - 750

1226 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4442, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1228 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4446, o.g., hinge remnants; top right stamp
with thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

1225 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4441, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1227 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4444, scarce number according to Durland,
last two digits of plate no. are lighter than first two digits, o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1229 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4551, o.g., never hinged; top right stamp
with tiny tear and left center stamp with vertical gum wrinkle, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1230

1231

1232

1233

1234

1235

1230 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4558, o.g., never hinged (a few minor moisture spots on gum), F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1232 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4570, scarcer plate no. according to
Durland, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1234 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1231 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4564, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1233 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4602, o.g., hinged; bottom right vertical pair
with natural paper inclusions, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1235 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1236

1237

1238

1239

1240

1241

1236 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1238 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4594, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1240 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4602, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1237 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., two stamps with hinge remnants, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1239 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4598, scarce number according to Durland,
o.g., small hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

1241 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4607, scarce number according to Durland,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1242

1243

1244

1245

1246

1247

1242 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4749, o.g., some paper adhering to gum, Very
Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

1244 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4760, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1246 HH
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $500 - 750

1243 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4751, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1245 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4760, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1247 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Booklets and Panes from the 1908-09
Washington-Franklin Issue, D.L. Watermark

1248

1249

1248 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g., hinge remnants on two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1249 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1250 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK18),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position E and LH, cover type BC2A, o.g., never hinged; front
cover with light creasing along staple holes, F.-V.F., catalogued
as panes. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1251 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK19),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position I, o.g., never hinged; cover type BC3 with light
creasing, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1252 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK19),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position A, cover type BC3, o.g., never hinged; front cover
with normal light creasing along staples, V.G.-Fine, catalogued
as panes. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1253 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK20),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with normal light creasing
along staple holes, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $480.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1254 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on buff cover (BK21),
complete and unexploded, all panes position A, o.g., never
hinged; third pane down has a vertical flaw line from bottom left
stamp up to left center stamp, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1255 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK22),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, no interleaving,
panes are position E, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $960.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1256 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK22),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes from position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, covers without creases, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $960.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1257 HH
Booklet, 1908, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK23),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, four panes, no
interleaving, panes are position G, o.g., never hinged; covers
with normal light creasing, F.-V.F., catalogued as panes. Scott
$960.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1258 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK24),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, no interleaving,
panes are position E, o.g., never hinged; left margins of panes
are a bit uneven, minor scuffing near staple holes on front cover,
Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $480. Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1259 H
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK24),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, position A, o.g.,
lightly hinged; covers with normal light bends from viewing, Fine,
catalogued as panes. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1260 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK25),
complete and unexploded, panes are position A, o.g., never
hinged; covers with normal light creasing from viewing, Fine.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1263
1262 H
1908, 1¢ green, imperf between (331 var.), horizontal pair, resulting from booklet experiments (see footnote in
Scott catalogue), o.g., hinge remnant, Fine, this is the only bottom pair known; 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1264

1263 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4867, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

The catalogue value for this stamp is in the grade of Fine
indicating that this is the only way this variety exists.
1264 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4869, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1261 HH
Booklet, 1908, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK26),
complete and unexploded, all panes position A, o.g., never
hinged, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1265

1266

1267

1268

1269

1270

1265 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4877, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1267 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5040, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1269 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5263, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1266 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5037, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1268 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5041, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1270 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5264, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1271

1272

1273

1274

1271 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5267, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1273 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position N,
guideline at top and right (occurs only once on 360 subject
plate), o.g., hinge remnants, Fine, extremely scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1272 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5268, o.g., hinged; light toning from hinges, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1274 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position O,
guideline at top and left (occurs only once on 360 subject plate),
o.g., hinge remnants; top left stamp with thin spot, otherwise
Fine, extremely scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1275 H/(H)
1908, 1¢ green (331a), 11 booklet panes of 6, positions A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-J and M, position D is plate no. 4867,
o.g., hinged or hinge remnants except position J which is without
gum, F.-V.F. Scott $1,725.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1276 Hm
1908, 1¢ green (331a), grouping of two panes with
plate no. (4870 & 5038) each with thin spot, five plate no. singles
(5029, 5030, 5034, 5035, & 5041), used and unused booklet
pairs, and four used and one unused booklet singles, most all
unused with hinge remnants, unused pair without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1277

1278

1279

1280

1277 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4803 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1279 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4806 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1278 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4804 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1280 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4808 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1281

1282

1283

1285

1286

1288

1281 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4826 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1283 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4836 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged; bottom left stamp with small wrinkle, F.-V.F. Scott
$175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1286 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5042, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1282 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4832 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1284 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4847, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1287 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5043, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1285 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4963, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1288

1289

1290

1291

1292

1293

1288 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5088, o.g., lightly hinged (few minor gum skips),
Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1290 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5446, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1292 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

1289 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5261, o.g., lightly hinged; normal rust marks around
staple holes, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1291 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

1293 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1295 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5456, 5458, & 5459, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine.
Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1297 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 4964 & 4965, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $150 - 200

1296 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 4950, 4953, & 4955, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1298 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5047 & 5048, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1294 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
O, guide line at left and at top, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1299 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5090 & 5095, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1301 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5106, 5112, & 5113, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1303 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5154, 5445, & 5450, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1300 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5096 & 5104, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1302 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5130 (bit light), 5139, 5262, o.g., lightly hinged,
Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1304 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5448 & 5451, o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1305 HH/H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 6 booklet panes of 6, includes five position D, plate nos. 4805, 4970 &
5108 each with at least one stamp with a thin spot and hinge remnants, 5099 LH and gum wrinkle affecting
three stamps, and 5266 with tropicalized OG, plus one position G, never hinged but glazed spot on
selvedge tab, F.-V.F. Scott $1,010.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1306 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 12 booklet panes of 6, each showing a different position, includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 4970)-E-F-G-H-I-J-K-M, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; position D one
stamp with small thin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,725.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1910-11
Washington-Franklin Issue, S.L. Watermark

1307 HH
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on green cover (BK27),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, no interleaving,
o.g., never hinged; one pane with perf separations and one pane
with plate scratch on bottom left stamp, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1308 HH/H
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on green cover (BK27),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, four panes, no
interleaving, position A, o.g., three panes never hinged, one
hinged, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1309 HH
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK28),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1310 H
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK28),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, two panes
each position A, tropicalized o.g., V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1311 HH
Booklet, 1910, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK29),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes each position A,
o.g., never hinged (one pane with gum wrinkle), Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1312 HH
Booklet, 1910, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK30),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, eight panes
each position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged (slight gum
disturbance from interleaving), V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1317 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5263, 5264, & 5267, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

1313

1314

Ex 1315

1316

1313 HH
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position A,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

1315 Hm
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5452, o.g., hinged, plus two plate no. singles, one 5454
no gum and thin and one 5454 used and thin, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1314 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5447, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1316 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position O,
guide line at top and left, o.g., two hinge remnants, Fine, scarce,
this position only occurs once on a plate. Estimate $400 - 600

1318 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5268 & 5449, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$600.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1321
1319 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5452 & 5454, o.g., hinged (latter with hinge remnant), Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1322

1321 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
A with large pre-printing paper fold affecting the middle pair and
opened up for viewing, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine, scarce.
Estimate $200 - 300

1322 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5462, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300

1320 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 10 booklet panes of 6, each
from a different position, includes A-B-C-D-H-I-J-K-L and M,
o.g., most all with hinge remnants; few small flaws, V.G.-Fine.
Scott $2,325.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1323

1324

1323 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
N, guide line at top and right, occurs only once on plate, o.g.,
never hinged, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1324 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
O, guide line at top and left, occurs only once on plate, o.g., hinge
remnant, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1325 HH/H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 10 booklet panes of 6, positions A-B-C-D-H-I-J-K-L and M, o.g., position H and I never
hinged, others with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1326 Hm
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, one
position A and one position D, plate no. 5472 plus used and unused plate no. 5450 singles and a top pair with selvedge tab,
hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1328 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5445 & 5446, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

1329 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5448 & 5450, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$340.
Estimate $300 - 400

1327 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 5 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5130, 5261, 5451, 5456 and & 5459, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1331 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5464 & 5466, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

1332 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, each
position I, plus front and back covers, no interleaving, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1330 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5461, 5462, & 5467, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $510.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Booklets and Panes from the 1912 Washington
Issue, Perf. 12

1334 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, green on green cover (BK32),
complete and unexploded, with four panes and interleaving,
o.g., never hinged, centering of panes is well above normal for
and intact booklet; back cover creased, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1333 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on green cover (BK31),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, each position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1335 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, green on lavender cover
(BK33), exploded, front and back covers, sixteen panes, position A, o.g., never hinged, V.G. Scott $1,760.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1336 HH
Booklet, 1912, 73¢, red cover (BK34), complete
and unexploded, intact combination booklet with four panes
each Scott 405b and 406a, all position A, 1¢ panes F-VF and 2¢
panes VG-F, o.g., never hinged; covers with light creasing along
staples from viewing and some pencil notations, overall Fine.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1338 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, each from position
A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1339 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, one pane is from
position J and the other pane (from the same booklet) is cut so
that the guideline at bottom does not show, o.g., never hinged;
position J pane with some perf separation, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1337 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
complete and unexploded, grilled interleaving, both panes position I, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., extremely rare booklet. Scott
$825.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1342 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK37),
complete and unexploded, but top cover separated at the staple
holes, all panes appear to be position D with at least two different
plate nos. visible, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1340 HH
Booklet, 1912, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK36),
complete and unexploded, four panes, position A, o.g., never
hinged; top cover is loose and partially separated at the staple
holes, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1341 HH
Booklet, 1912, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK36),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, position A, o.g.,
never hinged; front cover with vertical crease at center, F.-V.F.
Scott $440.
Estimate $300 - 400
1343 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK38), complete and unexploded, both panes position A, o.g., never hinged;
minor pencil notations on front cover, Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1344 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK40),
complete and unexploded, eight panes, all position A, o.g.,
never hinged; minor pencil notations on front cover, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1345 HH/H
1912, 1¢ green, complete set of plate number
panes (405b), grouping of 16 booklet panes each one of the 16
plate numbers recorded in Durland, for Scott 405b, o.g., two
panes appear never hinged; few small flaws, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,280 (photo of all 16 panes on our web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1346 H
1912, 1¢ green (405b), 12 booklet panes of 6, each
from
a
different
position
includes
positions
A-B-C-D-H-I-J-L-M-N and O, position D is plate no. 6369, o.g.,
mostly with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $795.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1347 Hm
1912, 1¢ green (405b), booklet panes of 6, small
grouping of position A (1 pane) never hinged, position D (1 pane)
plate no. 5750 with hinged remnants, unused and used plate no.
5757 singles and two used single stamps, one with plate no.
5741 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1349 m
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 2 booklet panes of 6, one
position B showing almost full arrow and guide line at right and
one position D with plate no. 5783 (top left selvedge tab separated and rejoined), used, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1348 H
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 11 booklet panes of 6,
each from a different position includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 5844)
- H-I-J-K-L-M & N, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants; few small
flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $730.
Estimate $500 - 750

1350 H
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 32 booklet panes of 6,
each position D with a different plate no., comprising all of the
numbers listed in Durland for this booklet pane, does include
5783 and 6564 which are categorized as scarce, o.g., hinged or
hinge remnants; few small flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,560.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1351 H/HHm 1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), small grouping of 5 booklet
panes of 6, includes two position A, one each position D (plate
no. 5761), position I and position L, plus unused and used plate
no. single, a plate no. pair, a used pair and four booklet pane singles, o.g., position D & L never hinged with gum skips, balance
hinged or hinge remnants, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Booklets and Panes from the 1913 Washington
Issue, Perf. 10

1354 HH
Booklets, 1914, 25¢ and 49¢ (BK44, BK45), exploded, each with proper covers and panes, no interleaving,
o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $180 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1352 HH/H
Booklet, 1914, 25¢, 73¢ and 97¢ (BK41, BK42,
BK43), exploded, BK41 four never hinged 1¢ panes, BK42 sixteen never hinged 1¢ panes, and BK43 four never hinged 1¢ and
four never hinged 2¢ panes (one pane showing malformed "P" in
"POSTAGE"), all booklets with proper front and back covers, no
interleaving, BK41 panes are from position M, panes from other
booklets are from position A, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $330 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1357 HH/H
1914, 1¢ green (424d), 440+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, approximately 150 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value exceeds $3,900, with no premium for
never hinged, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $2,250.
Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1358 HH/H
1914, 1¢ green (424d), 30 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising 30 of the possible 31 known plate nos. for this booklet pane, of the 32 numbers
assigned for this pane one is unknown, this grouping is missing
plate no. 7275, o.g.,7 panes appear never hinged, the balance
are lightly hinged, but a few with hinged remnants, Fine. Scott
$420 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1355 HH
Booklet, 1914, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK46),
complete and unexploded, 8 panes, all appear to be position A,
o.g., never hinged; front cover with two minor oil spots around
staple holes, minor pencil notations on front cover, Fine. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1353 m
Booklet, 1914, 73¢, red cover (BK43), complete
and unexploded, with all interleaving, each pane cancelled with
1916 Fortuna Lodge Alaska duplex cancel, back cover with an
additional L shaped block of three of the 2¢ tied by same cancel,
booklet with the original string used to attach it to a package; covers with light usage creases, V.G.-Fine, exceptionally rare and
highly unusual usage.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1356 Hm
1914, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (424d, 425e), booklet panes of 6, 1¢ nineteen panes includes positions A-B-C-D
(plate no. 7268) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, six panes with slightly
different shades, two used panes (one without tab) plus used
plate no. single and used bottom block from pane; 2¢ fourteen
panes includes positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 7256) H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, a miscut pane with part of the pane above
at top of the tap and a second position labeled "Broken :one",
plus two used singles and a used block of four, two of the 1¢
shade panes are without gum, balance of panes never hinged,
hinged or with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $336 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1359 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position A, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and
sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the
bottom, Very Fine for this, only 60 reported, rare. Datz $2,000.
Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Unique Plate Number Imperf Booklet Pane
Rarity

1360 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position B, arrow and guideline at right, unused, no gum, as are
all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top
margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
This is the only position B believed to exist.
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1361 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position C, arrow and guideline at left, unused, no gum, as are all
examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top
margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1362 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 6707, plate number top right, unused, no
gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; centered to the bottom, staple holes in top margin, Very Fine for this.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
This is the only position "D" believed to exist.

This is the only position C believed to exist.
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1363 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position H, line at guideline right, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position. Estimate $2,000
- 3,000

1364 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position I, guideline at left, unused, no gum, as are all examples,
rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000 normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
This is one of a few position I believed to exist.

1365 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position J, guideline at bottom, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin,
centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000 normal
position. Scott $1,650 normal position.Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
This is one of a few position J believed to exist.

This is likely the only position H believed to exist.
1366 HH/H
1914, 2¢ rose red (425e), grouping of 48 booklet
panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no. comprising
all of the known plate nos. for this booklet pane, o.g., six panes
are never hinged, balance hinged or with hinge remnants, Fine.
Scott $2,205 (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1367 HH/H
1914, 2¢ rose red (425e), 125+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, approximately 65 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value exceeds $4,000, with no premium for
never hinged, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $3,060.
Scott $1,085 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1916 Washington
Issue, Unwatermarked
1368 HH
Booklet, 1916, 97¢, green on lavender cover
(BK48), exploded, front and back covers, sixteen panes, each
from position B, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with
light creasing, F.-V.F. Scott $256 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1370 HH
Booklet, 1916, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK51), exploded, front and back covers, four panes each from position I,
no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott $720.
Estimate $400 - 600

1372 H
1916, 1¢ green (462a), 12 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising all of the known
numbers used for this booklet pane, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $300 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1369 HH
Booklet, 1916, 73¢, red cover (BK49), exploded,
front and back covers, four each 1¢ and 2¢ pane, position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with normal creasing
from viewing, V.G.-Fine. Scott $784.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1371 HH/H
Booklet, 1916, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK52), exploded, front and back covers, eight panes, no interleaving, o.g.,
7 panes never hinged and one with hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine,
catalogued as panes. Scott $1,370.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1373 HH/H
1916, 1¢ green (462a), 90+ booklet panes of 6, 90+
booklet panes, a positional study, with no premium for never
hinged, excellent lot for the specialist, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $900 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1374 Hm
1916, 1¢ green (462a), grouping of 23 unused and 4
used booklet panes of 6, plus a few extras, includes exploded
BK47 (each pane position D, plate no. 7275, 7277, 7278x2), positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 7179) -H-I-J-K-L and M, one each
pane with plate scratch and pre-printing paper crease and a position D (plate no. 7176) with mis-entered stamp below plate no.,
finally four used position A, o.g., mostly hinged or with hinge
remnant, Fine. Scott $336 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1376

1377

1376 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at right (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinged, Fine, scarce. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1378 )
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), complete unexploded
booklet, complete booklet pane, position D, plate no.7968, tied
by straightline Normal Ill postmarks on 1920 registered cover addressed to New York City, proper backstamps; minor cover edge
wear, Fine, scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1377 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at left (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., small hinge remnant; left center stamp
with natural paper inclusion, V.G.-Fine, scarcer than crack at
right. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300

1375 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at right (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine, scarce. Scott
$225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1381 HH/H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 7 booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 2 with plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog
value $800, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot for
the specialist. Durland $250. Scott $550 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1382 Hm
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), grouping of six unused
and five used booklet panes of 6, plus extras; unused includes
position D (plate 7247) plus five panes with slightly different
shades; used panes includes one position A and four position D
(plate nos. 7968, 7969, 7970 and 7971); extras include two sets
of front and back covers for BK 50 but no panes or interleaving
(no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1379 HH/H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 12 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising all of the
known plate nos. used for this booklet pane, o.g., plate no. 7556
never hinged otherwise hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,890.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1380 H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 11 booklet panes of 6,
each from a different position, includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 7970)
- H-I-J-K-L-M and N, o.g., hinge remnants; few small flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,210.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1917 Washington
Issue, Perf. 11
1383 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢ and 97¢ (BK53, BK54, BK55),
grouping of six exploded and two unexploded booklets, includes
BK53 with all panes never hinged and from position H, BK54 with
15 panes from position D and one from position A - all panes
never hinged; four BK55 one booklet with panes from position B
and back cover “Postal Savings System”, one booklet with
panes from position A and back cover "Treasury Savings Certificate", one booklet with panes from position A and back cover
with small address form, and one booklet with four panes from
position I and back cover with large address form; two unexploded books are BK53 with damaged cover and BK54, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1385 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, green on green cover (BK53),
complete and unexploded, an intriguing booklet with eight panes
instead of four panes, each from position J and with similar centering, booklet may have been restapled, note on front in crayon
says “This Book has the distinct horiz. …”, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1384 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, green on green cover (BK53),
complete and unexploded, four panes from position J (two
panes do not show line at bottom), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1386 HH
Booklets, 1917, 73¢, red cover (BK56, BK57), five
exploded booklets, two different, four BK56 : 1) panes from position A and back cover with small address form; 2) panes from position H and back cover with small address form; 3) 1¢ panes
appear to be from position H and 2¢ panes from position B, back
cover with large address form, both covers pale green; 4) all
panes from position A, back cover with large address form, both
covers Buff colored; BK57 all panes position A, back cover with
large address form, o.g., never hinged, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1387 HH
Booklet, 1917, 73¢, red covers (BK56, BK57),
three combination booklets, complete and unexploded, one BK
56 all panes from position A, two BK 57, one with 1¢ panes from
position I and one with 1¢ panes from position A, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1388 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK58), four
exploded booklets, 1) panes from position C and back cover with
small address form; 2) panes from position D (plate no. F11781
and F 11782) and back cover with large address form; 3) panes
from position D (plate nos. F8894) and back cover with small address form; 4) panes from position K and back cover with “Treasury Savings Certificate”, o.g., panes never hinged but two plate
no. panes with large gum skips, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1390 HH
Booklet, 1917, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK59),
complete and unexploded, four panes each from position A,
o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, F.-V.F.
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1392 HH
Booklet, 1917, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK60),
complete and unexploded, eight panes, each from position A,
o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, Fine.
Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1391 HH
Booklet, 1917, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK59), two
exploded booklets, 1) panes from position A and back with small
address form; 2) panes are from position I and back cover with
large address form; no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1393 HH
Booklet, 1917, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK61), two
exploded booklets, 1) panes from position A, one pane with tiny
nick at bottom; 2) panes from position J; both back covers with
large address form; no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1389 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK58), complete and unexploded, two panes, each position H, o.g., never
hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, Very Fine. Scott
$250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1395 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
complete and unexploded, one pane from position I and one
pane appears to be from position A, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1394 H
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK62),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each from position D
(plate no.s 8095 and 8096), back cover with small address form,
o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1397 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each from position D
(plate nos. 8460 and 8448), no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1396 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
complete and unexploded, panes from position A, front cover in
light shade of purple, o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notations
on front cover, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1398 H
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, reconstructed
sheets (498e, 499e), 60 booklet panes of 6 of each, each value
showing the top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right panes;
a wonderful opportunity and a very scarce reconstruction, o.g.,
hinged to backing sheet, V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1399 Hm
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (498e, 499e),
grouping of 12 1¢ booklet panes of 6, showing positions A-B-C-D
(plate no. 8185) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O; 2¢ twenty unused and
thirteen used panes (many with plate numbers), unused includes positions A-B-C-D (plate No. 13212) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and
O plus 8 with slightly different shades, used panes include positions A-B-C-D (six different plate numbers) - H-I and J; Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1400 HH/H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 900+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, 270+ with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $3,200, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot
for the specialist. Durland $1,600. Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1401 HH/H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 100 booklet panes of 6, position D, 99 different plate numbers, missing just plate no. 10775
for a complete set of all numbers used on this booklet pane according to Durland, it does include a second plate no. 10675
which Durland notes is scarce, o.g., some never hinged, most all
hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $700 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1404 m
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b(1),
502b(2)), a selection of one booklet pane of 6 of type I and two of
type II, various positions, each pre-canceled: 501b inverted
Hagerstown, MD; 502b Red Bank, NJ; Brockton, MA, F.-V.F. for
the issue, very seldom encountered.
Estimate $200 - 300

1402 H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 71 booklet panes of 6, each
with a different plate number, missing only 7449 and 7785 for a
complete set of plate numbers used on the booklet pane, it does
include plate no. 10252 which Durland notes is scarcer, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $426 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1405 H
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b, 502b),
grouping of booklet panes of 6 from both types, includes Type I
from position A, two from position D; plus five different shades
from position A; Type II includes one pane from position A, five
different shades from position A, two panes with guide line varieties, an excellent selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1406 m
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b(1),
502b(5)), a selection of one booklet pane of 6 of type I and five of
type II, selected for freshness and centering or color variant, difficult to find these so nice, generally Very Fine. Scott $335.
Estimate $200 - 300

1403 HH/H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499e), 900+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, 400+ with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $5,100, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot
for the specialist. Durland $3,200. Scott $1,900 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1408 HH/H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 19 booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, 4 with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $1,600, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the
specialist. Durland $480. Scott $1,125 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

1409 HH/H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 4 booklet panes
of 6, position D, each with different plate number, showing the
four different numbers used on this booklet pane, o.g., each two
with hinge remnants, one with album black on bottom pair and
one (8097) never hinged, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
1410 HH/H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 75+ booklet
panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 21 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value $5,000, with no premium for NH, excellent
lot for the specialist. Durland $1,680. Scott $3,360 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1407 H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 12 booklet panes
of 6, showing positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 8095) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N
and O, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $930.
Estimate $500 - 750

1411 H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 12 booklet
panes of 6, each from a different position, includes A-B-C-D
(plate no. 8332) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, shades vary, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $737 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1412 H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 12 booklet
panes of 6, position D, each with a different number, comprising
all of the plate numbers listed in Durland and used on this booklet
pane, shades vary, o.g., Fine. Scott $930. Estimate $500 - 750
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The 1917 American Expeditionary Force ("A.E.F.") Issue

1413 HH
Booklet, 1917, $3 "A.E.F.", black on green cover (BK64), exploded, ten panes, each with right side selvedge tab; front and back covers with right side staple holes plus 13 sheets of interleaving, o.g., never
hinged; one pane with pencil notation on the gum of one stamp and one pane with small dark spot on the gum of one stamp, F.-V.F., even though this booklet has been exploded it is still extremely scarce as only 7 intact
booklets are thought to exist. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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1414 HH
Booklet, 1917, $3 "A.E.F.", black on green cover,
covers only (BK64 var.), front and back covers, staples along
the left side, 9 sheets of interleaving, extremely scarce, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1415 H
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ rose (498f, 499f vars.), singles from AEF booklet panes, tied by 1918 duplex postmark on
European sized envelope with red "AMERICAN YMCA" corner
card and typed "L.M. King, A.P.O. 717, France" (Tours France),
addressed to Mohonk Lake NY; purple 3 line "CENSORED, C.
W. FREBLAND, CHAPLAIN, 6th U.S. CAVALRY" at bottom left;
2¢ stamp and cover with creases, Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1416 )
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ rose (498f, 499f vars.), complete unexploded booklet, singles from A.E.F. booklet panes,
tied to October 1918 censored cover by U.S. Army Post Office
M.P.E.S. duplex postmarks, addressed to Albany NY, proper
censor's mark, 2 page typed enclosure from William J. Walker,
YMCA Secretary, Nevers, France; cover with small edge flaws,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1417 )
1917, 1¢ green (498f var.), complete unexploded
booklet, block of nine from A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, on registered legal size cover from USAPO #738 (Chateauroux) France
addressed to Mississippi, block tied by double circle magenta
registered handstamp, proper censor's mark; right vertical row
of stamps over the edge of cover and have a few small flaws, top
center stamp with small paper adhesion, otherwise Fine, rare
usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1418 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W9 selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g.,
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1420 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W4 or W10, selvedge tab at right, o.g., small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1422 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W5, selvedge tab at left, partial arrow and guideline along
bottom, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1419 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W7, selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g.,
lightly hinged, nicely centered vertically, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1421 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W4 or W10, selvedge tab at right, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1423 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W6, selvedge tab at right, guideline at left and bottom,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1424 HH
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W11, selvedge tab at left with initials "W.Mc.A." at bottom
left, guideline at right, o.g., never hinged (pencil notations on the
gum of one stamp), F.-V.F. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1426 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.A.C.” at bottom right,
guide line at left, o.g., hinge remnant (several stamps with gum
wrinkles), Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1428 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “R.D.” at bottom right,
o.g., hinged, V.G. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1425 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W11, selvedge tab at left with initials “R.B.” at bottom left,
guideline at right, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1427 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.H.K.” at bottom right,
guide line at left, o.g., hinge remnant; top right horizontal pair
with small thin, bottom right horizontal pair with light crease, position 12 with small wrinkle, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1429 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.M.B.” at bottom right,
two small hinge remnants, o.g., two small hinge remnants (light
gum bends and small gum wrinkles); position 11 with a small thin
spot, V.G. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1431 H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, a left hand pane, position W3 or W9, o.g., lightly hinged, reasonably well
centered, for this notoriously difficult pane, with bright color, exceptionally fresh, a handsome example of this rare pane; natural paper inclusion in top margin position 6, Very Fine for this, ex-Poriss; 1966 & 2013 P.F. certificates. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

1430 HH
Booklet, 1917, $6 "A.E.F.", black on pink cover,
covers only (BK65), front and back covers, staples along right
side, 11 sheets of interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, extremely scarce covers, no intact booklets with the 2¢
AEF pane are known.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1432 H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W9, selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g., small hinge
remnants (one stamp with pencil notation on gum), Fine, scarce. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Issues from 1923 through 1995

Issues from 1923 through 1995
1433 HH/H
1923, 1¢ deep green (552a), 230+ booklet panes of
6, booklet panes, a positional and plate number study, with 74
plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott
& Durland catalog value $2,300, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $1,100. Scott $1,200 (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1434 HH/H
1923, 1¢ deep green (552a), complete set of 20
booklet panes of 6 with plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $300. (No photo). Estimate $75 - 100
1435 HH/H
1923, 2¢ carmine (554c), 400+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, with 200 plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog
value $4,500, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $3,100. Scott $1,400 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1436 HH/H
1923, 2¢ carmine (554c), 179 booklet panes of 6
with plate numbers (out of 194 different plate numbers), o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $2,685. (No photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1437 HH/H
1927, 1¢ green (632a), 41 booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH,
excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,400 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1438 HH/H
1927, 1¢ green (632a), 12 booklet panes of 6 with
plate numbers (out of 14 different plate numbers), o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $480. (No photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1440 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 450+ booklet
panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 17 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value $1,150, with no premium for NH, excellent
lot for the specialist. Durland $500. Scott $650 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1446 Hm)
1954, 3¢ Statue of Liberty, wet printing (1035a),
specialized collection of booklet panes includes mint, used and
pre cancelled, miscuts, FDC's, booklet covers, electric eye positions, plate number matched sets, and complete booklets, everything one could want on the booklet panes, an attention
grabbing lot, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1441 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 61 booklet panes of
6 with different plate numbers (out of 78), many with large percentage of plate number, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.,
total Scott & Durland catalog value $570. Durland $480. Scott
$90 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1447 HH/H
1958-71, five different with examiner's
handstamps (1036a, 1213a, 1395a, C64c), booklet panes,
these markings in the margin are the result of handstamping and
denote the main printed roll number and i.d. number of the examiner, includes 1213a Slogan 1 and 2, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F., very scarce (no photo). Estimate $500 - 750

1442 HH/H
1932, 3¢ Washington (720b), 15 booklet panes of 6
with plate numbers (out of 16), o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F., total Durland and Scott catalog value $865. Durland
$480. Scott $385 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1443 HH/H
1938, 1¢ Presidential (804b), 750+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate numbers, 550 2½ mm gutter, 200 with 3 mm gutter, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH, excellent lot for
the specialist. Scott $1,900 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1444 HH/H
1938, 2¢ Presidential (806b), 3000+ booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate
numbers, approximately 2,750 2½ mm gutter, 270 with 3 mm
gutter, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for
NH, excellent lot for the specialist and no premium affixed to the
plate numbers. Scott $30,000 (no photo).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1445 HH/H
1938, 2¢ Presidential (806b), 130+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate numbers, 90 2½ mm gutter, 40 with 3 mm gutter, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH, excellent lot for
the specialist. Scott $1,500 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1439 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 50+ booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium
for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,800 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1448 HH/H
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), 1200+ booklet panes of 6,
a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for
NH, excellent lot for the specialist and no premium affixed to the
plate numbers. Scott $3,300 (no photo). Estimate $750 - 1,000
1449 Hm)
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), specialized collection of
matched plate number booklet panes, 80+ panes, a scarce and
valuable collection worthy of your attention, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $7,500. (No photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1450 Hm)
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), specialized collection of
booklet panes includes mint, used and pre cancelled, miscuts,
foldovers, FDC's, booklet covers and varieties, electric eye positions and complete booklets, could be the basis of an extraordinary exhibition, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1451 HH/H
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a), 1,100+ booklet
panes of 5 + label, a positional and plate number study, most
with partial plate numbers, includes 200+ Slogan #1, 100+ Slogan #2 and 750+ Slogan #3, excellent lot for the specialist and
no premium affixed to the plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1452 Hm)
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a-c), specialized collection of matched plate number booklet panes, 28 Slogan #1
panes, 31 Slogan #2, and 150+ Slogan #3, total Durland value
over $13,000.00, probably impossible to duplicate in today's
market, please inspect and bid early, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1459 HH
Booklet, 1995, $6.40 Holiday Greetings (BK233),
complete and unexploded, top pane Scott # 3007b, bottom pane
is an imperforate blank sheet of paper, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1460 HH/H
Airmail & Saving Stamps, booklet panes collection, collection includes four C10a with one unexploded booklet
and different covers, C51a type IIa and IIb, C60a type IIIa and
IIIb, with the different front and back covers, C72c with the different covers and marginal markings, and a exploded booklet of
S63, scarce group, inspection strongly recommended, F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1453 Hm)
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a-c), specialized collection of booklet panes includes mint, used and pre cancelled, slogan changes, miscuts, foldovers, FDC's including cacheted first
day of Luminescent Tagged booklet, electric eye positions, well
researched and written up, a unique opportunity to acquire so
large a study, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1461 HH
Booklet, Postal Insurance, 1965, 10¢ and 20¢,
type I and type II (QI1-QI2), all exploded, unusual and scarce,
please examine, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1454 HH/H
1962, 5¢ Washington, tagged (1213c), 340+ booklet panes of 5 + label, a positional and plate number study, most
with partial plate numbers, excellent lot for the specialist and no
premium affixed to the plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $750 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

End of the Second Session

1456 HH
1973, 10¢ Jefferson Memorial, imperf between
(1510b), two booklet panes of 5 + label, stamps with two horizontal pairs imperf between, plus stamps and label imperf between,
result of a foldover, which has a neat vertical crease through left
stamps of pairs, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine, very rare.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1457 HH
Booklet, 1987, $4.40 Fireworks Over Flag
(BK156), 14 complete unexploded booklets, Scott 2276a panes,
each with different marginal markings, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1455 HH
1971, 8¢ Eisenhower, foldover and miscut showing extra stamps at top (1395a var.), booklet pane of 8, diagonal fold along bottom block, quite odd and one of the most
striking that we have seen, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and
unusual.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1458 HH
Booklet, 1995, $6.40 Holiday Greetings (BK233),
complete and unexploded, top pane Scott # 3007b, bottom pane
#3007c INVERTED, this looks similar to the listed #3007e, but
the inverted pane is a "c" not a "b", o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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info@kelleherauctions.com

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013

Second Session
Thursday, March 16, 2013 at approximately
5:00 P.M. (after the First Session ends)
Lots 1001-1461
The "Keystone" Collection of U.S. Booklets
and Booklet Panes
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

Booklets and Panes from the 1898 Bureau Issue

1003 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal and diagonal “Specimen” overprints (279BjSE), 2 booklet panes of 6,
one with diagonal overprint (normal watermark), other with horizontal overprint (inverted watermark), o.g., small hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1001 SHH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK1S), complete and unexploded, with red manuscript “One of
the first one hundred books issued, Complements of” and black
manuscript “Edwin C Madden”, vertically place black handstamp
“Specimen” at left, o.g., never hinged; cover with creases, Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1002 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on buff cover
(BK2S), exploded, 2 panes with diagonal “Specimen” overprint,
top cover with vertical crease and manuscript “2 stitches”, “one
of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden, Third Asst.
P.M. Gen.”, o.g., panes never hinged, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1004

1005

1004 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, mis-cut so that it shows
the bottom framelines of the bottom two stamps from the pane
above, o.g., hinged (small hinge remnant at top right), Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1005 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position 21J (tiny trace
of split arrow at bottom left, normally trimmed off by BEP), o.g.,
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

2

1006

1007

1008

1009

1006 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position M (guide line at
top), disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1008 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position N, inverted watermark, unused without gum, Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1007 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, horizontal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position 40M (shows
slight trace of split arrow at right, normally trimmed off by BEP),
inverted watermark, o.g., hinged, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1009 SHH
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
988 (lightly struck), o.g., never hinged (pencil mark on gum of left
center stamp), Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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1010

1011

1012

1013

1014

1015

1010 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
989, o.g., hinged; tiny nick in margin of bottom right stamp,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

1012 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
991, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1014 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position O (guide line at
top and left), disturbed o.g. from interleaving; light horizontal
crease in bottom stamps, otherwise Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1011 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
990, o.g., very lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1013 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, diagonal “Specimen”
overprint (279BjSE), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
991, o.g., small hinge remnants (light gum disturbance along
right side); tiny corner crease at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1015 S
1898, 2¢ light red, type IV, “Specimen” overprint,
double impression of overprint at bottom (279BjSEb), booklet pane of 6, light second overprint across bottom pair, unpriced
in Scott, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1016 H
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on buff cover (BK2),
complete and unexploded, with two panes of Scott 279Bj, cover
with “CROWNPOINT IND. 1900” postmark and manuscript
“First stamp book Sold in Crown Point Indiana, F. E. Farley P.M.”
on front, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, panes Very Fine, booklet probably unique. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1017 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 49¢, green on cream cover
(BK3), exploded, o.g., 4 never hinged panes, unpriced in Scott,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

4

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1018 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, one pane from position
E, back cover reads “Henry G. Payne”, o.g., both panes never
hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1019 HH
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, with two Scott 279Bk, both panes from position
E, front cover with Special Delivery rates and back cover reads
The Registry System/Provider for Safe Transit and Correct Delivery, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1020 HH/H
Booklet, 1900-03, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK7), exploded, back cover reads “Charles Emory Smith”, o.g.,
2 hinged panes; booklet covers with creases, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1021 SHH
Booklet, 1900-03, 49¢, black on buff cover (BK8),
exploded, 4 panes with diagonal “Specimen” overprint, top cover
with manuscript “2 stitches”, “one of the first hundred books issued Edwin C. Madden, Third Asst. P.M. Gen.”, o.g., never
hinged; top cover with small tape stain, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1022 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), complete unexploded
booklet, booklet pane of six without tab, position E, tied to reverse of Cosmopolitan Hotel shipping tag by black cancels and
1904 Youngstown Ohio registry handstamp, additional torn single 2¢ (probably a booklet pane single) above pane, three line
Purple New Orleans registry handstamp on front, addressed to
Youngstown; some small faults, otherwise Fine, Scarce.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1023 )
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), complete unexploded
booklet, bottom left booklet pane single with small traces of plate
no. 1326 at bottom, tied by 1902 Fulton Ill duplex postmark on
Mystic Workers insurance company corner card, addressed to
Ottawa ILL; cover slight reduced at right at an angle, Fine, extremely scarce usage.
Estimate $500 - 750

1024 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, booklet covers (279Bj), 15
front covers and 14 back covers, includes one front cover without numeral, three front covers with 25¢, four front covers with
49¢, three front covers with 97¢, two front covers with manuscript "Complements.", four front covers with manuscript "One of
the first.", eight back covers with "Charles Emory Smith" and six
back covers with "Henry C. Payne", some faults, but still a wonderful lot, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

6

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1025

1026

1025 H
1898, 2¢ carmine, type IV (279Bj var.), booklet
pane of 6, position B, o.g., hinge remnants (small gum wrinkle);
thin spots, otherwise Very Fine, scarce shade, not listed in Scott.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1026 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 988, o.g., small hinge remnant at top, Fine.
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1027

1028

1029

1030

1027 HH
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 989, o.g., never hinged; few small perf separations, Fine. Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1029 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 991, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1028 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 990, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1030 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position H (guide line at right and small part of arrow at bottom
right), inverted watermark, slightly disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Very Fine, extremely scarce showing arrow.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1031

1031 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, position O, o.g., small hinge remnants for perf reinforcement,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1033

1034

1035

1036

1033 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1035 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted and reversed (279Bj var.), booklet pane of 6, position N, disturbed o.g.
from interleaving; normal light discoloration around staple holes,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1034 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark inverted (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position M, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1036 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, watermark reversed (279Bj
var.), booklet pane of 6, position H, shows very tiny trace of arrow at bottom, disturbed o.g. from interleaving, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1032 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), 4 booklet panes of 6
plus interleaving, part o.g. or disturbed o.g. or both, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

8
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1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

1042

1037 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1324, disturbed o.g., Very
Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

1039 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1326, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1041 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1368, o.g., small hinge
remnant at top, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1038 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1325, part o.g., Fine.
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1040 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1327, disturbed o.g. from
interleaving, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1042 (H)
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1369, unused without
gum, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1047 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk
var.), horizontal pair from pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1490 in
tab, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1043

1044

1045

1046

1043 m
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1369, double oval New
York Reg cancels, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1045 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1371, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1044 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1370, disturbed o.g. from
interleaving; left center stamp with small thin spot, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

1046 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1489, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1048 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1491, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

10
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1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1049 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1492, o.g., hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1051 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1053 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1325, o.g.,
hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1050 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk),
booklet pane of 6, position E showing small part of arrow at left,
slightly disturbed o.g. from interleaving; usual rust marks in staple hole area, Fine, scarce position. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1052 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position C, disturbed o.g.,
F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1054 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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Booklets and Panes from the 1902-03 Bureau
Issue

1055

1056

1055 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark inverted
and reversed (279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g.,
small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1056 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark reversed
(279Bk var.), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

12

1057 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on green cover
(BK10), exploded, all panes position A, back cover with “M” of
“Meyer” under “p” of “up”, one pane is a replacement for the original pane, three panes with two dots below “2” of “1902” and one
without dots, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com

1058 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on green cover
(BK10), complete and unexploded, all panes position E, back
cover with “M” of “Meyer” below space between “to” and “$25”,
o.g., two panes lightly hinged and two with hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Sale 635 - Mar. 16, 2013
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1061 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 49¢, black on buff cover
(BK12), complete and unexploded, four panes and interleaving,
each position E, o.g., never hinged; covers are lightly toned and
lightly creased, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1059 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK11), exploded, panes with reversed watermarks, o.g., never
hinged; one pane with separated horizontal perfs between top
and center rows, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900.Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1060 H
Booklet, 1903-07, 25¢, black on cream cover
(BK11), exploded, o.g., each pane with hinge reinforced horizontal perf separations; covers with light creases, Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1062 HH
Booklet, 1903-07, 97¢, black on gray cover
(BK13), complete and unexploded, eight panes with full interleaving, each position A, o.g., never hinged; covers are lightly
creased from handling as usual, F.-V.F., unpriced in Scott, but 8
never hinged panes catalogue $7,600, extremely scarce.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1063

1064

1065

1066

1067

1068

1063 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b var.), booklet pane of 6,
bottom left stamp with double transfer in “mer c” of “America”,
o.g., hinge remnants; small flaw in right stamp from staple removal, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1065 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position A, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1067 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position B, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small hinge remnant,
F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1064 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b var.), booklet pane of 6,
right top with diagonal plate scratch, o.g., small hinge remnants,
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1066 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., small hinge remnant; top stamp with light wrinkle,
pane faintly toned, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1068 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position C, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

14
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1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1069 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3339, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1071 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3341, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1073 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3468, o.g., hinge remnants; top right stamp with
small thin spot, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

1070 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3340, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1072 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3342, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1074 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3469, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1075

1078

1076

1078 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3503, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1075 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3471, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnants; right stamp with wrinkle, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1076 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3471, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge
remnants, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

16

1079

1077 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D with plate no. 3472 on left tab, o.g., small hinge remnants,
Very Fine, fewer than five examples are thought to exist.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1079 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3508, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Centering appears to be better than the example in the Beutel
collection which realized $7,500 plus buyer's premium.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1080

1081

1082

1083

1084

1085

1080 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3510, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1082 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3514, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., small
hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1084 HH
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, dark
shade, position F, o.g., stamps never hinged, lightly hinged in
selvage only, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1081 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3514, two dots below “2” of “1902”, o.g., hinge
remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1083 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., small hinge remnant; four stamps with light toning on
gum, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1085 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1088 m
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c var.), bottom left single from
booklet pane, machine cancel; top and right perforations
trimmed away, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1086

1090

1087

1091

1086 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position H, o.g., small hinge remnants; bottom left stamp with light diagonal bend, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1090 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
B, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1087 H
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1091 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1583, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1089 m
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
A, without tab, roller type cancel; small faults including rounded
corner at bottom right, still scarce, Fine appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1092

1096

1093

1092 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1584, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1094 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
E, o.g., hinge remnant at top, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1097

1096 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
H, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1097 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position C, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1093 H
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 1689, small part o.g.; left center stamp with thin
along left side, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1095 )
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), complete unexploded
booklet, booklet pane without tab, position E, tied to C. B. & O.
Railway Co. (Burlington Route) legal sized cover by Purple La
Crosse, Wis Jun 28 1908 postmark, addressed to Alexander
NY; cover with clipped corner at top left, otherwise Very Fine, extremely scarce and very seldom seen usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1098

1099

1100

1101

1102

1103

1098 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1582, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1100 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1666, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1102 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1690, neat New York double oval registry cancels, Very Fine, extremely scarce used.
Scott $5,250.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1099 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1585, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1101 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1690, o.g., small hinge
remnant (minor gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1103 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.),
booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1104

1105

1106

1107

1108

1109

1104 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted and reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., two hinge
remnants over small perf separations, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1106 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1667, o.g., very
lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1108 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1665, o.g., very
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1105 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted and reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1664,
o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1107 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1584, o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1109 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, light shade, position D, plate no. 1688,
o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1110

1110 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1691, o.g., hinge
remnant on top pair, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 1,500

1111

1112

1111 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1771, o.g., hinge
remnant on top pair, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1112 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g., two small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1113

1113 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c
var.), booklet pane of 6, position I, o.g., hinge remnants; some
perf separation, top right stamp with small thin, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1114 HH/H
1903-63, booklet panes & covers (301c//375a,
etc.), exciting collection of booklet panes and booklet covers,
starts with 301c and covers, 319g and covers, 331a and covers,
332a and covers, 375a and covers and so forth with hundreds of
front and back covers throughout the period, many scarce covers and variations, must be inspected to be appreciated, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,700 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1903 "Shield"
Issue

1115 HH
Booklet, 1903, 25¢, black on cream cover, type I
panes (BK14), exploded, covers and 2 panes, no interleaving,
both panes position A; inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-I, catalogued as panes, o.g., never
hinged, Fine. Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1116 H
Booklet, 1903, 25¢, black on cream cover, type I
panes (BK14), exploded, covers and 2 panes, no interleaving,
both panes position A; inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., both panes
hinged, Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1117 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position A, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$960.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1118 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, Covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
all panes position E; Inside front, inside back and outside back
covers Furman type I-I, catalogued as panes, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1119 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position A, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$960.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1120 HH
Booklet, 1903, 49¢, black on buff cover, type I
panes (BK15), exploded, covers and 4 panes, no interleaving,
position E, inside front cover and inside back cover Furman type
I-M, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $960.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1121 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
all position E; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-N, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, Fine.
Scott $1,920.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1122 HH/H
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
position E; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-K, catalogued as panes, o.g., 7 never hinged and
1 lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $1,805. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1123 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type I
panes (BK17), exploded, covers and 8 panes, no interleaving,
position A; inside front, inside back and outside back covers
Furman type I-K, catalogued as panes, o.g., stamps never
hinged, each lightly hinged in selvedge tab, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1126
1124 HH
Booklet, 1903, 97¢, black on gray cover, type II
lake panes (BK17A), complete and unexploded, eight panes,
all position E, booklet with full interleaving, in excellent condition,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1126 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position B, double oval “Benton Harbor, Mich” cancels, F.-V.F.
Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1125 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, red ball of color (screw
hole) in the top right selvedge (319g var.), booklet pane of 6,
position B, split arrow and guide line at right, o.g., small hinge
remnants, Extremely Fine, one of only 8 examples known.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1127 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1845 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1128

1129

1130

1131

1132

1133

1128 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1889 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1130 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1892, o.g., hinge remnant; right margin uneven as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1132 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1952, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1129 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1889, double oval “New York Reg” cancels;
uneven side margins as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1131 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 1951, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1133 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2109, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1134

1135

1136

1137

1138

1139

1134 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2110, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1136 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2121 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged; one
stamp with small paper adherence, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1138 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2302 (scarcer number), lighter shade approaching scarlet, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1135 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2112, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1137 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2122 (scarcer number), o.g., hinged, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1139 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2303, o.g., small hinge remnant, F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1140

1141

1142

1143

1144

1145

1140 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2304 (scarcer number), o.g., hinge remnant; slightly uneven sides as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1142 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2372, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$125.
Estimate $200 - 300

1144 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2375, o.g., small hinge remnant, deep
shade; uneven side margins as frequently found, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1141 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2371 (scarcer number), o.g., hinge remnant; very slightly uneven sides as frequently found, F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1143 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, engraver's initials in top
left selvedge (319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate
no. 2374, inverted initial “C” in top left selvedge, o.g., hinge remnant; uneven margins at the sides as frequently found, Very
Fine, illustrated in US Specialist article published Feb. 1999, one
of only four examples recorded in 1999 article.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1145 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2498, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1146

1147

1148

1149

1150

1151

1146 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2499, o.g., hinged; uneven side margins as
frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1148 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2715, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1150 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2769, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1147 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2550, o.g., lightly hinged, deep shade,
F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1149 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2716, o.g., lightly hinged (very small gum
wrinkle at top right), Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1151 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2770, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins very
slightly uneven as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1152

1153

1154

1155

1156

1157

1152 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2783, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1154 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2924, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine.
Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1156 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2926, o.g., very lightly hinged (bottom right
pair with small gum wrinkle), Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1153 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2881, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins very
slightly uneven as frequently found, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1155 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2925, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1157 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2934, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1158

1159

1160

1161

1162

1163

1158 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2956, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1160 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3011, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $100 - 150

1162 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3019, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1159 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2958, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1161 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3012, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1163 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3020, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1164

1165

1166

1167

1168

1169

1164 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3021, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1166 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3031, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1168 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3199, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1165 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3023, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1167 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3197, o.g., small hinge remnants; minor perf
separation, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1169 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3387, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1170

1171

1172

1173

1174

1175

1170 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3388, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1172 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3398, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1174 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3410, o.g., lightly hinged; horizontal perf
rows a bit weak, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1171 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3397, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1173 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3409, o.g., hinged; horizontal perf rows a bit
weak, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1175 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3436, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1176

1177

1178

1179

1180

1181

1176 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3443, o.g., hinged (top left stamp with pencil
notation on gum, top right stamp with small gum wrinkle), F.-V.F.
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1178 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3449, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1180 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3521, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1177 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3444, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1179 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3459, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1181 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3661, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1182

1183

1184

1185

1186

1187

1182 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3740, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1184 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3766, o.g., hinged; single blind perf between
top right stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1186 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3819, o.g., small hinge remnants; small thin
in top left selvedge, single blind perf between top right stamps,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

1183 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3763, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1185 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3817, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1187 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3822, o.g., hinge remnant; single blind perf
between top left stamps, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1188

1191

1189

1188 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 3997, o.g., hinge remnant; single blind perf
between top left stamps, Very Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1190 )
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), complete unexploded booklet, booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4115, tied
by 1916 Pago Pago Samoa duplex cancels on registered cover
addressed to Titusville, PA, proper backstamps; cover and pane
lightly toned, pane with small piece out of the top left selvedge
(happened after mailing), still and extremely scarce usage,
F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1191 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4115, o.g., hinge remnant (couple light diagonal gum bends), F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1192 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4118, boxed “Titusville PA” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1189 m
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4114, boxed “Titusville PA” cancels, Very
Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1194
1193 )
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), complete unexploded booklet, plate no. 4235 single, tied by 1908 Albion Mich.
duplex cancel on green cover with Recorder Press Co. Albion,
Michigan corner card, addressed to New York City; minor cover
edge flaws do not affect stamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1195

1196

1197

1194 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4364, o.g., very small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1196 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

1195 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4423, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1197 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3762, 3810, 4363, and
4382, each o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1198

1199

1200

1201

1202

1203

1198 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2376, 2378, 2548, and
2602, o.g., 3 hinged and 1 never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1200 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 4418, 4430, 4435, and
4439, o.g., hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

1202 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3354, 3360, 3525, 3550,
and 3553, o.g., hinged (two with hinge remnants); few small perf
separations, Fine. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

1199 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 4 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2932, 2955, 3013, and
3014, o.g., hinged (one with gum wrinkle), Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1201 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each of plate no. 3645, 3646, 3662,
3669, and 3754, o.g., most with hinge remnants; couple with perf
separations, F.-V.F. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

1203 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2496, 2504, 2771, 2782,
4106, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; each with at least one
stamp with gum wrinkle, F.-V.F. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750
1204 H/(H)
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D and with scarcer numbers, no. 1949 (hinge
remnant and thin spot), no. 1950 (horizontal crease, part OG
and perf separations), no. 2011 (part OG), no. 2123 (no gum),
and no. 2124 (heavy gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott $1,375 (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 1205

Ex 1206

Ex 1207

Ex 1208

1205 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 5 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2507, 2601, 3196, 3198,
and 3437, o.g., hinge remnants; each with at least one stamp
with thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,375. Estimate $300 400

1207 (H)
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 9 booklet panes of
6, position D, one each plate no. 1890, 1891, 2305, 2497, 2604,
2781, 2931, 3030, and 3359, without gum; some small flaws,
otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,475.
Estimate $500 - 750

1206 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 6 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 3532 (mostly separated),
3549, 3999, 4001, 4108; and 4445, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; each with at least one stamp with thin spot, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $400 - 600

1208 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 11 booklet panes of
6, each position D, one each plate no. 2111, 2373, 2377, 2506,
2600, 2713, 2714, 2784, 2880, 2957, and 3526, disturbed o.g. or
part o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $3,025.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1209 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), 30 panes hinged to
two pages in the form of plate reconstruction for a 180 subject
plate; includes 15 position A, one each position B, C, and D; 8
position E, and one each position F, G, H and I; some small flaws
to be expected, V.G.-Fine, seldom offered reconstruction. Scott
$3,900 (photo of both pages on our web site)..
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1210 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I and 2¢ lake, type II (319g,
319q), booklet panes of 6, one miscut pane of 319g, three panes
of 319q (one with small piece out at bottom right), three blocks of
four with plate no. selvedge (3924, 3926, 4584) and 7 plate no.
singles (4358, 4367, 4368, 4443, 4451, 4457, 4464), o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants; few small flaws, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$1,025 for panes (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1211 HH/H
1903, 2¢ carmine, 2¢ carmine rose, and 2¢ scarlet,
type I (319g, 319n, 319p), grouping of 15 panes, includes all positions (A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. and I) plus 4 shades of carmine,
one of carmine rose and one of scarlet, o.g., most all with hinge
remnants except positions D, H and carmine rose pane never
hinged; few small flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,730.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1212 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3299, o.g.,
hinge remnant (top right stamp with gum wrinkle), F.-V.F. Scott
$9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1213 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3300, o.g.,
small hinge remnant; trivial pencil notation on top left selvedge,
Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1216

1217

1216 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), top 2/3 of a booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no.
3303, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Horizontal watermarks can only be found on booklet pane
stamps.
1214 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3302, o.g.,
hinged, Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1215 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I, watermark horizontal
(319g var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 3307, o.g.,
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $9,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1217 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 2933, o.g., lightly hinged; side margins
very slightly uneven as frequently found, F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1218

1219

1220

1221

1222

1223

1218 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 3664, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1220 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 4002, o.g., small hinge remnant, Very
Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1222 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2549, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1219 H
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane
of 6, position D, plate no. 3814, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1221 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2467, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1223 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 2551, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very
Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1224

1225

1226

1227

1228

1229

1224 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position A, o.g., hinged; small toned spot along the bottom edge
of bottom left stamp on the gum side, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$900.
Estimate $500 - 750

1226 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4442, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1228 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4446, o.g., hinge remnants; top right stamp
with thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

1225 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4441, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1227 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4444, scarce number according to Durland,
last two digits of plate no. are lighter than first two digits, o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1229 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4551, o.g., never hinged; top right stamp
with tiny tear and left center stamp with vertical gum wrinkle, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1230

1231

1232

1233

1234

1235

1230 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4558, o.g., never hinged (a few minor moisture spots on gum), F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1232 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4570, scarcer plate no. according to
Durland, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1234 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1231 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4564, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1233 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 4602, o.g., hinged; bottom right vertical pair
with natural paper inclusions, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1235 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6,
position E, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1236

1237

1238

1239

1240

1241

1236 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., small hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1238 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4594, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1240 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4602, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1237 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position A, o.g., two stamps with hinge remnants, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1239 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4598, scarce number according to Durland,
o.g., small hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

1241 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4607, scarce number according to Durland,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1242

1243

1244

1245

1246

1247

1242 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4749, o.g., some paper adhering to gum, Very
Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

1244 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4760, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1246 HH
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $500 - 750

1243 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4751, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1245 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4760, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott
$550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1247 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Booklets and Panes from the 1908-09
Washington-Franklin Issue, D.L. Watermark

1248

1249

1248 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position F, o.g., hinge remnants on two stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1249 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, position G, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1250 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK18),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position E and LH, cover type BC2A, o.g., never hinged; front
cover with light creasing along staple holes, F.-V.F., catalogued
as panes. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1251 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK19),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position I, o.g., never hinged; cover type BC3 with light
creasing, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1252 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on green cover (BK19),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes, no interleaving, panes
are position A, cover type BC3, o.g., never hinged; front cover
with normal light creasing along staples, V.G.-Fine, catalogued
as panes. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1253 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK20),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with normal light creasing
along staple holes, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $480.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1254 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on buff cover (BK21),
complete and unexploded, all panes position A, o.g., never
hinged; third pane down has a vertical flaw line from bottom left
stamp up to left center stamp, F.-V.F., extremely scarce. Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1255 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK22),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, no interleaving,
panes are position E, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $960.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1256 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK22),
exploded, front and back covers, 4 panes from position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, covers without creases, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $960.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1257 HH
Booklet, 1908, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK23),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, four panes, no
interleaving, panes are position G, o.g., never hinged; covers
with normal light creasing, F.-V.F., catalogued as panes. Scott
$960.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1258 HH
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK24),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, no interleaving,
panes are position E, o.g., never hinged; left margins of panes
are a bit uneven, minor scuffing near staple holes on front cover,
Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $480. Estimate $300 - 400
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1259 H
Booklet, 1908, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK24),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, position A, o.g.,
lightly hinged; covers with normal light bends from viewing, Fine,
catalogued as panes. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1260 HH
Booklet, 1908, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK25),
complete and unexploded, panes are position A, o.g., never
hinged; covers with normal light creasing from viewing, Fine.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1263
1262 H
1908, 1¢ green, imperf between (331 var.), horizontal pair, resulting from booklet experiments (see footnote in
Scott catalogue), o.g., hinge remnant, Fine, this is the only bottom pair known; 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1264

1263 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4867, o.g., hinged, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

The catalogue value for this stamp is in the grade of Fine
indicating that this is the only way this variety exists.
1264 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4869, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1261 HH
Booklet, 1908, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK26),
complete and unexploded, all panes position A, o.g., never
hinged, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1265

1266

1267

1268

1269

1270

1265 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 4877, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1267 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5040, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1269 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5263, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1266 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5037, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1268 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5041, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1270 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5264, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1271

1272

1273

1274

1271 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5267, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1273 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position N,
guideline at top and right (occurs only once on 360 subject
plate), o.g., hinge remnants, Fine, extremely scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1272 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5268, o.g., hinged; light toning from hinges, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1274 H
1908, 1¢ green (331a), booklet pane of 6, position O,
guideline at top and left (occurs only once on 360 subject plate),
o.g., hinge remnants; top left stamp with thin spot, otherwise
Fine, extremely scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1275 H/(H)
1908, 1¢ green (331a), 11 booklet panes of 6, positions A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H-I-J and M, position D is plate no. 4867,
o.g., hinged or hinge remnants except position J which is without
gum, F.-V.F. Scott $1,725.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1276 Hm
1908, 1¢ green (331a), grouping of two panes with
plate no. (4870 & 5038) each with thin spot, five plate no. singles
(5029, 5030, 5034, 5035, & 5041), used and unused booklet
pairs, and four used and one unused booklet singles, most all
unused with hinge remnants, unused pair without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1277

1278

1279

1280

1277 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4803 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1279 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4806 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1278 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4804 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1280 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4808 (scarcer according to Durland), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1281

1282

1283

1285

1286

1288

1281 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4826 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1283 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4836 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged; bottom left stamp with small wrinkle, F.-V.F. Scott
$175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1286 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5042, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1282 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4832 (scarce number according to Durland), o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1284 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4847, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1287 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5043, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1285 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 4963, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1288

1289

1290

1291

1292

1293

1288 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5088, o.g., lightly hinged (few minor gum skips),
Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1290 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5446, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1292 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

1289 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5261, o.g., lightly hinged; normal rust marks around
staple holes, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1291 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

1293 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
G, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1295 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5456, 5458, & 5459, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine.
Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1297 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 4964 & 4965, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine. Scott
$350.
Estimate $150 - 200

1296 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 4950, 4953, & 4955, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1298 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5047 & 5048, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1294 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, position
O, guide line at left and at top, o.g., hinge remnant, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1299 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5090 & 5095, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1301 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5106, 5112, & 5113, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1303 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5154, 5445, & 5450, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1300 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5096 & 5104, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1302 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5130 (bit light), 5139, 5262, o.g., lightly hinged,
Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1304 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5448 & 5451, o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1305 HH/H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 6 booklet panes of 6, includes five position D, plate nos. 4805, 4970 &
5108 each with at least one stamp with a thin spot and hinge remnants, 5099 LH and gum wrinkle affecting
three stamps, and 5266 with tropicalized OG, plus one position G, never hinged but glazed spot on
selvedge tab, F.-V.F. Scott $1,010.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1306 H
1908, 2¢ carmine (332a), 12 booklet panes of 6, each showing a different position, includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 4970)-E-F-G-H-I-J-K-M, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant; position D one
stamp with small thin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,725.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1910-11
Washington-Franklin Issue, S.L. Watermark

1307 HH
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on green cover (BK27),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, no interleaving,
o.g., never hinged; one pane with perf separations and one pane
with plate scratch on bottom left stamp, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1308 HH/H
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on green cover (BK27),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, four panes, no
interleaving, position A, o.g., three panes never hinged, one
hinged, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1309 HH
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK28),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1310 H
Booklet, 1910, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK28),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, two panes
each position A, tropicalized o.g., V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1311 HH
Booklet, 1910, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK29),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes each position A,
o.g., never hinged (one pane with gum wrinkle), Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1312 HH
Booklet, 1910, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK30),
complete and unexploded, front and back covers, eight panes
each position A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged (slight gum
disturbance from interleaving), V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1317 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5263, 5264, & 5267, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

1313

1314

Ex 1315

1316

1313 HH
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position A,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

1315 Hm
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5452, o.g., hinged, plus two plate no. singles, one 5454
no gum and thin and one 5454 used and thin, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1314 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position D,
plate no. 5447, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1316 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, position O,
guide line at top and left, o.g., two hinge remnants, Fine, scarce,
this position only occurs once on a plate. Estimate $400 - 600

1318 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5268 & 5449, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$600.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1321
1319 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position
D, plate nos. 5452 & 5454, o.g., hinged (latter with hinge remnant), Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1322

1321 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
A with large pre-printing paper fold affecting the middle pair and
opened up for viewing, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine, scarce.
Estimate $200 - 300

1322 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
D, plate no. 5462, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300

1320 H
1910, 1¢ green (374a), 10 booklet panes of 6, each
from a different position, includes A-B-C-D-H-I-J-K-L and M,
o.g., most all with hinge remnants; few small flaws, V.G.-Fine.
Scott $2,325.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1323

1324

1323 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
N, guide line at top and right, occurs only once on plate, o.g.,
never hinged, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1324 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), booklet pane of 6, position
O, guide line at top and left, occurs only once on plate, o.g., hinge
remnant, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1325 HH/H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 10 booklet panes of 6, positions A-B-C-D-H-I-J-K-L and M, o.g., position H and I never
hinged, others with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1326 Hm
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, one
position A and one position D, plate no. 5472 plus used and unused plate no. 5450 singles and a top pair with selvedge tab,
hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1328 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5445 & 5446, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

1329 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5448 & 5450, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Scott
$340.
Estimate $300 - 400

1327 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 5 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5130, 5261, 5451, 5456 and & 5459, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1331 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5464 & 5466, o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

1332 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 2 booklet panes of 6, each
position I, plus front and back covers, no interleaving, catalogued as panes, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1330 H
1910, 2¢ carmine (375a), 3 booklet panes of 6, position D, plate nos. 5461, 5462, & 5467, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Scott $510.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Booklets and Panes from the 1912 Washington
Issue, Perf. 12

1334 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, green on green cover (BK32),
complete and unexploded, with four panes and interleaving,
o.g., never hinged, centering of panes is well above normal for
and intact booklet; back cover creased, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1333 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on green cover (BK31),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, each position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1335 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, green on lavender cover
(BK33), exploded, front and back covers, sixteen panes, position A, o.g., never hinged, V.G. Scott $1,760.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1336 HH
Booklet, 1912, 73¢, red cover (BK34), complete
and unexploded, intact combination booklet with four panes
each Scott 405b and 406a, all position A, 1¢ panes F-VF and 2¢
panes VG-F, o.g., never hinged; covers with light creasing along
staples from viewing and some pencil notations, overall Fine.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1338 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, each from position
A, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as
panes. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1339 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes, one pane is from
position J and the other pane (from the same booklet) is cut so
that the guideline at bottom does not show, o.g., never hinged;
position J pane with some perf separation, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1337 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, black on cream cover (BK35),
complete and unexploded, grilled interleaving, both panes position I, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., extremely rare booklet. Scott
$825.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1342 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, black on gray cover (BK37),
complete and unexploded, but top cover separated at the staple
holes, all panes appear to be position D with at least two different
plate nos. visible, o.g., never hinged, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1340 HH
Booklet, 1912, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK36),
complete and unexploded, four panes, position A, o.g., never
hinged; top cover is loose and partially separated at the staple
holes, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1341 HH
Booklet, 1912, 49¢, black on pink cover (BK36),
exploded, front and back covers, four panes, position A, o.g.,
never hinged; front cover with vertical crease at center, F.-V.F.
Scott $440.
Estimate $300 - 400
1343 HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK38), complete and unexploded, both panes position A, o.g., never hinged;
minor pencil notations on front cover, Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1344 HH
Booklet, 1912, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK40),
complete and unexploded, eight panes, all position A, o.g.,
never hinged; minor pencil notations on front cover, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1345 HH/H
1912, 1¢ green, complete set of plate number
panes (405b), grouping of 16 booklet panes each one of the 16
plate numbers recorded in Durland, for Scott 405b, o.g., two
panes appear never hinged; few small flaws, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,280 (photo of all 16 panes on our web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1346 H
1912, 1¢ green (405b), 12 booklet panes of 6, each
from
a
different
position
includes
positions
A-B-C-D-H-I-J-L-M-N and O, position D is plate no. 6369, o.g.,
mostly with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $795.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1347 Hm
1912, 1¢ green (405b), booklet panes of 6, small
grouping of position A (1 pane) never hinged, position D (1 pane)
plate no. 5750 with hinged remnants, unused and used plate no.
5757 singles and two used single stamps, one with plate no.
5741 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1349 m
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 2 booklet panes of 6, one
position B showing almost full arrow and guide line at right and
one position D with plate no. 5783 (top left selvedge tab separated and rejoined), used, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1348 H
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 11 booklet panes of 6,
each from a different position includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 5844)
- H-I-J-K-L-M & N, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants; few small
flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $730.
Estimate $500 - 750

1350 H
1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), 32 booklet panes of 6,
each position D with a different plate no., comprising all of the
numbers listed in Durland for this booklet pane, does include
5783 and 6564 which are categorized as scarce, o.g., hinged or
hinge remnants; few small flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,560.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1351 H/HHm 1912, 2¢ carmine (406a), small grouping of 5 booklet
panes of 6, includes two position A, one each position D (plate
no. 5761), position I and position L, plus unused and used plate
no. single, a plate no. pair, a used pair and four booklet pane singles, o.g., position D & L never hinged with gum skips, balance
hinged or hinge remnants, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Booklets and Panes from the 1913 Washington
Issue, Perf. 10

1354 HH
Booklets, 1914, 25¢ and 49¢ (BK44, BK45), exploded, each with proper covers and panes, no interleaving,
o.g., never hinged, Fine, catalogued as panes. Scott $180 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1352 HH/H
Booklet, 1914, 25¢, 73¢ and 97¢ (BK41, BK42,
BK43), exploded, BK41 four never hinged 1¢ panes, BK42 sixteen never hinged 1¢ panes, and BK43 four never hinged 1¢ and
four never hinged 2¢ panes (one pane showing malformed "P" in
"POSTAGE"), all booklets with proper front and back covers, no
interleaving, BK41 panes are from position M, panes from other
booklets are from position A, V.G.-Fine, catalogued as panes.
Scott $330 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1357 HH/H
1914, 1¢ green (424d), 440+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, approximately 150 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value exceeds $3,900, with no premium for
never hinged, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $2,250.
Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1358 HH/H
1914, 1¢ green (424d), 30 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising 30 of the possible 31 known plate nos. for this booklet pane, of the 32 numbers
assigned for this pane one is unknown, this grouping is missing
plate no. 7275, o.g.,7 panes appear never hinged, the balance
are lightly hinged, but a few with hinged remnants, Fine. Scott
$420 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1355 HH
Booklet, 1914, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK46),
complete and unexploded, 8 panes, all appear to be position A,
o.g., never hinged; front cover with two minor oil spots around
staple holes, minor pencil notations on front cover, Fine. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1353 m
Booklet, 1914, 73¢, red cover (BK43), complete
and unexploded, with all interleaving, each pane cancelled with
1916 Fortuna Lodge Alaska duplex cancel, back cover with an
additional L shaped block of three of the 2¢ tied by same cancel,
booklet with the original string used to attach it to a package; covers with light usage creases, V.G.-Fine, exceptionally rare and
highly unusual usage.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1356 Hm
1914, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (424d, 425e), booklet panes of 6, 1¢ nineteen panes includes positions A-B-C-D
(plate no. 7268) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, six panes with slightly
different shades, two used panes (one without tab) plus used
plate no. single and used bottom block from pane; 2¢ fourteen
panes includes positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 7256) H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, a miscut pane with part of the pane above
at top of the tap and a second position labeled "Broken :one",
plus two used singles and a used block of four, two of the 1¢
shade panes are without gum, balance of panes never hinged,
hinged or with hinge remnants, Fine. Scott $336 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1359 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position A, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and
sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the
bottom, Very Fine for this, only 60 reported, rare. Datz $2,000.
Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Unique Plate Number Imperf Booklet Pane
Rarity

1360 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position B, arrow and guideline at right, unused, no gum, as are
all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top
margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
This is the only position B believed to exist.
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1361 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position C, arrow and guideline at left, unused, no gum, as are all
examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top
margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1362 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position D, plate no. 6707, plate number top right, unused, no
gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; centered to the bottom, staple holes in top margin, Very Fine for this.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
This is the only position "D" believed to exist.

This is the only position C believed to exist.
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1363 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position H, line at guideline right, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000
normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position. Estimate $2,000
- 3,000

1364 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position I, guideline at left, unused, no gum, as are all examples,
rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin, centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000 normal position. Scott $1,650 normal position.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
This is one of a few position I believed to exist.

1365 (H)
1914, 1¢ green, imperf (424e), booklet pane of 6,
position J, guideline at bottom, unused, no gum, as are all examples, rich color and sharp impression; staple holes in top margin,
centered to the bottom, Very Fine for this. Datz $2,000 normal
position. Scott $1,650 normal position.Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
This is one of a few position J believed to exist.

This is likely the only position H believed to exist.
1366 HH/H
1914, 2¢ rose red (425e), grouping of 48 booklet
panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no. comprising
all of the known plate nos. for this booklet pane, o.g., six panes
are never hinged, balance hinged or with hinge remnants, Fine.
Scott $2,205 (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1367 HH/H
1914, 2¢ rose red (425e), 125+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, approximately 65 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value exceeds $4,000, with no premium for
never hinged, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $3,060.
Scott $1,085 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1916 Washington
Issue, Unwatermarked
1368 HH
Booklet, 1916, 97¢, green on lavender cover
(BK48), exploded, front and back covers, sixteen panes, each
from position B, no interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with
light creasing, F.-V.F. Scott $256 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1370 HH
Booklet, 1916, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK51), exploded, front and back covers, four panes each from position I,
no interleaving, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott $720.
Estimate $400 - 600

1372 H
1916, 1¢ green (462a), 12 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising all of the known
numbers used for this booklet pane, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $300 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1369 HH
Booklet, 1916, 73¢, red cover (BK49), exploded,
front and back covers, four each 1¢ and 2¢ pane, position A, no
interleaving, o.g., never hinged; covers with normal creasing
from viewing, V.G.-Fine. Scott $784.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1371 HH/H
Booklet, 1916, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK52), exploded, front and back covers, eight panes, no interleaving, o.g.,
7 panes never hinged and one with hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine,
catalogued as panes. Scott $1,370.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1373 HH/H
1916, 1¢ green (462a), 90+ booklet panes of 6, 90+
booklet panes, a positional study, with no premium for never
hinged, excellent lot for the specialist, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $900 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1374 Hm
1916, 1¢ green (462a), grouping of 23 unused and 4
used booklet panes of 6, plus a few extras, includes exploded
BK47 (each pane position D, plate no. 7275, 7277, 7278x2), positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 7179) -H-I-J-K-L and M, one each
pane with plate scratch and pre-printing paper crease and a position D (plate no. 7176) with mis-entered stamp below plate no.,
finally four used position A, o.g., mostly hinged or with hinge
remnant, Fine. Scott $336 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1376

1377

1376 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at right (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinged, Fine, scarce. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1378 )
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), complete unexploded
booklet, complete booklet pane, position D, plate no.7968, tied
by straightline Normal Ill postmarks on 1920 registered cover addressed to New York City, proper backstamps; minor cover edge
wear, Fine, scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

1377 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at left (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., small hinge remnant; left center stamp
with natural paper inclusion, V.G.-Fine, scarcer than crack at
right. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300

1375 H
1916, 1¢ green, cracked plate at right (462a var.),
booklet pane of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine, scarce. Scott
$225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1381 HH/H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 7 booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 2 with plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog
value $800, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot for
the specialist. Durland $250. Scott $550 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1382 Hm
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), grouping of six unused
and five used booklet panes of 6, plus extras; unused includes
position D (plate 7247) plus five panes with slightly different
shades; used panes includes one position A and four position D
(plate nos. 7968, 7969, 7970 and 7971); extras include two sets
of front and back covers for BK 50 but no panes or interleaving
(no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1379 HH/H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 12 booklet panes of 6, position D, each with a different plate no., comprising all of the
known plate nos. used for this booklet pane, o.g., plate no. 7556
never hinged otherwise hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,890.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1380 H
1916, 2¢ carmine (463a), 11 booklet panes of 6,
each from a different position, includes A-B-C-D (plate no. 7970)
- H-I-J-K-L-M and N, o.g., hinge remnants; few small flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,210.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Booklets and Panes from the 1917 Washington
Issue, Perf. 11
1383 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢ and 97¢ (BK53, BK54, BK55),
grouping of six exploded and two unexploded booklets, includes
BK53 with all panes never hinged and from position H, BK54 with
15 panes from position D and one from position A - all panes
never hinged; four BK55 one booklet with panes from position B
and back cover “Postal Savings System”, one booklet with
panes from position A and back cover "Treasury Savings Certificate", one booklet with panes from position A and back cover
with small address form, and one booklet with four panes from
position I and back cover with large address form; two unexploded books are BK53 with damaged cover and BK54, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1385 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, green on green cover (BK53),
complete and unexploded, an intriguing booklet with eight panes
instead of four panes, each from position J and with similar centering, booklet may have been restapled, note on front in crayon
says “This Book has the distinct horiz. …”, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1384 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, green on green cover (BK53),
complete and unexploded, four panes from position J (two
panes do not show line at bottom), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1386 HH
Booklets, 1917, 73¢, red cover (BK56, BK57), five
exploded booklets, two different, four BK56 : 1) panes from position A and back cover with small address form; 2) panes from position H and back cover with small address form; 3) 1¢ panes
appear to be from position H and 2¢ panes from position B, back
cover with large address form, both covers pale green; 4) all
panes from position A, back cover with large address form, both
covers Buff colored; BK57 all panes position A, back cover with
large address form, o.g., never hinged, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1387 HH
Booklet, 1917, 73¢, red covers (BK56, BK57),
three combination booklets, complete and unexploded, one BK
56 all panes from position A, two BK 57, one with 1¢ panes from
position I and one with 1¢ panes from position A, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1388 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK58), four
exploded booklets, 1) panes from position C and back cover with
small address form; 2) panes from position D (plate no. F11781
and F 11782) and back cover with large address form; 3) panes
from position D (plate nos. F8894) and back cover with small address form; 4) panes from position K and back cover with “Treasury Savings Certificate”, o.g., panes never hinged but two plate
no. panes with large gum skips, Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1390 HH
Booklet, 1917, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK59),
complete and unexploded, four panes each from position A,
o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, F.-V.F.
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1392 HH
Booklet, 1917, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK60),
complete and unexploded, eight panes, each from position A,
o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, Fine.
Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1391 HH
Booklet, 1917, 49¢, red on pink cover (BK59), two
exploded booklets, 1) panes from position A and back with small
address form; 2) panes are from position I and back cover with
large address form; no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1393 HH
Booklet, 1917, 97¢, red on blue cover (BK61), two
exploded booklets, 1) panes from position A, one pane with tiny
nick at bottom; 2) panes from position J; both back covers with
large address form; no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1389 HH
Booklet, 1917, 25¢, red on buff cover (BK58), complete and unexploded, two panes, each position H, o.g., never
hinged; minor pencil notation on front cover, Very Fine. Scott
$250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1395 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
complete and unexploded, one pane from position I and one
pane appears to be from position A, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1394 H
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK62),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each from position D
(plate no.s 8095 and 8096), back cover with small address form,
o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1397 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
exploded, front and back covers, two panes each from position D
(plate nos. 8460 and 8448), no interleaving, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1396 HH
Booklet, 1918, 37¢, violet on sage cover (BK63),
complete and unexploded, panes from position A, front cover in
light shade of purple, o.g., never hinged; minor pencil notations
on front cover, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1398 H
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, reconstructed
sheets (498e, 499e), 60 booklet panes of 6 of each, each value
showing the top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right panes;
a wonderful opportunity and a very scarce reconstruction, o.g.,
hinged to backing sheet, V.G.-Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1399 Hm
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (498e, 499e),
grouping of 12 1¢ booklet panes of 6, showing positions A-B-C-D
(plate no. 8185) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O; 2¢ twenty unused and
thirteen used panes (many with plate numbers), unused includes positions A-B-C-D (plate No. 13212) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and
O plus 8 with slightly different shades, used panes include positions A-B-C-D (six different plate numbers) - H-I and J; Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1400 HH/H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 900+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, 270+ with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $3,200, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot
for the specialist. Durland $1,600. Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1401 HH/H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 100 booklet panes of 6, position D, 99 different plate numbers, missing just plate no. 10775
for a complete set of all numbers used on this booklet pane according to Durland, it does include a second plate no. 10675
which Durland notes is scarce, o.g., some never hinged, most all
hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $700 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1404 m
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b(1),
502b(2)), a selection of one booklet pane of 6 of type I and two of
type II, various positions, each pre-canceled: 501b inverted
Hagerstown, MD; 502b Red Bank, NJ; Brockton, MA, F.-V.F. for
the issue, very seldom encountered.
Estimate $200 - 300

1402 H
1917, 1¢ green (498e), 71 booklet panes of 6, each
with a different plate number, missing only 7449 and 7785 for a
complete set of plate numbers used on the booklet pane, it does
include plate no. 10252 which Durland notes is scarcer, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $426 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1405 H
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b, 502b),
grouping of booklet panes of 6 from both types, includes Type I
from position A, two from position D; plus five different shades
from position A; Type II includes one pane from position A, five
different shades from position A, two panes with guide line varieties, an excellent selection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1406 m
1917, 3¢ light violet, types I and II (501b(1),
502b(5)), a selection of one booklet pane of 6 of type I and five of
type II, selected for freshness and centering or color variant, difficult to find these so nice, generally Very Fine. Scott $335.
Estimate $200 - 300

1403 HH/H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499e), 900+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, 400+ with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $5,100, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot
for the specialist. Durland $3,200. Scott $1,900 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1408 HH/H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 19 booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, 4 with plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog value $1,600, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the
specialist. Durland $480. Scott $1,125 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

1409 HH/H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 4 booklet panes
of 6, position D, each with different plate number, showing the
four different numbers used on this booklet pane, o.g., each two
with hinge remnants, one with album black on bottom pair and
one (8097) never hinged, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
1410 HH/H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 75+ booklet
panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 21 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value $5,000, with no premium for NH, excellent
lot for the specialist. Durland $1,680. Scott $3,360 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1407 H
1917, 3¢ light violet, type I (501b), 12 booklet panes
of 6, showing positions A-B-C-D (plate no. 8095) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N
and O, o.g., hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $930.
Estimate $500 - 750

1411 H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 12 booklet
panes of 6, each from a different position, includes A-B-C-D
(plate no. 8332) - H-I-J-K-L-M-N and O, shades vary, o.g.,
hinged or hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine. Scott $737 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1412 H
1917, 3¢ dark violet, type II (502b), 12 booklet
panes of 6, position D, each with a different number, comprising
all of the plate numbers listed in Durland and used on this booklet
pane, shades vary, o.g., Fine. Scott $930. Estimate $500 - 750
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The 1917 American Expeditionary Force ("A.E.F.") Issue

1413 HH
Booklet, 1917, $3 "A.E.F.", black on green cover (BK64), exploded, ten panes, each with right side selvedge tab; front and back covers with right side staple holes plus 13 sheets of interleaving, o.g., never
hinged; one pane with pencil notation on the gum of one stamp and one pane with small dark spot on the gum of one stamp, F.-V.F., even though this booklet has been exploded it is still extremely scarce as only 7 intact
booklets are thought to exist. Scott $17,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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1414 HH
Booklet, 1917, $3 "A.E.F.", black on green cover,
covers only (BK64 var.), front and back covers, staples along
the left side, 9 sheets of interleaving, extremely scarce, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

1415 H
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ rose (498f, 499f vars.), singles from AEF booklet panes, tied by 1918 duplex postmark on
European sized envelope with red "AMERICAN YMCA" corner
card and typed "L.M. King, A.P.O. 717, France" (Tours France),
addressed to Mohonk Lake NY; purple 3 line "CENSORED, C.
W. FREBLAND, CHAPLAIN, 6th U.S. CAVALRY" at bottom left;
2¢ stamp and cover with creases, Fine. Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1416 )
1917, 1¢ green and 2¢ rose (498f, 499f vars.), complete unexploded booklet, singles from A.E.F. booklet panes,
tied to October 1918 censored cover by U.S. Army Post Office
M.P.E.S. duplex postmarks, addressed to Albany NY, proper
censor's mark, 2 page typed enclosure from William J. Walker,
YMCA Secretary, Nevers, France; cover with small edge flaws,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1417 )
1917, 1¢ green (498f var.), complete unexploded
booklet, block of nine from A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, on registered legal size cover from USAPO #738 (Chateauroux) France
addressed to Mississippi, block tied by double circle magenta
registered handstamp, proper censor's mark; right vertical row
of stamps over the edge of cover and have a few small flaws, top
center stamp with small paper adhesion, otherwise Fine, rare
usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1418 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W9 selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g.,
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1420 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W4 or W10, selvedge tab at right, o.g., small hinge remnants, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1422 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W5, selvedge tab at left, partial arrow and guideline along
bottom, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1419 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W7, selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g.,
lightly hinged, nicely centered vertically, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1421 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W4 or W10, selvedge tab at right, o.g., small hinge remnant, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1423 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W6, selvedge tab at right, guideline at left and bottom,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1424 HH
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W11, selvedge tab at left with initials "W.Mc.A." at bottom
left, guideline at right, o.g., never hinged (pencil notations on the
gum of one stamp), F.-V.F. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1426 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.A.C.” at bottom right,
guide line at left, o.g., hinge remnant (several stamps with gum
wrinkles), Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1428 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “R.D.” at bottom right,
o.g., hinged, V.G. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1425 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W11, selvedge tab at left with initials “R.B.” at bottom left,
guideline at right, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1427 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.H.K.” at bottom right,
guide line at left, o.g., hinge remnant; top right horizontal pair
with small thin, bottom right horizontal pair with light crease, position 12 with small wrinkle, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

1429 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W12, selvedge tab at right, initials “J.M.B.” at bottom right,
two small hinge remnants, o.g., two small hinge remnants (light
gum bends and small gum wrinkles); position 11 with a small thin
spot, V.G. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1431 H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, a left hand pane, position W3 or W9, o.g., lightly hinged, reasonably well
centered, for this notoriously difficult pane, with bright color, exceptionally fresh, a handsome example of this rare pane; natural paper inclusion in top margin position 6, Very Fine for this, ex-Poriss; 1966 & 2013 P.F. certificates. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

1430 HH
Booklet, 1917, $6 "A.E.F.", black on pink cover,
covers only (BK65), front and back covers, staples along right
side, 11 sheets of interleaving, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, extremely scarce covers, no intact booklets with the 2¢
AEF pane are known.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1432 H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, position W3 or W9, selvedge tab at left, guideline at right, o.g., small hinge
remnants (one stamp with pencil notation on gum), Fine, scarce. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Issues from 1923 through 1995
1433 HH/H
1923, 1¢ deep green (552a), 230+ booklet panes of
6, booklet panes, a positional and plate number study, with 74
plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott
& Durland catalog value $2,300, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $1,100. Scott $1,200 (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1434 HH/H
1923, 1¢ deep green (552a), complete set of 20
booklet panes of 6 with plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $300. (No photo). Estimate $75 - 100
1435 HH/H
1923, 2¢ carmine (554c), 400+ booklet panes of 6, a
positional and plate number study, with 200 plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott & Durland catalog
value $4,500, with no premium for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Durland $3,100. Scott $1,400 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1436 HH/H
1923, 2¢ carmine (554c), 179 booklet panes of 6
with plate numbers (out of 194 different plate numbers), o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $2,685. (No photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1437 HH/H
1927, 1¢ green (632a), 41 booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate numbers,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH,
excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,400 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1438 HH/H
1927, 1¢ green (632a), 12 booklet panes of 6 with
plate numbers (out of 14 different plate numbers), o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $480. (No photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1440 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 450+ booklet
panes of 6, a positional and plate number study, 17 with plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., total Scott &
Durland catalog value $1,150, with no premium for NH, excellent
lot for the specialist. Durland $500. Scott $650 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1446 Hm)
1954, 3¢ Statue of Liberty, wet printing (1035a),
specialized collection of booklet panes includes mint, used and
pre cancelled, miscuts, FDC's, booklet covers, electric eye positions, plate number matched sets, and complete booklets, everything one could want on the booklet panes, an attention
grabbing lot, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1441 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 61 booklet panes of
6 with different plate numbers (out of 78), many with large percentage of plate number, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.,
total Scott & Durland catalog value $570. Durland $480. Scott
$90 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1447 HH/H
1958-71, five different with examiner's
handstamps (1036a, 1213a, 1395a, C64c), booklet panes,
these markings in the margin are the result of handstamping and
denote the main printed roll number and i.d. number of the examiner, includes 1213a Slogan 1 and 2, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F., very scarce (no photo). Estimate $500 - 750

1442 HH/H
1932, 3¢ Washington (720b), 15 booklet panes of 6
with plate numbers (out of 16), o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F., total Durland and Scott catalog value $865. Durland
$480. Scott $385 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1443 HH/H
1938, 1¢ Presidential (804b), 750+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate numbers, 550 2½ mm gutter, 200 with 3 mm gutter, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH, excellent lot for
the specialist. Scott $1,900 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1444 HH/H
1938, 2¢ Presidential (806b), 3000+ booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate
numbers, approximately 2,750 2½ mm gutter, 270 with 3 mm
gutter, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for
NH, excellent lot for the specialist and no premium affixed to the
plate numbers. Scott $30,000 (no photo).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1445 HH/H
1938, 2¢ Presidential (806b), 130+ booklet panes of
6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate numbers, 90 2½ mm gutter, 40 with 3 mm gutter, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for NH, excellent lot for
the specialist. Scott $1,500 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1439 HH/H
1926, 2¢ carmine, type I (634d), 50+ booklet panes
of 6, a positional and plate number study, all with partial plate
numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium
for NH, excellent lot for the specialist. Scott $1,800 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1448 HH/H
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), 1200+ booklet panes of 6,
a positional and plate number study, most with partial plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., with no premium for
NH, excellent lot for the specialist and no premium affixed to the
plate numbers. Scott $3,300 (no photo). Estimate $750 - 1,000
1449 Hm)
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), specialized collection of
matched plate number booklet panes, 80+ panes, a scarce and
valuable collection worthy of your attention, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $7,500. (No photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1450 Hm)
1958, 4¢ Lincoln (1036a), specialized collection of
booklet panes includes mint, used and pre cancelled, miscuts,
foldovers, FDC's, booklet covers and varieties, electric eye positions and complete booklets, could be the basis of an extraordinary exhibition, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1451 HH/H
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a), 1,100+ booklet
panes of 5 + label, a positional and plate number study, most
with partial plate numbers, includes 200+ Slogan #1, 100+ Slogan #2 and 750+ Slogan #3, excellent lot for the specialist and
no premium affixed to the plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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The "Keystone" Collection of U.S. Booklets and Booklet Panes

1452 Hm)
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a-c), specialized collection of matched plate number booklet panes, 28 Slogan #1
panes, 31 Slogan #2, and 150+ Slogan #3, total Durland value
over $13,000.00, probably impossible to duplicate in today's
market, please inspect and bid early, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1459 HH
Booklet, 1995, $6.40 Holiday Greetings (BK233),
complete and unexploded, top pane Scott # 3007b, bottom pane
is an imperforate blank sheet of paper, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1460 HH/H
Airmail & Saving Stamps, booklet panes collection, collection includes four C10a with one unexploded booklet
and different covers, C51a type IIa and IIb, C60a type IIIa and
IIIb, with the different front and back covers, C72c with the different covers and marginal markings, and a exploded booklet of
S63, scarce group, inspection strongly recommended, F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1453 Hm)
1962, 5¢ Washington (1213a-c), specialized collection of booklet panes includes mint, used and pre cancelled, slogan changes, miscuts, foldovers, FDC's including cacheted first
day of Luminescent Tagged booklet, electric eye positions, well
researched and written up, a unique opportunity to acquire so
large a study, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1461 HH
Booklet, Postal Insurance, 1965, 10¢ and 20¢,
type I and type II (QI1-QI2), all exploded, unusual and scarce,
please examine, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1454 HH/H
1962, 5¢ Washington, tagged (1213c), 340+ booklet panes of 5 + label, a positional and plate number study, most
with partial plate numbers, excellent lot for the specialist and no
premium affixed to the plate numbers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $750 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

End of the Second Session

1456 HH
1973, 10¢ Jefferson Memorial, imperf between
(1510b), two booklet panes of 5 + label, stamps with two horizontal pairs imperf between, plus stamps and label imperf between,
result of a foldover, which has a neat vertical crease through left
stamps of pairs, o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine, very rare.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1457 HH
Booklet, 1987, $4.40 Fireworks Over Flag
(BK156), 14 complete unexploded booklets, Scott 2276a panes,
each with different marginal markings, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1455 HH
1971, 8¢ Eisenhower, foldover and miscut showing extra stamps at top (1395a var.), booklet pane of 8, diagonal fold along bottom block, quite odd and one of the most
striking that we have seen, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and
unusual.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1458 HH
Booklet, 1995, $6.40 Holiday Greetings (BK233),
complete and unexploded, top pane Scott # 3007b, bottom pane
#3007c INVERTED, this looks similar to the listed #3007e, but
the inverted pane is a "c" not a "b", o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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